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A number of aspects of the pre-nucleation zeolite synthesis solution are considered.
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ects on the 29Si NMR chemical shift of
silicon nuclei are investigated, in order to ascertain the necessary computational
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The e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Introduction
The scientic history of zeolites can be traced back as far as 1756 when Cronstedt
discovered what has come to be called stilbite [1]. The word zeolite comprises of
the Greek words; \zeo" meaning \to boil" and \lithos" meaning \a stone" and was
used by Cronstedt, who observed that upon rapid heating the rock produced large
amounts of steam due to water which had been adsorbed by the mineral.
Pioneering work in zeolite synthesis and adsorption was started by Barrer in the
mid 1930s. By this stage zeolites had already been observed to have many useful
properties including ion exchange, adsorption and molecular sieving[1]. Among Bar-
rer's many contributions to zeolite science were the rst classication of the known
zeolites based on molecular size [2] and the rst reported denitive synthesis of a
zeolite, mordenite, in 1948 [3].
Although there is a vast body of work in the area of zeolite science today the
nucleation and growth of zeolite crystals still remain enigmatic [4]. The problem
arises due to the scale on which such events take place. The early stages of the
synthesis have been well characterized both experimentally, using NMR [5, 6, 7] and
mass spectrometry [8] and also theoretically, in terms of thermodynamics [9, 10] and
kinetics [11, 12] . The later stages, involving larger species have also been studied
using scattering techniques [13, 14]. The scale on which nucleation takes place
however, is intermediate to the scales of these experimental techniques. Although the
nucleation event has been tackled using an approach involving multiple techniques
[15, 16, 17] the results of these experiments have then been challenged by other
investigators [18].
Understanding how nucleation occurs is fundamental to any a priori knowledge
of the parameters necessary for synthesis of a particular zeolite. Although the task
is exceedingly dicult, the rewards of such knowledge make it nonetheless an attrac-
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tive proposition. The ability to rationally control the synthesis in order to obtain
a specic crystal would allow the synthesis of tailor-made zeolites which, given the
many commercial uses of currently existing zeolites, means that the area of inves-
tigation of zeolite crystal growth remains a vibrant eld more than 60 years after
Barrer's pioneering studies.
The investigation of the pre-nucleation stage and how the properties of the sys-
tem at this stage may inuence the nucleation event will be the focus of this thesis.
As the individual areas investigated are introduced in detail in the relevant chapters
this section shall be used to provide a general overview of the nature and use of
zeolites, as well as an introduction to some of the key questions surrounding the
formation of zeolites, nally the objectives of the thesis shall also be set forth in this
section.
1.1 Natural Zeolites
As alluded to in the previous section the early history of zeolite science was con-
cerned with naturally occurring zeolites. Some of the earliest known zeolites were
found in cavities and vugs of basalts, towards the end of the 19th century, however,
zeolites were also discovered in sedimentary rocks. Following extensive geological
explorations of zeolites the following types of zeolite formation were proposed [19]:
• Crystals resulting from hydrothermal or hot spring activity, involving reactions
between solutions and basaltic lava ows.
• Deposits formed from volcanic sediments in closed alkaline and saline lake-
systems.
• Similar formations from open fresh-water and ground-water systems acting on
volcanic sediments.
• Deposits formed from volcanic minerals in alkaline soils.
• Deposits formed from hydrothermal or low-temperature alterations of marine
sediments.
• Formations as the result of low-grade burial metamorphism.
With continued geological exploration more and more natural zeolites have been
discovered. To date over 40 types of natural zeolite have been discovered, although
the structures of fewer than 30 have been solved [20]. The applications of natu-
ral zeolites also continue to receive attention; they have been widely used in such
processes as drying, separation of gases and liquids, softening of hard water and
treatment of sewage. In addition carefully selected, or modied natural zeolites nd
use as catalysts or catalyst supports in chemical synthesis.1.2. ZEOLITE STRUCTURE AND CLASSIFICATION 21
As abundant natural deposits of zeolites were found in sedimentary rocks near the
earth's surface it was concluded that they were formed at temperatures and pressures
which were not very high. This nding lead to the development of hydrothermal
synthesis procedures (discussed further in section 1.3), which were designed to mimic
the conditions under which natural zeolites form.
Although, compared to natural zeolites, synthetic zeolites have many advantages,
such as higher purity and uniform pore size, natural zeolites have advantages when
large quantities of zeolite are required and purity concerns are not as important.
Due to their being found near the earth's surface the costs of extraction are not
prohibitively high and natural zeolites still nd many applications today, some of
the areas of use being agriculture and environmental protection [20].
1.2 Zeolite Structure and Classication
Zeolites are generally dened as aluminosilicate crystals containing pores and cavi-
ties of molecular dimenstions (ca. 3 - 15  A)[4]. Although the chemical composition
of zeolites is generally quite restricted (O, Si, Al) it is the wide array of ways in which
these elements can be arranged that gives rise to the many exploitable properties of
zeolites. In addition, a large number of materials isomorphic to zeolites also exist, for
example aluminophosphates (AlPOs) and silicoaluminophosphates (SAPOs). Fur-
thermore the possible properties of zeolites have been expanded by the incorporation
of new elements such as Ti, P, Fe, V, Cr and Mn into the aluminosilicate framework
[21]. We shall now consider some of the concepts used to classify zeolites.
1.2.1 Framework Types
Zeolites can be categorized according to the structure of the crystal framework.
Zeolite framework types are classied by a three letter code, which is assigned to
each unique framework type by the International Zeolite Association (IZA). Cur-
rently there are 191 dierent framework types listed on the IZA website (www.iza-
structure.org/databases). It is important to state that this three letter code refers
to framework type only, not to a specic material. For example the materials am-
icite and garronite are both examples of GIS framework type zeolites. We shall now
examine some of the common structural units which can be used to build zeolite
structures.
1.2.2 Basic Building Units: The Tetrahedron.
All zeolite frameworks are built up from a pattern of basic building units (BBUs).
These BBUs are tetrahedral, of TO4 composition where T is usually silicon or alu-
minium, but can be many atoms which have low electronegativity (PV, ZnII etc.)1.2. ZEOLITE STRUCTURE AND CLASSIFICATION 22
Figure 1.1: Examples of some common ring types found in zeolites. Yellow : T-
atom, Red: bridging oxygen. From left to right the 4 ring, 6 ring and 8 ring. The
number refers to the number of T-atoms in the ring.
and the corners of the tetrahedron are O2  atoms. These tetrahedra are linked
together by the apical Os to form the crystal structure, each O being shared by
two Ts, thus the chemical composition of the overall crystal has the stoiciometric
formula TO2.
1.2.3 Composite Building Units
More complex composite building units (CBUs) can be formed by linking together
the BBUs. The simplest form of CBU is a ring, a ring containing n BBUs is referred
to as an n ring, some common examples are shown in gure 1.1. The most common
rings in zeolite structures are 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12 rings [22], however structures
with rings of order up to 20 are known [23]. Structures containing 3, 7 or 9 rings
are extremely rare [24].
The next level of complexity in CBUs is obtained by linking together rings to
form larger CBUs. Cages are an example of these more complex CBUs. Some
examples of CBUs are shown in gure 1.2.
Cages are usually considered to be polyhedra whose largest ring is small enough
to restrict the passage of molecules larger than water, this limit is commonly set
at 6 rings [22]. The CAN cage in gure 1.2 is referred to as a [4665] polyhedron,
the SOD cage is referred to as a [4668] polyhedron. In the [mn] notation n refers
to the number of rings of order m in the polyhedron. The structures in gure 1.2
show only the tetrahedral centres, i.e. the oxygens are not explicitly depicted, this
is common practice when graphically representing zeolite structures.
Another type of composite building unit is the chain. Chains are a 1 dimensional
arrangement of rings, two examples built from 4 rings are shown in gure 1.2.
Cavities are a class of CBUs which are similar to cages, but containing rings
which are large enough to allow the free passage of molecules in and out of the
unit. In gure 1.2 we show the LTA cavity, found in zeolite A, this is a [4126886]
polyhedron. In zeolite A these cavities are linked together by the 8 ring face and,
as such, allow the free diusion of molecules such as water, nitrogen and carbon1.2. ZEOLITE STRUCTURE AND CLASSIFICATION 23
Figure 1.2: Examples of composite builing units found in zeolite. Each vertex
represents a T atom, bridging oxygens are not shown.a
aAll images adapted from www.iza-structure.org/databases
dioxide through the zeolite structure.
A channel is a pore which is innitely extended in one dimension, with a mini-
mum ring size, allowing the diusion of guest molecules in the zeolite through the
pore. In many zeolites there are inter-connected pores running in dierent directions
to form 2 and 3 dimensional networks. The dimension of a channel is quantied by
the number of T atoms in the n ring which denes the channel. The most commonly
found channel sizes are 8, 10 and 12 ring channels, know as small-, medium- and
large- pore zeolites [22]. Materials with 14 and larger ring channels are known as
extra large pore zeolites [25].
1.2.4 Secondary Buliding Units
The nal class of building unit which we shall introduce here are the so-called sec-
ondary building units (SBUs). The concept of SBUs which is most commonly used
today dates back to 1967 when Meier proposed the smallest number of topological
entities from which all known zeolites may be built [19]. The current set of SBUs is
shown in gure 1.3.
Obviously this concept of SBUs is merely a theoretical tool for representing
zeolite topologies and can be very useful for imagining possible topologies. However,
SBUs have also been proposed to be important species in the mechanism synthesis.
This shall be explored further in the section on hydrothermal synthesis (section 1.3).1.3. HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS 24
Figure 1.3: The current set of secondary building units, from which all zeolite
topologies can be built. Each vertex represents a T-atom site.a
aFigure adapted from www.ch.ic.uk/chemlib/course/zeolite.
1.3 Hydrothermal Synthesis
The most common approach to synthesizing zeolites is the so called hydrothermal
synthesis approach which, as the name suggests, takes place in water at elevated
temperatures. A typical synthesis system consists of sources of Si and Al as well as
water and an alkaline base reacting in a batch process at temperatures between 80
C and 200 C [26]. The evolution of this mixture occurs on a variable timescale,
depending on the synthesis, taking from minutes to days [19].
During the synthesis there are several stages: rst, during an induction period
seed structures are formed, this is the period marked  in gure 1.4, followed by
rapid crystal growth to form the nal crystalline zeolitic structure. This s-shaped,
or sigmoidal curve is typical of crystal growth processes.
The system during a hydrothermal synthesis consists of liquid, crystalline and
amorphous solid phases. As the system is also at high pH the silicates are expected
to be at least partially deprotonated. Because of this multi-phase nature and lack
of any trustworthy measure of the charge state of the silicates understanding this
system is challenging from both an experimental and a modelling point of view.
However there have been many studies of these systems since the 1960s, and much
has been learnt about the processes involved. The knowledge of what is happening
in these systems owes much to increasingly sophisticated spectroscopic techniques,
we shall now consider a brief overview of some of the most important studies of1.3. HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS 25
  
 
Figure 1.4: The evolution of a system during hydrothermal synthesis.  represents
the nucleation time.
zeolite crystal growth.
1.3.1 Proposed Mechanisms of Zeolite Crystal Growth
Flanigen and Breck produced the rst X-ray diraction (XRD) study of zeolite
growth [27]. This resulted in the now familiar sigmodial curve for the rate of crystal
growth (gure 1.4) referred to above. The authors proposed a mechanism for crystal
growth involving both solid and liquid phases.
At around the same time Barrer put forth the view of crystal growth as pro-
ceeding from the association of aluminosilicate polyhedra [28]. He stated that \a
plausible process would be the accretion in simple condensation of polygonal or
polyhedral anions by condensation polymerization". The units which Barrer pro-
posed as being possible candidates for these polygons and polyhedra include 4 rings,
6 rings and cubes, this gives us the second concept of SBUs. As opposed to the
concept presented in section 1.2.4, in which SBUs merely serve as a theoretical tool
for dening zeolite topology, Barrer viewed SBUs important intermediates in the
process of crystal growth.
Another landmark study in the understanding of the mechanisms of crystal
growth was presented by Zhandov [29]. He performed measurements of linear crys-
tal growth rates nding that the crystals grew at a near constant rate over the
majority of the synthesis period. Also, by working backwards from the crystal size
distribution Zhandov was able to deduce the nucleation prole [30], separating out
the contributions of nucleation and growth to the overall growth curve. This lead
to a view of the mechanism of crystal growth whereby solid and liquid phases are
connected by a solubility equilibrium, with condensation giving rise to simple poly-1.3. HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS 26
hedra (such as 4 rings and 6 rings) and crystal nuclei. He proposed that crystal
growth then occurs from solution until complete dissolution of the amorphous solid
phase.
The advent of laser-powered instruments in the 1980s lead to an improvement in
the understanding of the mechanisms of crystallization. Rozeboom et al. [31] used
a combination of laser Raman spectroscopy (LRS), XRD and chemical analysis to
study the crystallization of zeolites A,X and Y. They found that the condensation of
silica and aluminium sources lead to the formation of a large variety of complexes,
which they identify as polymeric aluminosilicates which form the nuclei of crystal
growth. Dutta et al. also performed an number of important studies of the synthesis
of zeolites at this time, using a combination of LRS, XRD and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) experiments [32, 33]. They found that during the synthesis of
zeolite A there was a gel which, though amorphous, contained large numbers of
aluminosilicate 4 rings, and that during the synthesis of zeolite Y the same situation
pertained, but with large numbers of 6 , rather than 4, rings.
In the 1990s scattering techniques lead to further identication of nanoparti-
cles in synthesis solutions. Studies of the silicate 1 (MFI) synthesis suggested that
both nucleation and crystal growth are solution mediated processes, even with an
amorphous gel present [34]. X-ray scattering techniques such as small angle x-ray
scattering (SAXS), wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) and ultra-small angle x-ray
scattering (USAXS) demonstrated the role of alkalinity in the formation of colloids
in the synthesis of high silica zeolites [34, 35]. Using diraction techniques, nanome-
tre sized particles, which have been considered to be primary building units for
crystal growth have been identied [14, 36, 37]. These particles were found to have
dierent dimensions, depending on the synthesis involved, 2.8 nm in MFI, 2.6 nm
in BEA and 1.5 nm in MTW zeolite synthesis. It was, therefore, suggested that
each zeolite topology has a unique nano-particle in this stage of its synthesis. In
addition to these methods, extended X-ray absorption ne structure (EXAFS) and
X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopies showed that the local
structure of the amorphous phases in the synthesis solution resembles the structure
of a zeolite [38].
Another series of experiments on MFI [15, 16, 17, 39, 40] revealed a unique
particle believed to be building unit of the nal zeolite. This work also revealed
the existence of clusters with dimensions of 1.3 x 4.0 x 4.0 nm, which were termed
\nanoslabs". It was postulated that these nanoslabs were formed by the aggregation
of the primary units, with the slabs then self-assembling to form the nal crystal
structure, the proposed mechanism from this work is depicted in gure 1.5. This
mechanism has received signicant criticism, due to possible over-interpretation of
the NMR spectrum [18, 41], the specics of this debate are dealt with in greater
detail in the introduction to chapter 3.1.3. HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS 27
Figure 1.5: The \nanoslab" hypothesis of zeolite growth. a) The precursor unit
containing one TPA cation. b) Schematic representation of the formation of the
nanoslab by aggregation of the precursor units.a
aFigure adapted from reference [17]
1.3.2 NMR for Studying Pre-Nucleation Solutions
For particles smaller than 2.8 nm 29Si NMR has been the primary tool for identica-
tion of the structure [5, 42, 43, 44, 45]. For more than 30 years 2-dimensional NMR
has been used to identify such species in the pre-nucleation solution phase. In the
early 1980s Si-Si homonuclear decoupling in conjunction with computer simulation
was used to identify 18 silicate species in solution [43], using correlation spectroscopy
(COSY) 22 species were identied based on chemical shifts and connectivity data
[45].
NMR has been the primary tool in the search for SBUs (as proposed by Breck[26]
and Barrer[28]) in the pre-nucleation solution. The idea that one may identify these
discreet units which would lead, through a series of simple mechanistic steps, to the
nal crystal product is an appealing one, as it would allow for rational control of a
synthesis by controlling the species formed at the earliest stages of the synthesis (
in gure 1.4).
The proving (or indeed disproving) of the existence of pre-organized units in
the pre-nucleation solution is an important question, and may be addressed by
the use of ex-situ NMR experiments in which the reaction is stopped at various
stages, the liquid and solid phases separated and the liquid phase investigated to
determine the kind of species present. The concept of synthesis proceeding via
SBUs is ourishing in aluminophosphate chemistry[46, 47, 48]. In zeolite synthesis
solutions in contrast, as noted by Kinrade and Knight, the SBUs of Barrer are
characterized by their \almost complete absence" in the synthesis media. However
there is also the possibility that the species in solution may be considered as pre-1.3. HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS 28
nucleation building units (PNBUs)[49]. These are structures which, although not
possessing the property of the SBUs that they are found in the nal crystal, are
nonetheless very closely related to the SBUs. The existence of such PNBUs,related
by isomeization to SBUs, has been demonstrated for alumino- and gallo- phosphate
syntheses [46, 49]. In this picture nucleation is considered as a two step process; the
PNBUs rst join together, followed by a clipping together of the resultant network
to form a larger crystallite structure[46]. Such a process has been demonstrated by
NMR experiments to take place in aluminophosphate syntheses, and attempts to
explore its possibility in zeolite synthesis solutions continues to be one of the major
areas of 29Si NMR investigations of pre-nucleation zeolite solutions[5, 44, 50].
NMR spectroscopy has also been used to investigate the eects of organic cations
in the synthesis solution [6, 7], the eects of dierent sized cations tetraalkyl am-
monium (TAA) cations were investigated. The authors found that the presence of
organic cations favours the formation of cage type species, such as the double 3 ring
and double 4 ring (structures 6M and 8D in gure 1.6).
As the experimental techniques become ever more powerful, more and more
oligomers have been identied in these solutions. Figure 1.6 from [44] shows the
structure of 52 unique oligomers identied in a recent study. The ever increasing
complexity of such spectra has meant the theoretical modelling has become increas-
ingly important [51, 52], one of the primary aims of chapter 3 of this thesis is to
establish a robust, yet computationally inexpensive protocol for calculations of 29Si
NMR shifts, in order to aid interpretation of experimental spectra, and to produce
a library of calculated NMR shifts for previously identied, or proposed structures.
1.3.3 Templates
One of the threads which has linked much of the eort in zeolite science over the past
two decades has been in converting the knowledge that zeolite synthesis employs
relatively weak, non-covalent intermolecular interactions into criteria for nding
templates for designing a specic zeolite. In general, organic cations, commonly used
as templates for zeolite syntheses, tend to organise water molecules in their vicinity
(this is dealt with in greater detail in section 1.3.4). Upon addition of a silicate
source to a solution with hydrophobically hydrated cations the negatively charged
silicate species condense and polymerize at the surface of a single organic cation. The
geometry of the cation can, therefore, be transferred into the geometry of the zeolite
framework, although the mechanism for such this association remains somewhat
unclear. Three modes of action of templates can be distinguished. The rst is
merely a space lling action, whereby the geometry of the cation alone determines
the nal crystal structure; this is illustrated by the fact that 22 dierent organic
cations can be used to synthesize the ZSM-5 framework. The second mode of action
is as a structure directing agent (SDA), in this situation a specic SDA is required1.3. HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS 29
Figure 1.6: 52 unique silicate oligomers identied from a COSY NMR study of pre-
nucleation zeolite synthesis solutions [44]. Each solid line represents a Si-O-Si linkage,
dashed lines represent attached OSi(OH)3 units, whose abslute conformation could
not be determined.a




Figure 1.7: Dierent diquats used in reference [53] as structure directing agents for
dierent crystal structures.
to synthesize a particular structure. An example of this is the synthesis of high
silica SSZ-26 using the N,N,N,N',N',N'-8,11-[4.3.3.0] dodecane diammonium cation
[53], this cation is an example of an important class of templates; the diquaternary
ammoniums, commonly referred to as diquats. The nal mode of action of templates
is templating proper, this involves crystallization of the nal product in the presence
of the organic cation, with the guest organic compound being present in the resultant
pore network.
An example of the rational use of templates to arrive at dierent structures
is that of the syntheses of ZSM-12 and SSZ-26 using dierent diquats. Using the
linear diquat the (the upper structure in gure 1.7) Zones et al. synthesized ZSM-
12, which has no intersecting pores. In order to achieve the synthesis of a structure
with intersecting pores, SSZ-26, another ring was added to the diquat (giving the
lower structure in gure 1.7), thus breaking the symmetry about the axis of the
template. As mentioned the exact mechanisms via which templates achieve their
eects remain unclear, however a theory based on water structure is explored further
in section 1.3.4 and chapter 4, and some important results from molecular modelling
of template/silica interactions are reviewed in section 1.4.1.
1.3.4 Templates, Water and Zeolite Crystal Growth
As mentioned previously there have been many proposed mechanisms for zeolite
growth which evoke the concept of crystal nuclei formed by the aggregation of SBUs
[15, 16, 17, 28, 39, 40]. It has also been proposed that certain SBUs are stabilized by
the presence of cations in the solution, so for example certain cage type oligomers
have been proposed to be stabilized by the presence of Na+ [54].
The idea that the cation in the synthesis gel is responsible for the formation of1.3. HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS 31
Figure 1.8: The structures of TMA encapsulated in a SOD zeolite cage (left), red:
oxygen, yellow: silicon and TMA hydrate, vertices of the polyhedron indicate oxygen
sitesa.
aThe picture of TMA hydrate is adapted from reference[59]
nuclei leads to an obvious next step of altering the cation in order to form dierent
nuclei. The rst use of an organic cation was by Barrer and Denny [55], who intro-
duced tetramethyl ammonium (TMA) into the synthesis. Subsequently a number
of syntheses were reported using TMA [56, 57]. These studies revealed how the use
TMA as a source of cations resulted in the synthesis of TMA-sodalite, but formation
of structures which contain dierent structural building blocks required the presence
of other cations. For example zeolite A, which has D4Rs as well as sodalite cages,
does not form with TMA+ alone but requires the presence of Na+ cations in the
synthesis.
After the use of TMA other quaternary ammonium ions were also introduced
in the synthesis of zeolites. Primarily tetraalkyl ammoniums (TAAs) were used,
including tetraethyl ammonium (TEA),tetrapropyl ammonium (TPA), tetrabutyl
ammonium (TBA) and tetrapentyl ammonium (TPeA) [54]. The introduction of
these cations, which are markedly more hydrophobic than TMA, had two major
impacts on the types of structure produced. Firstly, a higher silicon/aluminium
ratio in the nal crystal became accessible for already synthesised zeolites, secondly
many other structures were reported[54]. Another class of quaternary ammonium
ions, which were introduced around this time, were large bulky cations such as DDO
(1,4-dimethyl-1, 4diazoniabicyclo[2,2,2] octane) used to make ZK-5 [58].
As mentioned above, a number of roles for the cation, or template molecule
have been proposed and refuted. Clearly the presence of a particular cation plays
many roles in the synthesis, from space lling, to direction of dierent structures,
to aecting the gel chemistry of the system itself [54]. One of the theories regarding
the structure directing eect of templates is based on the interesting observation
of isomorphicity between zeolite structures and clathrate hydrates. Wiebcke [60]
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TMA hydrates and zeolites in which TMA is also present. At the same time Mootz
[59] published a study of dierent clathrate hydrates of TMA, with the striking
example of one particular hydrate which is exactly isomorphic with a sodalite cage
(gure 1.8), which, as stated earlier, is the only zeolite accessible when TMA is
the only cation present during synthesis. Chang and Bell at this time published
a landmark paper in which they studied the formation of ZSM-5 using XRD and
Fourier transform NMR (FT-NMR) measurements [61]. This investigation revealed
the formation of channel intersections about the TPA cation prior to the formation
of a crystal structure: these intersections were said to be clathrate-like structures.
Drawing upon this information and also theories of hydrophobic hydration, based on
measurements of entropies of solution and other measurements [56], they proposed
an interesting mechanism for the role of the TPA. In this picture the TPA rst
formed a clathrate-like hydration layer with the solvent water molecules, this is
then followed by dynamic replacement of the water molecules by silicates which
take on this structure and begin to form the channel intersections observed. This
hypothesis was used to explain the aforementioned exemplary isomorphism between
zeolites and clathrate hydrates.
Experimental work by Burkett and Davis [62, 63] cast further light on the mech-
anisms of organic-inorganic composite formation. In their study of a series of TAAs
they were able to show, using cross-polarization NMR, that inorganic-organic com-
posites were extant in the synthesis gel prior to crystallization. They also showed
that increasing the length of the alkyl chain led to an increased propensity for the
formation of these composites. This is interpreted as due to the fact that the in-
creased chain length leads to increased hydrophobicity and thus the formation of
hydrates can be seen as due to favourable hydrophobic interactions between cation
and silicate. They further proposed that the exchange of water for silicate results in
the release of a water molecule from an ordered hydration layer to the bulk solution,
in which its degrees of freedom are increased, thus invoking entropy as a driving
force for association. It is also noted in this study that when the alkyl chain is too
long to form a zeolite under these conditions, as in the case of TBA, the cation tends
to agglomerate which is used to explain the fact that TBA needs higher temperature
to act as a template in synthesising ZSM-5. This study is very important in a num-
ber of respects: primarily it embellishes the work of Chang and Bell by proposing a
mechanism proper (depicted in gure 1.9) for association between silicate and tem-
plate and secondly it also demonstrated how cations could have a structure directing
eect which is not based solely on geometrical lling of pores.
There have been numerous studies of monolayer hydration of templates in zeolite
crystals [64]. Although due to the close packing of zeolite crystals and organic com-
ponents which occurs more often than not it is dicult to observe water positions in
nal crystals. N-propylamine is one template molecule whose hydration behaviour1.3. HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS 33
Figure 1.9: Mechanism for the structure directing eect of TPA in ZSM-5 synthesis.
In the rst step silicate species displace hydration layer water molecules around the
TPA, followed by the formation of organic/inorganic composite precursor units, which
then aggregate during nucleation and attach to the crystal during crystal growth.a
aPicture adapted from [62]
Figure 1.10: The structures of n-propylamine encapsulated in the MTN framework
(left) and the simulated hydration layer of n-propylamine from reference [64] (right).a
aPicture adapted from reference [64].1.4. THEORETICAL STUDIES 34
has been extensively studied [65], and a striking similarity between the [51264] hydra-
tion layer of n-propylamine and the MTN framework which it synthesises is evident.
Cox et al. [64]carried out simulated annealing Monte Carlo simulations of water
in the hydration layer of n-propylamine and found that the preferred conguration
of the water molecules was indeed that of the MTN frame work (gure 1.10), thus
adding strength to the argument for the mechanism proposed by Chang and Bell
[61] and Burkett and Davis[62, 63].
In chapter 4 of this thesis the hydration layers of some common templates used
in zeolite synthesis are modelled using ab initio molecular dynamics methods. The
results of these simulations are then analyzed in order to search for possible cor-
relations between the structure of the hydration layer and the zeolite crystals for
which these template molecules are used in synthesis. Chapter 5 then investigates
the existence of hydration layers of some common cage type silicates. The existence
of such hydration layers is important to establish if hydrophobic interactions are to
be invoked as driving forces for oligomer aggregation.
1.4 Theoretical Studies of Pre-Nucleation Zeolite
Solutions
In studying zeolite synthesis, molecular modelling has provided insights into many
aspects of process which aect the nal crystal product. Some of the major areas
which have been investigated are the determination of the role played by templates
in determining the nal structure and detailed investigations of the formation of
small oligomeric species in the pre-nucleation solution. We shall now consider some
of the most important modelling studies of zeolite synthesis solutions.
1.4.1 Zeolite/Template Pairs
Molecular modelling oers the advantage, over experimental techniques, that the
energy of interaction between a zeolite structure and the template molecule may
be investigated. However, experimental techniques, in particular X-ray diraction,
provide important information regarding the location of template within a zeolite
framework, which allows validation of modelling procedures. Moini et al. [66]
demonstrated the excellent space-lling properties of a di-benzylmethylammonium
templates in the channel systems of the EU-1 zeolite. This was achieved by ge-
ometry optimizing the template molecules using molecular mechanics methods (see
section 2.2) followed by docking the templates \by eye" in the zeolite channels. Us-
ing Monte Carlo (MC) techniques, which make random geometry changes, which are
then accepted or rejected based on the relative energy of the resultant geometry, this
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for a match between the non-bonded energy between the template and the zeolite
structure and the eciency of a given template for directing for a crystal structure.
Stevens et al. demonstrated how a template which directs for a number of dierent
structures has a similar binding energy to all of these structures [67].
De novo methods, which build a template for a given zeolite structure have also
been developed. These methods take a zeolite structure and then grow a template
within the structure from a library of molecular fragments, using a MC approach [68],
this has resulted in the successful determination of a new template for DAF-5 [69].
A recent study using a variety of dierent modelling techniques has demonstrated
the role played by TPA in the early stages of the synthesis of MFI [70], nding
that the presence of the TPA cation within a zeolite precursor unit is crucial for
preventing the collapse of this unit in the solution.
1.4.2 Silicate Clusters in Solution
As stated previously the synthesis of zeolites generally proceeds through a hydrothe-
mal process. The rst attempts to model such processes were made in the mid-1980s
[71]. These studies involved simulations of small silicate clusters (monomers and
dimers) in the presence of water and used a Born-Mayer Huggins (BMH, these are
explained more fully in chapter 5) type potential to represent silicate interactions and
Rahman-Stillinger-Lemberg (RSL2) potentials for the water. These studies showed
that, by a modication of the BMH potential, it was possible to obtain reasonable
descriptions of the silicate species, demonstrated by the deprotonation energy of the
monomer, which was in agreement with quantum mechanical calculations. The sim-
ulations also proved capable of capturing attractive interactions between clusters,
although no actual chemical reaction proper was observed.
The rst instance of successful modelling of the reaction process was achieved by
Feuston and Garofalini in 1990 [72, 73]. These simulations, once again, employed
the BMH potential for silica and the RSL2 potential for water but also incorpo-
rated three body terms to control bond angles and lengths (see section 2.2). The
simulations treated the O-O interactions for silica and water susbsystems the same
way. For temperatures of over 1500 K the simulations showed the onset of conden-
sation of monomers to form species with up to six silicon atoms. The simulations
also revealed pathways of oligiomerization involving ionized monomers and penta-
coordinate silicon intermediates. This scheme was subsequently extended longer
simulation times of 120 ps showing the onset of ring closure reactions of the chains
formed previously with activation enthalpies for condensation of  12 kcal mol 1
which agreed well with experimental values of  15 kcal mol 1. Other studies uti-
lizing this methodology included the investigation of the concentration of H+ on
the condensation reaction, revealing the eect of acid catalyziation of such reactions
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Pereira et al. have used non-reactive empirical potentials to study the stability of
small silica clusters and solutions of water, ethanol, TMOS and TEOS [75, 76] and
have shown that the potentials implemented in the DISCOVER[77] and DLPOLY
[78] packages can provide a good description of these systems under the sol-gel con-
ditions tyical of zeolite synthesis. These studies showed good agreement with the
variation of experimental densities with temperature and pressure. In addition ex-
perimental radial distribution functions and enthalpies of vapourization were found
to be well described. By close inspection of the radial distribution functions they
concluded that condensation reactions between dimers to form more complex clus-
ters were favoured over all other reactions.
In addition to empirical potential models, ab initio calculations have also been
widely used in the study of pre-nucleation silicate clusters, such as those studies
mentioned in the previous section [79, 80, 81] and studies mentioned in the section
on the calculation of NMR properties of silicate species (see section 3.1). Silicate
clusters were also employed as model systems for the calculation of properties of
bulk zeolites [82]. A comprehensive review of the use of ab initio methods for the
study of zeolite crystals and clusters up to the mid-1990s is available [83].
Subsequently static ab initio methods have been used to study the acid catalyzed
dimerization of silicic acid [84], giving an activation energy of 12 - 15 kcal mol 1, in
agreement with the empirical potential model mentioned above. They have also been
used to study the energetics and conformations of both simple [85] and complex [86]
silica-based clusters. Mora-Fonz et al. studied the relative energies of cyclization
and chain growth reactions using DFT methods with implicit solvation models [9],
highlighting specically the pH dependance of the energies of polymerization and
cyclization. Improved models for calculation of free energies of cyclizations and
polymerizations were also proposed by Mora-Fonz et al. [10] who showed that an
explicit representation of the surrounding environment leads to free energies which
agree with experiment to within \chemical accuracy". However such representations
of the surrounding media become prohibitively expensive as the size of the system
increases.
Ab initio methods have also been used to study the energy barriers of silica
condensation in the formation of various clusters. The rst DFT study carried out
considered the solvent eects with the implicit COSMO model [12] and showed how
an anionic pathway was preferred to a neutral pathway kinetically. This study also
demonstrated, as in the earlier study of Feuston and Garofalini [72], that the conden-
sation tends to proceed via a penta-coordinated silicon intermediate. The activation
energies calculated in this study were somewhat higher than experimental values, a
discrepancy which the authors ascribe to the lack of explicit representation of the
solvent in the simulation. A subsequent study of the same systems employing a
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important consideration. This study showed how the presence of excess water had a
marked eect on the simulations, stabilizing both transition states and stable inter-
mediate penta-coordinate species. An even fuller consideration of the surrounding
solvent was achieved by the used of Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD)
in conjunction with a constrained molecular dynamics scheme, employing periodic
boundary conditions [11]. Lower barriers than previously calculated were now found.
Also, importantly, it was demonstrated that the formation of three silicon ring is
favourable over any further chain growth.
The goal of this thesis is to further the existing modelling work which has been
done to investigate the pre-nucleation phase of zeolite synthesis. The results pre-
sented within address both areas mentioned above, i.e. the role of templates and
the modelling of silicate clusters. To achieve this we have performed simulations at
a number of levels, from ab initio to molecular mechanics simulations. The outline
of the chapters shall now be briey presented.
1.5 The Current Study
In chapter 3 theoretical methods for assisting and understanding 29Si NMR spectra
of pre-nucleation solutions are presented, the specic aims are to:
• Develop a rigorous yet accessible methodology for modelling 29Si NMR chem-
ical shifts of pre-nucleation species.
• Investigate the electronic structure origins of empirically observed trends in
29Si NMR.
• Use this information to assign previously unassignable signals.
• Test the validity of more tenuous experimental assignments.
In chapter 4 The role of templates in structuring solution water is investigated.
The specic aims of this section are to:
• Develop a methodology for ab initio molecular dynamics of template molecules
in solution.
• Investigate the degree of structure in the hydration layers of such species using
measures such as are accessible experimentally.
• Search for zeo-morphic structures in the hydration layers of water.
Finally chapter 5 deals with the structure of water in the vicinity of silicate
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• Develop a new inter-atomic potential for the accurate modelling of silicate
clusters.
• Use this potential to investigate the existence of hydration layers in the vicinity
of some key species.
The current introduction has been necessarily brief, however specic areas are
presented in greater detail in the relevant chapters. More detailed accounts of the
subjects touched upon are also available in the many excellent reviews of the area
of zeolite science which exist [4, 54].CHAPTER 2
Methods
The past three decades have seen a dramatic expansion of the use of computational
methods for tackling many important questions in all elds of the physical sciences
(and indeed beyond).The application of computational methods to the modelling
of zeolites has been no exception to this general trend. The availability of increas-
ingly sophisticated tools as well as the continued rapid development of computing
hardware means that this trend can only be expected to continue.
The methods of computational chemistry allow calculation and prediction of a
wide array of interesting properties of chemical systems and many excellent texts
outlining the methods and their applications exist [88, 89, 90]. This chapter will
describe only those methods relevant to the calculations presented in the rest of this
thesis. Broadly the areas considered are:
• Calculating Energy





• Interpreting Electronic Structure
In atomistic simulations there are very broadly two approaches to calculating
the energy of a system. One can consider the energy using the methods of quantum
mechanics, or choose to ignore the electronic structure of the system and calculate
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the energy using what are known as molecular mechanics methods. Within each
paradigm there exist many dierent methods and indeed there are methods which
combine elements of both approaches. In this section a number of these approaches
shall be considered.
2.1 Ab Initio Methods
Ab initio is a Latin term meaning from the beginning. A calculation is said to be ab
initio (or \from rst principles") if it relies on basic and established laws of nature
without additional assumptions or special models, setting these methods apart from
so called empirical methods, which rely on experimentally determined parameters
to calculate the properties of the system being studied.
For example, an ab initio calculation of the properties of liquid water might
start with the properties of the constituent hydrogen and oxygen atoms and the
laws of quantum mechanics. From these basics, the properties of isolated individual
water molecules would be derived, followed by computations of the interactions of
larger and larger groups of water molecules, until the bulk properties of water are
determined. In contrast a \classical mechanics" or empirical calculation might treat
the water as a series of point charges connected and interacting through a series of
potentials which have been parameterized to t to experimental data, these methods
will be treated in more detail in a subsequent section ( 2.2).
The essential question at the heart of choosing between ab initio and empirical
methods, as with most decisions in computational chemistry, is that of how much
accuracy is required and how large are the computational resources available for
tackling the problem. This is referred to as \scaling" and is demonstrated in gure
2.1. The important factors when estimating how a problem will scale are the order
with which it scales O, and the prefactor with which it scales P, both with respect
to the number of particles in the system. Empirical models typically scale to the
order of 1 (i.e. the CPU time needed for N particles is proportional to N), whereas
ab initio models typically scale with higher orders of O = 2 up to O = 8 for some
of the highest level methods.
While empirical models have enjoyed enormous success in modelling chemical
systems, a number of drawbacks exist which necessitate the use of more expensive
ab initio models. While empirical models are designed to behave well for the set of
data used to derive the parameters (the training set) this is absolutely no guarantee
that the model will behave well beyond this training set. Among the systems where
empirical models can have diculties are systems where there are many types of
chemical interaction, requiring many model potentials to describe them and systems
where the bonding pattern changes. An example of this is the fact that, in general,
empirical models cannot model chemical reactions, although some recent models2.1. AB INITIO METHODS 41
Figure 2.1: CPU time versus number of particles for a series of orders O and
prefactors P; Time = PNO.
have claimed to overcome this barrier [91, 92].
Ab initio methods are also often referred to as \Electronic Structure Methods"
as they rely on solving the electronic state of the system, that pertaining to the
electrons, to calculate various properties of the system. Electronic structure methods
apply the laws of quantum mechanics[93, 94] to obtain properties of chemical species.







where H is the Hamiltonian operator of the system, which is represented by the wave
function 	, and which has a probability distribution j	j2, this is the probability that
the system will be in a given state. If we consider that the system's potential energy,
V , is time independent, we obtain the time-independent Schr odinger equation:
H	 = E	 (2.2)
in which the energy E is the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian operator. To aid the cal-








where the superscripts n and e refer to the nucleus and electrons respectively, V
is potential energy, T is kinetic energy and R and r refer to nuclear and electron
position respectively. A number of approximations are necessary if we are to solve
the Schr odinger equation. The rst important approximation which is made is the
Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation which states that, given that electrons are
much lighter than the nucleus and therefore move much more rapidly, the motions2.1. AB INITIO METHODS 42
of the nucleus and electrons can be decoupled. The electrons are assumed to be
always equilibrated and thus forces on the nuclei arise only as a result of atomic
positions. Therefore the electronic structure part of the problem is reduced to that
of solving the time-independent Schr odinger equation, with the electrons assumed
to be in the ground state. This removes the second term from the above equation
( 2.3), yielding the electronic Hamiltonian, He.
The next approximation relates to the wave function and is called the \Linear
Combination of Atomic Orbitals" (LCAO) approximation. Essentially we assume
that the total wave function 	, can be represented by a summation of smaller





where i are the atomic orbitals and ci is a factor weighting their overall contri-
bution to the molecular orbital (MO), 	. The choice of the set of basis functions,
called the basis set, to be used in a calculation is of crucial importance in electronic
structure calculations. This relates to both the form of the basis functions and also
to the number of functions to be used. The minimum number of basis functions to
be used is that which can accommodate all the electrons of the system, however for
more accurate and sophisticated calculations basis functions representing unoccu-
pied orbitals must be employed, once again which basis set to use comes down to
a question of accuracy versus computational resources available. A more detailed
discussion of basis sets is presented in section 2.1.5.
2.1.1 Hartree-Fock[88]
1To solve the Schr odinger equation we have to obtain the set of constants ci, using
the variational principle, which states that the calculated energy will always be
higher than exact solution. The Hartree-Fock method uses the variational principle
to obtain the constants, ci which allows us to solve the Roothan matrix equation,
FC = SC (2.5)
detjF   aSj = 0 (2.6)
where F is the Fock matrix, C is the matrix of constants ci, a is the matrix of
the energy levels of the system and S is the matrix of the overlap orbitals.




1Please note that, for simplicity, this discussion is limited to the closed shell case where all
orbitals are either fully occupied, or not occupied.2.1. AB INITIO METHODS 43
where f is the Fock operator, an eective one electron operator for an electron in a





f2Jj(1)   Kj(1)g (2.8)













Which takes into account the kinetic energy through r2 and a potential energy
through ZA=r1A in which ZA is the nucleus charge, r1A is the electron nucleus sepa-
ration and M is the number of nuclei in the system.
Jj is the Coulomb operator and Kj is the exchange operator. The contributions















where r12 is the electron electron separation. The exchange operator cancels out
exactly the self-interaction terms which arise as a result of the mean eld approx-









(1)[2Jj(1)   Kj(1)](1)di (2.13)
The Hartree-Fock method utilizes a Self-Consistent Field (SCF) procedure to
solve the variational principle equations. In the SCF procedure (schematized in
gure 2.3)the rst calculation involves an educated guess of the values of ci, which
are then used for a calculation of the Fock matrix. The resulting Fock matrix is
then used to generate a new better set of coecients, and the process is repeated
until the dierence between the new and the old Fock matrices is below a certain
threshold value, called the convergence criterion.The choice of convergence value is
another important consideration when setting up a calculation.
2.1.2 Post Hartree-Fock Methods[94]
The Hartree-Fock method suers from the fact that it approximates the many-
electron problem as a one-electron problem and implies that each electron sees the
other electrons as a mean-eld. Many attempts have been made to include electron
correlation eects in electronic structure calculations.2.1. AB INITIO METHODS 44
Figure 2.2: A Schematic Representation of The Hartree-Fock SCF Procedure.
The Conguration Interaction (CI) method takes into account mixing of possible
electronic states of the molecule in the form,




where b0	0 is the Hartree-Fock expression and the second term on the RHS takes
into account substitutions of virtual or excited states for occupied orbitals.
Another approach is the Mller-Plesset theory (MP)[95]. MP uses a perturbation
on Hartree-Fock theory, removing the error that is introduced when the two electron
integrals are replaced by a one-electron potential, by restoring the two electron
integrals. Perturbation theory makes use of expanding the equation in a Taylor
series with respect to the Lagrange multiplier . The new Hamiltonian is
H = H0 + V (2.15)
where H0 is the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian. Expanding up to the rst order gives
the Hartree-Fock solution. Including second order corrections leads to MP2; MP3
and MP4 are also commonly used methods. The MP series often does not converge,
because in going from MP2 to MP3 and on to MP4, one does not necessarily achieve
a better approximation to the ground state wave function. This is because pertur-
bation theory is not variational, thus a calculated energy is not necessarily an upper
bound to the true ground state energy. Post Hartree Fock methods, however, are
often simply not practical for calculations. For a system of N atoms MP2 and MP4
scale as N5 and N7 respectively while CI methods CISD and CISD(T) scale as N6
and N8 respectively. Compared to N4 scaling for Hartree-Fock calculations [96].2.1. AB INITIO METHODS 45
2.1.3 Density Functional Theory (DFT)[97]
The central focus of DFT is the electron density,  and not the wave function as in
Hartree-Fock methods. It is called a functional theory as the energy is a function of
the density, E[], which in turn is a function of the position, (r). A functional is
a function of a function. The attraction of DFT is that it provides `better' results
than Hartree-Fock, in many cases comparable with the MP methods, whilst scaling
as N4.
The basis for DFT is the Reductio ad absurdum2 proof of Hohenberg and
Kohn[98] that the ground state electronic energy is completely dened by the elec-
tron density, . The foundation for the use of DFT methods in chemistry is the
introduction of orbitals as suggested by Kohn and Sham (KS)[99]. Within these
DFT formalisms the energy is split up as follows:
EDFT[] = Ts[] + Ene[] + J[] + Exc[] (2.16)
with Ts[] the electron kinetic energy, Ene[] the potential nuclear-electron inter-
action energy and J[] the potential electron-electron interaction energy. The nal
term Exc[] is the exchange-correlation energy which is calculated with an exchange-
correlation functional. The choice of this last functional is where dierent DFT
methods diverge, it is crucial to the success of the method and will be dealt with in
the following section.
The molecular orbitals i, the electron density and nally the total energy are




  Vn + Ve + Vxcgi = ii (2.17)
which can be cast as a Roothan type equation,
HC = SC (2.18)
which in turn allows for an iterative solution in the spirit of a Hartree-Fock SCF
calculation.
2.1.3.1 Exchange and Correlation Energy, Exc[]
The exchange and correlation energy, Exc, is dened as the dierence between the
exact energy and the energy numerically calculated from all other contributions. In
practice it is necessary to make approximations to this term. It can be considered
by coupling a system of fully and non-interacting electrons, through a variable ,
where  = 0 corresponds to a non-interacting system and  = 1 corresponds to a





d~ r~ rn(~ r)
Z
d~ r0~ r0 1
j~ r   ~ r0j
nxc(~ r;~ r0  ~ r) (2.19)
2Reductio ad absurdum: the premise that something impossible is actually true, and then
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Figure 2.3: A Schematic Representation of The DFT SCF Procedure.
where;
nxc(~ r;~ r0  ~ r) = n(~ r0)
Z 1
0
d(g(~ r;~ r0;)   1) (2.20)
where g(~ r;~ r0;) is called the pair-correlation function and nxc is the exchange-
correlation hole, i.e. the eect that an electron present at one point ~ r has on nding
another electron at the point ~ r0. Exc can be viewed as resulting from the interac-
tion between an electron and its exchange-correlation hole. We consider now some
methods which have been used to calculate Exc.
Local Density/Local Spin Density (LD/LSD) Approximations
The LD approximation has two components. The rst is an exchange component,














which is derived from the exchange energy density in a homogeneous electron gas,
with rs = (3=4n)1=3 and is a measure of average interelectronic distance. The
correlation component, c, is more complex and is commonly based upon the results
of Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations for homogenous electron gases of
varying density[101].
The electron density in solids and molecules is generally quite close to a super-
position of atomic densities, which is far from uniform, and may even involve a
cusp at the nuclei. This lead to an initial skepticism as to the usefulness of these
approximations, however it has been shown by application that they generally lead
to a correct prediction of trends in properties such as structures, bond lengths and
vibrational frequencies[97].2.1. AB INITIO METHODS 47
For systems with increasingly larger and smother density the L(S)DA performs
increasingly better. If, however, a system has substantial gradients in the density
it becomes increasingly less accurate, a failing which is addressed by the use of the
generalized gradient approximation, dealt with in the next section.
Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA)
One of the earliest alternatives to calculating Exc using the L(S)D formalism








In the development of GGA functionals, two opposing views of how best to
proceed with the improvement of exchange-correlation functionals developed. The
rst was that the search for a functional is extremely dicult and that the most
fruitful path would be to develop functional forms with parameters adjustable to
t experimental data. Such a pragmatic approach has been extremely popular, as
evidenced by the propensity for the use of parameterized models, such as BLYP[102,
103] and PBE[104]. The second approach consists in building upon the positive
elements of the LSD approximation, as exemplied by the PBE[104] functional.
GGA generally leads to improved bond angles,lengths and energies as compared
to LSD. Particularly in the case of hydrogen and other weak bonding interactions be-
tween closed shell systems. They do however still suer from some of the deciencies
of LSD such as the self interaction problem.
Hybrid Methods
One of the most popular recent developments in DFT has been to incorporate a





x + Ec (2.23)
where  can be chosen to satisfy certain criteria. The huge popularity of the
B3LYP[103, 105] functional is a testament to the versatility and applicability of
hybrid methods. The major criticism of hybrid DFT methods is that the percent-
age of HF exchange used is obtained by tting to experimental data, as such may be
considered not to be strictly ab initio. So for example, B3LYP which was parameter-
ized based on heats of formation and so works well for energies but not necessarily
well for other properties such as nuclear shielding constants.
2.1.3.2 Challenges in DFT
All DFT functionals have problems reproducing physical and intermolecular in-
teractions, such as the van der Waals force. The reason for this is the incorrect
asymptotical behaviour of the DFT interaction energy between multiple closed shell
systems. DFT is a local or short-range potential, whereas intermolecular interac-
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to model dispersion forces such as the DFT:MP2 hybrid approach[106]. Improve-
ments for modelling dispersion have also been proposed by the group of Lundqvist
and Langreth [107]; these corrections are based on a double local density approx-
imation. Yet another method for improved modeling of dispersion is the use of a
damped dispersion function[108],
Etot = EDFT + EDisp (2.24)
with EDisp given by a dispersion function which is dampened to remove unrealistic
behavior at small distances.
The problem of self interaction (SI) arises in DFT due to the incomplete can-
cellation of electron-electron interaction arising from the Coulomb electron-electron
repulsion term[109]. Molecular orbital theory methods such as Hartree Fock are
inherently SI free as the exchange operator cancels out exactly the electron-electron
terms arising from the Coulomb operator. However, since DFT uses approximate
exchange-correlation functionals the canceling of self interaction terms is in no way
guaranteed. This can be a serious problem for DFT, although some solutions have
been proposed and implemented [110].
2.1.4 Semi Empirical Theory
The most expensive part of an ab initio calculation is the calculation of the integrals
during the SCF procedure. In order to address this situation semi-empirical methods
have been developed since the 1960s. These methods consist of simplifying and
parameterizing these integrals in order to reduce computational cost. These methods
ignore the overlap integrals in the secular equation. Thus rather than solve
jH   ESj = 0; (2.25)
we now have the expression
jH   EIj = 0; (2.26)
since ignoring overlap integrals reduces the overlap matrix S to a unitary matrix.
In these equations H is the secular determinant, and E is any one of the set of
eigenvalues. This allows for larger systems to be studied. Semi-empircal methods
still maintain much of the accuracy of quantum theory, yet are fast enough to allow
more systems of chemical interest to be accesed.
The next approximation which is made in semi-empirical theories is to neglect
dierential overlap (NDO) between dierent orbitals in the calculation of the Fock
matrix elements, so that
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If the orbitals are located on the same atom, this is called monatomic overlap, if
they are located on dierent atoms it is called diatomic overlap, this gives rise to
many of the common acronyms in semi-empirical theory.
One of the earliest implementations of semi-empirical theory was by Pople et al.
[111] who employed a complete neglect of dierential overlap (CNDO) method. In
order to correct for the fact that CNDO makes no allowance for interactions between
electrons with the same spin, Pople et al.improved the model with intermediate
neglect of dierential overlap (INDO)[112] and also neglect of dierential diatomic
overlap only (NDDO)[111].
The next step for semi-empirical theories came not through a major change in
the model, but rather through a re-parameterization of the integrals based upon
more experimental data, resulting in the modied INDO or (MINDO) [113] and
modied NDDO (MNDO)[114] models.
The AM1, which is employed for the calculations in this thesis, is based on
MNDO, but introduces Gaussian functions placed both on and between nuclei in
order to modify core-core interactions.
2.1.5 Basis Sets
It would be negligent when introducing ab initio methods to overlook an explanation
of basis sets which, after the choice of method, are the most important factor in
setting up a calculation and a continual source of controversy and debate.
As stated earlier, basis sets are sets of basis functions which are combined to give
a wave function. There exist two major types of basis sets; plane wave basis sets
and atom centred basis sets. We will concentrate primarily on the latter as they are
more commonly used in liquid and gas phase calculations. Atom centred basis sets
are comprised of atomic functions representing the electron population at a given
distance from the nucleus and can be thought of as being atomic orbitals. There are
a number of dierent types of atom centred basis functions available. One obvious




where n is the principal quantum number, N is a normalization constant, r is the
distance from the nucleus and  is a constant related to the atomic charge of the nu-
cleus. Unfortunately STOs are often impractical for quantum chemical calculations
as some of the integrals are dicult to compute and must be obtained numerically.
By far the most popular type of basis sets used in quantum chemistry are those







 determines the spread of the function, r is the distance from the nucleus, x;y;z
are cartesian variables and a;b;c determine the order of the function. If a+b+c = 02.1. AB INITIO METHODS 50
then the function is zeroth order, and one such function exists. If a + b + c = 1
the function is rst order and three such functions exist. Zeroth order functions are
equivalent to s orbitals, rst order functions to px;py and pz orbitals and so on up
the orders.
As also stated earlier, it is common, in practice, to expand basis sets beyond
occupied orbitals to improve the accuracy of ab initio calculations. The basis set
can be expanded in a number of ways. One way is to split each of the functions in
the basis set. If the functions are split once this is known as a double zeta basis
set; basis sets up to quadruple zeta are commonly used. An alternative approach,
which is highly popular, is to split only the basis sets used for valance electrons, the
rationale being that the chemical properties of interest are aected by the valance,
rather than the core, electrons. This approach is known as the split valance approach
and is so popular that it has its own notation, exemplied by the label 3-21G, which
means that core electrons are teated with 3 functions, whilst valance electrons are
treated with functions split into two contracted and one valence Gaussian. Popular
examples of this type of basis set are 3-21G, 4-31G and 6-31G.
Simply increasing the number of basis functions may not necessarily improve the
model and there are other factors which must be considered when issues such as
orbital mixing are involved. For example, in an isolated hydrogen atom the electron
cloud is spherical. However as the atom approaches another hydrogen atom this
becomes distorted and the cloud takes on some p orbital character or is said to be
sp hybridized. In order to account for this we introduce what are called polarization
functions, which have higher angular quantum numbers. Thus the polarization
function for a hydrogen atom corresponds to a p orbital function, and to a d orbital
function for rst and second row atoms. The use of polarization functions is denoted
by an asterix. Hence the 6-31G basis with added polarization is denoted 6-31G*.
A nal complication which we will consider is that of species with lone pairs
of electrons. These lone pairs reside far away from the nucleus and are poorly
represented by Gaussian functions, as they decay quickly when moving away from
the nucleus. The solution is to add highly diuse functions. These are denoted by a
+, so the 6-31G* basis set with added diuse functions for heavy atoms is denoted
6-31+G*.
When modelling periodic systems, basis sets of the plane wave form are usually




cGexp(i(k + G)r) (2.30)
Where G are the reciprocal space lattice vectors, k is a wave-vector and cG are
constants to be optimized during the SCF procedure. In this case the basis function
is continuous and not centred on the atom as with Gaussian type basis sets.2.1. AB INITIO METHODS 51
2.1.6 Pseudopotentials[115]
A common simplication employed in plane-wave basis set calculations and atom-
centred basis set calculations of large atoms is to consider the core electrons as an
eective potential combined with the nucleus, thus reducing the number of integrals
to be calculated and simplifying the calculation, hopefully without aecting the
properties of interest. The interaction of the valance electrons with the ionic core
is represented by means of the pseudopotential, which is a potential constructed
in such a way that: Kohn-Sham eigenvalues for valance electrons are unchanged;
valance wave functions are as smooth as possible and states of lowest energy are
valance, not core, states. Furthermore pseudopotentials must reproduce scattering
properties of the actual potential, not only at energies of atomic valance states, but









where  PP(r) is the pseudopotential wave function and  AE(r) is the all-electron
wave function and where R > rcore; called the condition of norm conservation. Pseu-
dopotentials are separated into local and non-local parts, which improves eciency
by reducing the number of integrals which must be calculated. Pseudopotentials are
constructed from DFT calculations on free atoms.
The pseudopotentials implemented in the cp2k package (which is used for the
calculations herein) are the Goedecker, Teter and Hutter (GTH) potentials, which
depend on only 4 parameters which have been optimized with respect to atomic
all-electron wave functions from fully relativistic DFT calculations. The emphasis
in the construction of these pseudopotentials is on accuracy. Hence they may be
considered 'hard' pseudopotentials which are computationally demanding for plane
wave methods. However as the gaussian and plane wave method (which is used
by cp2k) computes the kinetic energy and short range pseudopotential terms an-
alytically from Gaussian basis, it is less sensitive to the expense incurred due to
hardness.
2.1.7 Gaussian and Plane Wave (GPW) Method[116]
The GPW method utilizes both types of basis set mentioned previously as repre-
sentations of the electron density, allowing for ecient treatment of electrostatic
interactions. The density n(r) is represented by an expansion of atom centered
Gaussian functions and plane waves. The Kohn-Sham energy expression within the
GPW method is
E[n] = ET[n] + EV[n] + EH[n] + EXC[n] + EII (2.32)2.1. AB INITIO METHODS 52
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The terms on the right hand side of the rst line are respectively: electronic
kinetic energy; electronic interaction with ionic cores; electronic Hartree energy; the
exchange-correlation energy; and the interaction energies between ionic cores. The
electronic interaction with the ionic cores is split into a local and non-local part,




The terms contributing to electrostatic energy are treated simultaneously with
Quickstep using the Ewald sum method [117], with the long range part treated in
reciprocal space and the short range part treated in real space.
The exchange and correlation energy term (EXC) is treated in quickstep by gra-
dient approximations (GGA) and meta-GGAs such as BLYP [102, 103], PBE [104],
HCTH [118], etc. In the simulations presented in this thesis the BLYP functional is
employed.
2.1.8 Thermochemistry[119]
The total energy value which is obtained from any ab initio method, Eeq, is the sum
of electronic and nuclear-nuclear repulsion energies at 0K, for molecules isolated and
in vacuum.
Eeq = Eel + En n (2.33)
This restricts the \chemical space" to which such methods can be applied, and
excludes the vast majority of chemical systems of interest for study. Although
these values can be considered a reasonable approximation, it is desirable to have
methods which can be used to convert these results into \useful" (physical) results.
In a later section (2.5) methods for simulating the system in environments other
than in vacuo will be explored, this section will deal specically with methods
to derive thermochemical data from 0K calculations.By using statistical mechanics
to incorporate vibrational, rotational and translational energies, through partition
functions, thermodynamic quantities can be calculated for the systems which have
been modeled.
The vibrational contribution to the internal energy is calculated from the zero
kelvin potential energy surface. By applying the harmonic oscillator approxima-
tion, the vibrational frequencies of the normal modes of vibration can be calculated,
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entropies and heat capacities can be calculated. We begin by considering the vi-
brational contribution. There are two sources of vibrational energy in a system,
the rst corresponds to zero point energy and the second to additional vibrational
contributions as temperature increases from zero to T kelvin. i.e.
Evib = ZPE + Evib(0 ! T) (2.34)
At a temperature of greater than zero kelvin, a molecule will rotate and translate
also. By assuming equipartition of energy, energies for rotation and translation Erot
and Etr are calculated.
The internal energy at temperature, T, is :
U = Eeq + [Evib + Erot + Etr] (2.35)
or partitioning the vibrational energy
U = Eeq + [ZPE + Evib(0 ! T) + Erot + Etr] (2.36)
Assumption of ideal gas behaviour leads to an expression for enthalpy:
H = U + pV = U + RT (2.37)
Thus the Gibbs free energy may be calculated.
G = H   TS (2.38)
2.2 Molecular Mechanics[90]
As discussed in the section on ab initio modelling, a major drawback of modelling
techniques is that they become prohibitavily expensive as the system size increases or
as the desired length of the simulation(in the case of Molecular Dynamics) increases.
In such scenarios, where ab initio methods prove impossible, a common alternative
is to use Force Field models or Molecular Mechanics (MM). MM models achieve
their improved eeciancy by ignoring the contribution of electron motions 3, and
thus consider the potential energy of the system as a function of only the nuclear
co-ordinates. MM methods then consider the the interactions within the system as
being described by a number of functional forms relating to contributions such as
bond stretching, the opening and closing of angles etc. A typical force eld has the
form:
Esys = Eelec + Estr + Ebend + Etor | {z }
Ebonding
+EvdW (2.39)
where: Eelec is the energy due to electrostatic interactions between the elements
of the system; Ebonding is the bond energy of the system and typically comprises of
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terms due to stretching (Estr), bending (Ebend), and torsion (Etor) of the interatomic
bonds involved in the system. EvdW is the van der Waals energy of the system. All
of these various energies are described by a potential in which there are certain
parameters which are usually tted to reproduce empirical or ab initio values. A
key factor in determining the success of a given force eld is its transferability, that
is its ability to model systems beyond those for which it has been empircaly tted.
We shall now consider in more detail the various terms in equation 2.39.
2.2.1 Bonding Terms
As stated above the bonding terms usually feature contributions due to bond stretch-
ing bending and torsion. The idea is that these properties can be assigned equilib-
rium values which they would maintain in the absence of any other forces, a given
potential is then applied to penalise the system for any perturbation away from this
reference value. As torsional contibutions are not considered in the models used
during the course of this thesis the discussion shall be limited to bond stretching
and bending.
The potential energy of a typical bond as a function of the interatomic separation
is classied as the bond stretching contribution to the total system energy and is
described particullarly well by the Morse potential:
V (r) = De[1   exp[ a(r   r0)]]
2 (2.40)
in which De is the depth of the potential energy well minimum and a =
!
p
=2De, where  is the reduced mass and ! is the frequency of bond vibra-
tion, which is related to the force constant of the bond k, by ! =
p
k=. r0 is the
equilibrium value of the bond. This is the form of the potential which is used in this
thesis, however it is quite common for bond stretching to be described by a more
simplistic model in cases where the bond length is not expected to deviate from the






Hooke's law is also used to describe the deviation of a bond angle from a given






The distortion of a bond angle is rather less energetically unfavourable than
bond stretching or compressing a fact reected by the generally lower values for
force constants in bond angle, as opposed to bond stretching potentials.2.2. MOLECULAR MECHANICS 55
2.2.2 Non-Bonding Interactions
Non-bonding interactions do not depend on any bonding interation between atoms
and are \through space" interactions, they are usually divided into two categories;
electrostatic interactions and van der Waals interactions and generally depend on
interatomic separation in some inverse manner.
2.2.2.1 Electrostatic Interactions
Electrostatic interactions arise due to the fact that dierent components of the sys-
tem have dierent anities for electrons (electronegativity), resulting in an uneven
charge distribution. One common way to model this is to assign fractional point
charges to the dierent nucleii according to their electronegativity. Thus for a water
molecule which is neutral overall, the oxygen atom is considered to posess a net
negative charge equal to the sum of a net positive charge on the hydrogen atoms.
Within this paradigm it is then possible to consider the electrostatic interaction









Where NA and NB are the number of point charges in each atom, qi and qj are
the values of the point charges, rij is the separation between the charges and 0 is the
permativity of free space. One problem with this method of calculation is that the
sum is not necessarily convergent over all values when one considers a system using
periodic conditions. A common method for overcoming this is the Ewald summation
method [117] which considers the charges in reciprical space as well as in real space,
resulting in the summation becoming denitely convergant and hence calculable.
2.2.2.2 Van der Waals Interactions
Van der Waals interactions arise as a consequence of the Pauli exclusion princi-
ple, which results in interatomic electron density being reduced as nucleii approach,
which in turn results in a repulsive interaction between two partially sheilded nu-
cleii. This eect can be modeled using high level quantum mechanical calculations,
however, as the essence of potential models is be be readily calculable, we require
a simple potential form for calculating this component of the overall system en-
ergy. Perhaps the most widely used potential for representing the van der Waals










in which r is the interatomic separation, and also two adjustable parameters, ;
the collision diameter, and ; the well depth which is the minimum of the potential2.2. MOLECULAR MECHANICS 56
energy. The expression obviously contains an attractive and a repulsive component.
The attractive part which varies to the power of 6 can be theoretically justied
from arguments arising from treatment of dispersion with models such as the Drude
model. The repulsive 12 power term is less readily justied on a theoretical basis,
as quantum treatments suggest a repulsive component which decays exponentially.
However the use of a power of 12 can be justied on pragmatic grounds when
considering large systems as this term is readily computed by squaring the power
6 term. Since the systems treated during the course of this thesis are not \large"
enough to justify this simplication the more realistic Buckingham Potential is used













This expression contains three adjustable parameters,  is as in the Lennard-
Jones potential, rm is the separation at which the potential energy is a minimum,
and . The major drawback of the Buckingham Potential is that after a certain
cuto distance the attractive term becomes strongly dominant resulting in a large
attractive energy which leads to the fusing of nuclei, thus it is common to have a
cuto separation below which the Buckingham potential term is not employed.
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Figure 2.4: The shell model, the nucleus and the shell interact through an electro-
static interaction and a harmonic spring.
As stated earlier electron contributions are generally ignored in molecular me-
chanics models. However in some systems the polarization of particular atoms can
have a signicant eect on the system and in such cases it would be advantageous to
include the eects of polarization of the electon cloud in some way. One method for2.3. ENERGY MINIMIZATION 57
achieveing this with relatively little additional computational expense is to employ
the Shell Model of Dick and Overhauser [120]. This model considers the electon
cloud as a point charge attached to the nucleus via a harmonic spring(gure 2.4).
2.3 Energy Minimization[90]
The energy minimization problem is this: given a system with energy E which
depends on independent variables x1;x2;:::;xi, nd the values of xi for which E is
a minimum. At a minimum point the rst derivatives with respect to xi of E are








For standard analytical functions these values may be found by calculus methods,
however given that the energy in chemical systems is dependent on the cartesian
coordinates of the atoms involved, the energy functions of interest are much more
complex and must be found by numerical methods. Numerical methods in principle
involve varying the coordinates until these conditions are met. This still seems
like a simple enough proposition, however there exists another, more challenging,
problem as represented in gure 2.5; it is this, in a potential energy landscape there
generally exists more than one point where the criteria for a minimum are met.
In this case we have both local and global minima, the global minimum being the
minimum of the minima. The question now is how can we be sure that the minimum
which we have found is a global minimum. The answer, in short, is we can't, not
without exploring the full energy landscape. However if we can be sure that we
have sampled enough of the potential energy landscape then we can be condent in
our global minimum. So now we must sample the energy landscape to a suitable
extent, this is not a trivial problem given the expense incurred in electronic structure
calculations. In many cases it is more practical to sample the energy landscape using
cheaper molecular mechanics methods followed by an electronic structure renement
of the lowest energy congurations from these calculations. However, as computer
resources improve and more sophisticated and cost eective electronic structure
methods are developed, the goal of full energy landscape exploration by ab initio
methods is becoming more feesible. As molecular dynamics are dealt with elsewhere
we will not look at them here but rather explore yet another restricting factor in
energy landscape sampling.
This sampling problem is confounded by the energy barriers which exist in the
energy landscape, it is entirely possible that during the course of a dynamics simula-
tion a system may become stuck in an energy well which is not the global minimum,
but which has an energy barrier too high to allow escape. We will consider rst
methods which are used to search for a local minimum then later consider methods
which can be used to sample larger areas of the potential energy surface.2.3. ENERGY MINIMIZATION 58
Figure 2.5: A 2D schematic representation of the global versus local minimum
problem.
2.3.1 Local Minima Searching
The methods we shall consider for local minimum searching are both what are called
rst order minimization methods, the steepest descent method and the conjugate
gradient method. They are called rst order methods as they locate the minimum
by following the rst derivate of the potential energy. The methods start from a
conguration k which can be represented by a multi-dimensional vector xk.
2.3.1.1 The Steepest Descent Method
Figure 2.6: The steepest descent method of energy minimization, the algorithm
follows the gradient of the function to the minimum value in the centrea.
aFigure adapted from http://trond.hjorteland.com/thesis
The steepest descent method (gure 2.6) proceeds by following the direction par-
alell to the net force on the system calculated for each iteration, which is equivalent
to walking down a hill in the steepest direction, this can be represented by a unit2.4. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 59





2.3.1.2 The Conjugate Gradient Method
The method of steepest descent has a major disadvantage when the minimum is
located in a long narrow valley, in this case the steepest descent method can yield
congurations which oscillate about the minimum without satifying the convergence
criteria. In a conjugate gradients minimization the gradients at each step are ort-
thogonal and conjugate to the gradient at the previous step.The method moves in
a direction vk from a point xk, where vk is calculated from the gradient at the point
k and the gradient from the previous direction vk 1:
vk =  gk + kvk 1 (2.48)





Within these expressions all gradients and directions must conform to the fol-
lowing constraints:
gi  gj = 0 (2.50)
vi  V
00
ij  vj = 0 (2.51)
gi  vj = 0 (2.52)
In which V
00
ij is a matrix of vectors representing the second derivative of the
potential in the direction of i and j. As the conjugate gradient method relies on
information from the previous step it is obviously necessary to begin with the initial
step using another method, in our case the steepest descent method.
2.4 Molecular Dynamics[90]
Newton's laws of motion can be stated as follows:
1. A body continues to move in a straight line at constant velocity unless a force
acts upon it.
2. Force equals the rate of change of momentum.
3. To every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
The trajectory of a body can be obtained by solution of the dierential equations
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which describes the motion of a body of mass mi along one coordinate xi with the
force in that direction being Fxi
The idea behind moelcular dynamics is that we can solve Newton's Laws of
Motion for a system of interacting bodies, in our case the chemical system of inter-
est, and calculate a trajectory for the components of the system in time. The rst
practical diculty which we encounter in trying to realise this idea is that our sys-
tems consist of many bodies, which are under the inuence of a continous potential
with all particle motions coupled together, the method which we use to tackle this
problem is called the nite dierence method.
2.4.1 Finite Dierence Methods
The core idea of the nite dierence method is that we can break the course of a
trajectory into individual stages separated by a small, constant, time step t. By
then claculating the forces on the particles at a time t we can calculate a trajectory,
which we use to propagate the positions of the particles and obtain a new congura-
tion r(t+t). The forces are assumed constant during the timestep and at the new
conguration forces are once again calculated and the next conguration r(t + 2t)
is calculated.
There exist many algorithms for solving the equations of motion using nite dif-
ferences, although all share the assumption that the postitions and dynamic prop-
erties of the system can be approximated using a Taylor expansion:








3b(t) + ::: (2.54)








3c(t) + ::: (2.55)








3d(t) + :::; (2.56)
in which v is the velocity (rst derivative of position with respect to time), a is the
acceleration (second derivative), b is the third derivative of position with respect to
time etc. The most popular method for solving the equations of motion is probably
the Verlet Algorithm[121], which uses the positions and accelerations from the pre-
vious step, r(t t) and a(t t) to calculate the postitions at t+t. We can state
the following relationships:




2a(t) + ::: (2.57)




2a(t) + ::: (2.58)
which combined lead to
r(t + t) = 2r(t)   r(t   t) + t
2a(t) (2.59)
Clearly the Verlet algorithm will not calculate explicitly the velocities, and these2.4. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 61
must be calculated retrospectively using the dierence between congurations r(t+
t) and r(t   t) divided by the time.
v(t) = [r(t + t)   r(t   t)]=2t (2.60)
The Verlet algorithm has the advatages that its implimentation is straightforward
and its memory requirements quite modest. However, it does have a number of
inherant probelems, particularly that new congurations are calculated from the
dierence between two relatively large terms, 2r(t) and r(t   t) and one relatively
small term, t2a(t), which can lead to a loss in precision. Other diculties arise
from the fact that velocity must be calculated retrospectively and that the method
relies on the previous step and thus is not a self-starting algorithm.
One variation on the Verlet algorithm which attempts to address the question of
precision is the so called \leap-frog" algorithm wich uses the following relationships:
r(t + t) = r(t) + tv(t + 1=2t) (2.61)
v(t + t) = v(t + 1=2t) + ta(t) (2.62)
To impliment the algorithm, the velocities at t + t are calculated from the
positions at t   1=2t and the acceleration at t. The positions are then calculated




[v(t + 1=2t) + v(t   1=2t)] (2.63)
That is the velocities must leap over the positions at t to caculate their values at
t + 1=2t. The advantages over the standard Verlet algorithm are that the velocity
is included explicitly and that the dierences needed to calculate the trajectory are
smaller, thus precision is improved.
2.4.2 Molecular Dynamics Ensembles
Molecular dynamics is traditionally performed using an ensemble (a collection of
states) with constant number of particles (N), volume (V) and total energy (E),
known as an NVE ensemble. Conversion between results from ensembles with dif-
ferent quantities held constant is possible, but only strictly in the thermodynamic
limit, i.e. innite system size. As the thermodynamic limit is clearly not practi-
cal for simulation purposes, dierent ensembles may be employed depending on the
system and properties desired from that simulation. In the case of the simulations
performed in the course of this thesis the properies we are interested in are calcu-
lated in the NVT ensemble. In the case of simulations using classical potentials
the equilibrium volume is determined by an equilibration run in the NPT ensemble
where the volume is allowed to uctuate, so as to equilibrate system pressure, the
production run is then performed in the NVT ensemble. In the case of ab initio
dynamics the volume is chosen to give experimental densities.2.4. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 62
2.4.3 Constatnt Temperature Dynamics
It is often desireable to maintain a constant temperature during a molecular dy-
namics simulation. This may be the case because temperature eects are being
simulated, or during simulated annealing in which the minimum is located by succe-
sivly running the simulation at lower temperature. In our case, the experiments to
which the simulations relate are generally constant temperature experiments, thus to
simulate them as faithfully as possible a constant temperature dynamics is required.
We will now consider a number of methods which can be employed to regulate the
temperature.
The temperature of a system is related to the average kinetic energy of the





where hKiNV T is the average kinetic energy, N is the number of particles, kb is the
Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. Thus one immediately apparent and
obvious way to change the temperature of a system is to change the velocities of
the particles which constitute it, as this will change the kinetic energy. If we have a
system at time t with temperature T(t) and the velocities are multiplied by a factor

























so the simplest way to reach a desired temperature Treq is to multiply the velocities
by a factor  =
p
Treq=T(t).
This method can be considered somewhat brutal as it rescales temperatures at
all times to the required temperature with no allowance for a uctuation about
the desired value, a rened version of this idea was introduced by Berendensen et
al.[122] in which the system is coupled to an external heat bath which is xed at the
desired temperature and regulates the system by a ow of thermal energy between
the system and the bath. The velocities at each step are scaled so that the change
in velocities is proportional to the dierence in the temperatures of system and
bath, the proportionality constant  denes how tightly the system and the bath
are coupled. In this scheme the scaling factor is calculated from










where t is the timestep. Strictly speaking however, neither of these methods pro-
duce canonical ensembles, and as such are employed only in the initial equilibration2.4. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 63
stage of an MD simulation. The rescaling of velocities can articially preserve tem-
perature dierences between components of the system, resulting in the phenomenon
of hot solvent and cold solute. One method which can be employed in order to gen-
erate a rigourous cannonical ensemble is the extended system method.
The extended system method was introduced for constant temperature dynamics
by Nos e and Hoover [123, 124]. In this method the temperature bath is considered
as an intrinsic part of the system and treated as an extra degree of freedom, s. The
kinetic (kres) and potential (Vres) energies of the reservoir are given by
Vres = (f + 1)kBTlns (2.68)
kres = (Q=2)(ds=dt)
2 (2.69)
where f is the number of degrees of freedom in the physical system and Q is a
parameter which can be considered as the ctitious mass of the reservoir. The
magnitude of Q determines the degree of coupling between the physical system and
the reservoir. In the limit of innite Q the situation is that of conventional dynamics
and the system and reservoir do not inteact.
Each state generated in the extended system corresponds to a state in the real,
physical system. However, velocities and times in the real and extended systems
are not directly related. The timestep of the real and extended systems, t and t0
respectively are related by
t = st
0; (2.70)
and as the value of s can uctuate, so too does the physical timestep.
2.4.4 Constant Pressure Dynamics
As mentioned earlier, constant pressure dynamics are used in the simulation herein in
order to establish an equilibrium volume. They are also useful for simulating pressure
induced phase transitions, where a number of simulations at constant pressure are
required.
Many of the methods for regulating system pressure are similar to those for
temperature regulation. In this case pressure is maintained by adjusting volume,
just as temperature was maintained by adjusting velocity. Berendsen [122] also
introduced an expression for a rate of change of pressure in a system coupled to a
pressure bath. In this scheme the volume is scaled by :
 = 1 = 
t
P
(P   Pbath); (2.71)
where  is the isothermal compressability, and can be comined with the relaxation
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As with constant temperature dynamics there is also an extended system ap-
proach to constant pressure dynamics, introduced by Andersen [125]. Again the
system is coupled to an extra degree of freedom, in this instance the kinetic and






kres = PV (2.74)
where P and V are pressure and volume and Q is, once again, the ctitious mass
of the coupled reservoir and, as before, determines the degree of coupling between
reservoir and physical system. In the extended system method, the coordinates of
the extended and physical system, r0





2.4.5 Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD)[126]
Classical molecular dynamics approaches, which use predened potentials derived
from empirical data or independent electronic structure calculations to elucidate the
the evolution of a many-body system with time, is a well established and powerful
tool in molecular modeling. The traditional route followed by such approaches
involves breaking up the full system interactions into two,three and many-body,
and Coulombic and short-range etc (as described in section 2.2) contributions to be
represented by suitable functions. Despite the tremendous success of such methods
a number of serious drawbacks exist, among the principal problems are systems in
which many atomic types, and thus many potentials, are required and systems in
which the electronic structure changes qualitatively with time: systems which may
be considered \chemically complex".
Due to the fact that ab initio theories are ideally not dependent on the system
or its state, they can be used to explore system states where not much is known,
which makes them an interesting option for studying molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. The drawback, as ever, lies in the computational cost of such simula-
tions which restricts the size of system and the length over which an MD simulation
may be run. Furthermore, if problems are encountered due to some of the assump-
tions of the theory, one cannot, as with empirical methods, simply re-parameterize
it. Rather we must move to a higher level of theory which further compounds the
problem of computational cost.
Ab initio dynamics simulations can be viewed from a number of perspectives.
They can be considered from the viewpoint of classical trajectory calculations [126];
an approach with its origins in gas phase MD in which a global potential energy
surface is constructed in the rst step, either empirically or using electronic structure
methods. In the second step the dynamical evolution of the nuclei on this surface is2.4. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 65
generated using classical or quantum mechanics. Such an approach however suers
from a so called \dimensionality bottleneck", arising from the fact that a system
with N bodies has 3N-6 degrees of freedom, the work load for such systems increases
roughly as 10N.
The basic idea underlying practical ab initio MD methods which avoids the di-
mensionality bottleneck is to carry out electronic structure calculations \on-the-y"
as the MD trajectory is created; thus electronic degrees of freedom are treated as ac-
tive and not solved beforehand. One method which can be used is to solve the static
electronic structure problem at each time step, referred to as Born-Oppenheimer
Molecular Dynamics (BOMD).
2.4.5.1 Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics
In BOMD the standard BO approximation as stated in section 2.1 is applied to
decouple electron and nuclear motion. The electronic degrees of freedom of the
system are considered to be always in equilibrium, meaning that the forces on the
nuclei arise only as a result of the atomic coordinates. Thus the the forces are
calculated by solving a time-independent Schr odinger equation. Leading to the
following equations of motion:
MI  RI =  rImin	oh	ojHj	oi   rIE
II (2.76)
Eo	o = H	o
where MI are the masses of the nuclei, RI are the positions of the nuclei, rI is the
derivative with respect to RI, 	o is the wave function, H is the hamiltonian, Eo is






where ZI is the charge of the nucleus I.
Treating the nuclei classically, they move in a potential
V (RI) = min	oh	ojHj	oi + E
II (2.78)
One can now perform a dynamic simulation, just as in classical MD, as if the atoms
were moving in this potential, the only diculty being the calculation of V (RI)
and  rV (RI). Unfortunately this is rather a large diculty and in order to use
this method for many atoms on a reasonable timescale the calculation of the ground
state energy must be simplied.
The Born-Oppenheimer MD (BOMD) simulations which are presented in
this thesis were run using the Quickstep module of the cp2k suite of software
(CP2K)[127], which employs the GPW method as described in section 2.1.7.2.5. SOLVATION 66
Figure 2.7: The PCM model for implicit treatment of solvent eects.
2.5 Solvation
Many chemical processes of interest, and indeed all those considered in this thesis,
take place in the solution phase. It is, therefore, clearly desirable that the eects
of the solvent be incorporated into calculations of any properties which we wish to
consider. In this section dierent methods for achieving this are presented.
When representing solvation, two approaches are commonly applied. The rst
is to model the solvent implicitly, i.e. to include the solvent's eects directly when
solving the Schr odinger equation of the system. The second is to include the solvent
explicitly, i.e. to include actual molecules of solvent surrounding the system of
interest. Of these methods the second clearly provides a physically more realistic
scenario. However, it introduces extra particles into the system and, given the scaling
constraints, can quickly become infeasible as the number of solvent molecules rises.
It is also possible to consider a hybrid of the two methods in which the molecule
is surrounded by a limited number of solvent molecules which in turn includes an
implicit model.
2.5.1 Implicit Solvation Methods
The origins of an implicit model for solvation eects can be traced back to Born
(1920) and Onsager (1936). Born[128] derived the free energy of solvation for placing
a charge within a spherical cavity in a solvent and Onsager [129] extended this to
a dipole within a spherical cavity. The Born model calculates solvation energy as
the work done in moving a point charge from vacuum to a spherical cavity within
a continuum. Whilst an extremely simple model it is, however, very eective in the
case of the solvations of ions.2.5. SOLVATION 67
The Onsager model is appropriate for many more species, in this model the solute
dipole inside a cavity is considered. The implementation of the Onsager model em-
ployed for the results herein is based on the Polarizable Continuum Method (PCM),
specically the integral equation formalism of the PCM (IEFPCM) [130, 131]. In
the PCM model the solvent is represented by a homogenous continuum medium
which is polarised by the solute placed in a cavity in the bulk of the dielectric. A
complete description of solvation energy involves four terms:
WT = Gel + Gcav + Gdis + Grep (2.79)
where WT is the work necessary to transfer a molecule from vacuum to a xed
position in a solvent at constant temperature, pressure and chemical composition.
2.5.1.1 Electrostatic Solvation Energy
The electrostatic interactions of the solute with the solvent are taken into account








0 + ^ VR]	 = E	 insolution (2.81)
where ^ H0 is the Hamiltonian of the solute in vacuo, 	0 and 	 are the solute
wavefunctions in vacuo and solution respectively.
For the purpose of calculating solvent eects, the wave function is replaced with
a molecular charge distribution e
M(r), which is the sum of nuclear and electronic
charges.
The quantum formulation of the basic electrostatic and continuum model re-
quires the simultaneous denition of two problems, namely: (1) the quantum me-
chanical problem of computing the electron distribution e
M, with xed nuclei, in
the presence of the solvent reaction potential ; (2) the electrostatic problem of
determining  and its interaction energy with e
M. We therefore have a typical
nonlinear problem, as  and ^ V depend in turn on e
M and the solution requires
an elaboration of an appropriate strategy. The most intuitive approach consists of
performing a self-consistent iterative procedure, by solving alternately the quantum
problem to determine e
Mand the classical electrostatic problem to determine ,
and is achieved by using a Self Consistent Reaction Field (SCRF).
The dipole of the solute induces a dipole in the surrounding continuum, which
results in an electric eld inside the cavity, which is called a reaction eld. The
reaction eld then interacts with the solute dipole providing additional stabilization
for the whole system. The SCRF model has been rened by Menucci and co-workers
[130, 131] to use a cavity of the shape of the molecule which is built from a series2.5. SOLVATION 68
of spheres centred on each atom, the solute charge is then represented as a series of
charge points spread out on the resulting cavity surface.
SCRF models have been applied successfully to investigate the eects of solvation
in many chemical systems and for various properties. However, there are certain
cases for which the continuum representation of the solvent is not sucient: for
example, if hydrophobic eects are present, the continuum model will not represent
them. Another example is where specic solvent-solute interactions are important
such as hydrogen bonding in water. In such cases it may be necessary to use explicit
solvation.
2.5.1.2 Cavity Denition
The denition of the solute surface is also a question of the denition of the cavity
which the molecule, M, occupies in the continuum and is an important consideration
when implementing implicit solvation methods. The shape and size of the cavity
are crucial factors with an ideal cavity able to reproduce the shape of M with the
inclusion of the whole of e
M(y), and the exclusion of spaces which can be occupied
by the solvent. If a cavity is too large, solvent eect would be reduced, whereas a
cavity which is too small introduces serious errors in the evaluation of interaction
energies for portions of e
M(y) near the . Similarly a cavity of the wrong shape
induces distortions in the description of the reaction eld. In the original PCM
[131] the cavity is dened by spheres with radii R centered on the nuclei. The




The most popular reference set of radii is the United Atom Topological Model[132].
The original value proposed for f was 1:2, this was a only rough estimate. However
there is clear evidence that R
(vdW)
 should be the lower limit of the radius and that
f should be slightly greater than 1 [133]. The original estimate of f = 1:2 was
obtained by considering results for the energy decomposition [134] of a few M  Sn
clusters (M = H2 O, CH3 OH, H2 CO, NH3, CH3 NH2, S = H2 O, CH3 OH,NH3, CH3
NH2, CH4, Ar). Subsequent work based upon studies of radial distribution functions
from molecular dynamics and hydration energies of free molecules[135, 136] suggest
that a value of f = 1:2   1:25 is reasonable.
For charged species the factor of f should be reconsidered because of the non-
linear eects in the polarisation with high elds which may result in negative devi-
ations from linearity, due to saturation, or positive deviations due to charge migra-
tion in the eld gradient (electrostriction)[135]. These two physical eects suggest
changes of the f factor in opposite directions. Studies based on super-molecule[137]
and Monte Carlo[138]simulations have suggested a value of f = 1:10   1:15 and,
more recently, a study[139] using HF/6-31+G(d) and the MST model has shown2.5. SOLVATION 69
that in the IEF-PCM formalism, as well as the MST model, a reduction of 8% in
the cavity size relative to standard scalings for neutral species can lead to improved
accuracy.
2.5.1.3 Cavitation Energy, Gcav
Gcav, is the hypothetical work needed to construct the cavity, dened as above,
within the dielectric continuum. Several methods are available for the calculation of
Gcav based on the size and shape of the cavity and dierent parameters associated
with the solvent in question.
The cavitation model employed in the PCM is based on the formulation of
Pierotti [140] which uses an expansion in terms of the solute volume radius RMS:





in which the coecients Ki are expressed in terms of solvent properties; molecular
radius and numerical density, and also in terms of solution properties; pressure
and temperature. This denition assumes a spherical solute, but was expanded by








in which the contribution of each sphere to the overall expression scales with its
exposed surface area Ai
2.5.1.4 Free Energy Changes From Continuum Methods
As the PCM and other implicit solvation models account for changes in vibrational
energy by using some of the parameters for calculating the non electrostatic terms it
is not meaningful to calculate free energy changes for a reaction simply by applying
standard gas phase frequency techniques to an SCRF calculation. Rather frequency
calculations are performed in the gas phase and solvation energies of reactants are
then applied in order to obtain the free energy changes in solution. This is illustrated
in gure 2.8 in which we would calculate
Gsol = Gvac + GsolvB   GsolvA (2.85)
2.5.2 Explicit Solvation and Perdioc Boundary Conditions
(PBCs)
If one is to model solvation explicitly by including \real" solvent molecules then
an obvious question arises: how many explicit solvent molecules are necessary for a
realistic representation, as the solvent molecules are obviously themselves \solvated"2.6. NMR 70
Figure 2.8: The thermodynamic cycle used to calculate free energy changes incor-
porating solvation energy.
by other solvent molecules and these eects too may be of importance. In some
respect by including only a nite number of solvent molecules one is, in eect,
only modeling a bubble of molecules within a vacuum. An elegant and relativly
simple solution to this problem is to use Periodic Conditions (PBCs). This allows a
relatively small number of particles to behave as if they are part of a bulk system.
The molecules are placed inside a box of given dimensions, which is then surrounded
by identical boxes and so on (gure 2.9). The coordinates of the particles in an
image box can simply be calculated by adding or subtracting an integer to the
coordinates of the original box. Should a particle leave the box it will be replaced
by its image entering from the other side; thus the contents of the box remain
constant. The particles in the original box now interact with particles all around
them. It should be noted that the use of PBCs is not restricted to liquid phases,
indeed the technique was developed in the solid state modeling community and is
particularly useful when modeling crystal structures as a periodic repetition of a
basic unit cell.
2.6 Calculation of Nuclear Shielding
The theory for the calculation of nuclear shielding tensors proceeds from the fact
that in the presence of an external magnetic eld (B) the momenta of the electrons
are aected. Meaning that the usual momentum operator (p = (~=i)r) is replaced
by a perturbed momentum operator
p
0 = p+eA (2.86)2.6. NMR 71
Figure 2.9: A representation of a 2D system surrounded by periodic imagesa.
aFigure adapted from http://isaacs.sourceforge.net/phys/pbc.html




B  r;divA = 0;curlA = B: (2.87)
The new momentum operator is substituted into the Hamiltonian for the system,








































where  is the magnetic moment of the nucleus concerned. Now, H may be written
as
H = H0 + H1 + H2 (2.89)
Where the terms on the right hand side correspond to the terms on the right hand
side of 2.88. This makes explicit the fact that this problem may be treated using
perturbation methods and sets the stage for solving the problem of nuclear shielding
tensors using the nite perturbation theory (FPT) approach [142]. Within this
approach the shielding tensor (A) is evaluated from the second order derivative
of the electronic energy with respect to the nucleus magnetic moment (a) and the







The FPT method considers a perturbed Hamiltonian H() expressed in terms
of a number of external perturbations 1;2;::: and the corresponding operators2.6. NMR 72
H1;H2;:::. Using the Hellmann-Feynmann theorem it is then possible to calculate














Hence within the FPT framework 2 is replaced by B and the shielding tensor is
obtained from the rst derivative of the expectation value of H1, which in turn
is the derivative of the unperturbed Hamiltonian with respect to 1 or A, over


















A are available [142]. Thus the mag-
netic shielding tensor for a molecule may be found by means of three perturbed
eigenfunction calculations, corresponding to  = x;y, and z. A standard SCF pro-
cedure as outlined in section 2.1.1, and employing the LCAO approximation may
be developed by means of a variational procedure.
There remains, however, one problem with this procedure; the shielding compo-
nents obtained from such a procedure are only independent of the choice of origin,
in principle, if an innite basis set is employed. Whilst this may not be such a
problem for small molecules and nuclei where the use of an extended basis set is a
viable option, it would seem to render the foregoing method somewhat unsuitable
for larger systems. A number of solutions have been proposed for this problem, and
many are frequently employed to good eect. The solution considered herein is the
most commoly used one; the so called gauge-invariant atomic orbitals (GIAOs)4.
These orbitals () are dened from the standard atomic orbitals () by multiply-
ing by the gauge of the vector potential A whose value at the nuclear position r of









Aside from the removal of the gauge probelm the equation 2.93 ensures that the
shielding calculated is due to local contributions as a result of the exponential form
of the relationship. This is justifable on the basis that both paramagnetic and
diamagnetic contributions to nuclear shielding of electrons decay as the cube of the
separation of the nucleaus and the electron.
4The name is something of a misnomer, as clear from equation 2.93 these orbitals are dened by
the very fact that they are dependent upon the gauge. This is frequently covered up by referring
to GIAO as meaning gauge-including atomic orbitals2.6. NMR 73
2.6.1 NMR Calculations Within the PCM Formalism
The eect of solvent on nuclear magnetic shielding parameters derived from NMR
spectroscopy has been a eld of intense interest for some time. A classication of
solvent eects into a four categories was proposed by Buckingham et al. [143]. These
are i) the bulk magnetic susceptibility of the solvent, ii) the magnetic anisotropy of
the solvent molecules, iii) van der Waals interactions and iv) long-range electrostatic
eects. Whilst in the original classication strong specic interactions (e.g. H-
bonding) were not included, these have since been recognised.
In general, it is possible to correct experimental data for the bulk magnetic
susceptibility, but in principle there is no way to extract the other four eects from
a measurement. It is widely believed that short-range interactions can be handled
by a super-molecule approach, by surrounding the solute with a number of explicit
solvent molecules [144], while reaction elds provide an eective alternative for long-
range electrostatic contributions[145, 146]. In general studies on solvent eects on
NMR shielding have been performed on the Nitrogen nucleus [147, 148, 149].
One problem which has been found to occur in continuum treatment of NMR
calculations[150] is that, in most cases, the Poisson equation is solved under the
assumption that all charge resides within the cavity[151], which leads to a surface
polarization density spread out over the cavity. However in practice most quan-
tum mechanical calculations lead to a small tail of charge density penetrating into
the continuum region, the long-range electrostatic eects of which, make additional
rarely recognised eects to the solution of the Poisson equation[130, 151]. Studies
of the eects of charge penetration on free energies of solvation [148] were found to
be modest; however large eects were found for NMR shielding constants. A more
recent study[150] has shown that both conductor like models[152] and the updated
integral equation formalism[130] of the PCM (IEF-PCM) take into account volume
polarization eects for solvents with high dielectrics, but not for low-dielectric so-
lutes.
For nuclear shielding calculations, extensive use has been made of the INDO/S-
SOS method [142] together with a reaction eld solvation model [153, 154]. Ab
initio calculations have also been performed, by using a spherical cavity with a xed
dipole representation of the solute [144], or a polarizable multipole representation
of the solute [146]. Also molecular shaped cavities with complete treatment of
the electrostatic potential [145], using the PCM model, have been employed.The
PCM model has been chosen for modeling of solvent eects on NMR spectra and
in particular nuclear shielding N for the calculations presented in this thesis as
it has been shown to be a particularly eective model for long range electrostatic
eects. It is chosen also due to the fact that it is extremely diuse and well tested
throughout computational chemistry and also because of the aforementioned study
which showed it to treat penetration eects quite well.2.7. NBO 74
2.7 Natural Bond Order Analysis[155, 156, 157]
The method of Natural Bond Order (NBO) analysis provides a means of decompos-
ing a wave-function into components such as natural orbitals (NOs), natural atomic
orbitals (NAOs) and natural bond orbitals (NBOs) which are compatible with more
\intuitive" pictures of the electronic conguration of molecules.
The NOs (j) of a wave-function (	) are intrinsic to the wave-function itself
and are the eigenorbitals of the reduced order density operator (^ ) which is dened
as :








The NOs can now be dened as
^ j = njj (2.95)
where nj is the population of the NO j.
The NAOs of a centre A (
(A)
j ) can now be described as the eective NOs of
the centre A in the molecular environment. In practice the NBO program generates
the NAOs from the standard set of atom-centred orbitals (or indeed a set of atom
centered orbitals may be generated if, for example, a plane-wave basis set is used).
The NAOs are generated by transforming the atom-centered orbitals such that the
NAOs are orthogonal between centres. The resultant NAOs dier from standard
orbitals in two important respects:
• The NAOs are optimized for the eective atomic charge in the environment
• The NAOs have fringes which have nodal features due the eect of Pauli
connement within the molecular environment.
The NBOs are localized N-centre orbitals (N is typically 1 or 2) which describe
the Lewis-like molecular bonding pattern of electron pairs. The calculation of NBOs
requires only the wave-function as input, and as such the resultant orbitals are
intrinsic to 	, just like the NAOs. The NBOs are combinations of Natural Hybrid







There are several types of NBOs dened within the NBO paradigm. These
include core orbitals which are eectively the same as the NAO described above,
lone pair orbitals which are comprised of a single NHO, and two-centre NBOs (
AB)
which are linear combinations of hybrid orbitals from each centre.

AB = aAhA + aBhB (2.97)2.8. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IN THIS THESIS 75
The NBOs are found by the NBO algorithm by search through the eigenorbitals
of the density operator of the wave function, that is, eigenorbitals with a value of
nj in equation 2.95 above a certain threshold. Once established these orbitals may
then be partitioned into their constituent hybrid orbitals as in equation 2.97.
2.7.1 Natural Chemical Shielding[158]
The Natural Chemical Shielding (NCS) method allows the partitioning of theo-
retical NMR shielding tensors, calculated using the GIAO method as described in
section 2.6 into magnetic contributions from bonds and lone pairs of the electronic
conguration of the molecule. The GIAO method has important numerical ad-
vantages over alternative methods for calculating the shielding tensor such as the
LORG[159] and IGLO [160] methods, however these alternative methods have the
advantage of calculating shielding as a sum of contributions from localized molec-
ular orbitals. The NCS method allows the kind of detailed analysis of the origins
of nuclear shielding provided by these methods whilst maintaining the enhanced
performance aorded by the GIAO method.
The NCS algorithm works by calculating the shielding contributions of the set
of Naturally Localized Molecular Orbitals (NLMOs), which are a sum of Lewis
type NBOs and non-Lewis type NBOs, using a series of transformations to relate
the regular molecular orbitals to the NLMOs. The shielding tensor is calculated
as a combination of contributions from \unperturbed" and \induced" which are
analogous to the rst and second terms on the right hand side of equation 2.92. The
shielding is then further partitioned within these categories to shielding arising from
the Lewis and non-Lewis portions of the NLMO. The NCS procedure calculates the
shielding contributions of the various elements in the same way as the regular GIAO
method, using NBOs rather than the LCAO wave-functions used in section 2.6.
2.8 Computational Methods in This Thesis
The various methods introduced above shall be used during the course of this study
to investigate various aspects of pre-nucleation zeolite synthesis. In chapter 5
the potential models introduced in section 2.2 are used along with the molecular
dynamics methods introduced (section 2.4) to investigate the eects of silicate
clusters on the structure of environmental water.
In chapter 4 we use AIMD methods (section 2.4.5) to investigate the eects of
structure directing agents, commonly present in zeolite sytheses, on the structure of
environmental water.
First, however, a variety of methods are now used to investigate the NMR chem-
ical shifts of silicate oligomer species present in the pre-nucleation solution. The
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methods (section 2.3) are used to obtain minimum energy geometries of the species
involved. The solution environment shall be represented using implicit solvation
methods (section 2.5). NMR shifts are investigated using the GIAO method (sec-
tion 2.6), and further probed using NBO and NCS analyses (sections 2.7 and 2.7.1
). In addition the eect of explicit solvation on the chemical shift of some of the
species are investigated using AIMD methods (section 2.4.5).CHAPTER 3
Modelling and Interpretation of 29Si NMR Spectra
3.1 Introduction
As was stated in the introduction to this thesis, 29Si NMR has been on of the most
important spectroscopic tools for studying pre-nucleation zeolite synthesis solutions.
29Si NMR oers some of the best data for determining the structures of oligomeric
silicate species which exist in the pre-nucleation solution, and has been used to
demonstrate the existence of so-called pre-nucleation building units (PNBUs)[5]
which have been demonstrated to be related to secondary building units (SBUs)
by a structural isomerization. As such 29Si NMR has been one of the key factors
in promoting the theory of zeolite crystal growth based on the nucleation of SBUs
[49].
Although 29Si NMR has been used for more than 30 years to study pre-nucleation
solutions, the past ve years has seen a signicant increase in the number of silicate
species identied in experimental studies. Indeed in a recent study using 2D COSY
NMR 52 dierent oligomers were identied arising from increasingly complex anal-
ysis of experimental spectra [44]. The advent of methods such as EXSY [161] also
oers the possibility for following the evolution of the solution, and the interaction
of oligomers with one-another.
The increased number of species identied means increasingly complex experi-
mental NMR spectra to be deconvoluted. Indeed in a recent study [44] a number
of species were found to exist, but could not be distinguished uniquely by the ex-
perimental technique. To this end computer modelling provides a valuable aide to
experimental data.
There have been many previous studies of the NMR spectra of silicate oligomers
performed computationally [52, 162, 163, 164]. In the rst part of this chapter
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we rst address some of the problems which arise in deciding how the oligomeric
species should be represented for calculating shifts. We demonstrate the usefulness
of the inclusion of an implicit solvent model for improving the accuracy of calculated
NMR shielding tensors. We then establish that modelling species in a neutral (fully
protonated) state should provide accurate calculated shielding values, such a nding
is important as previous studies have used both fully protonated [51] and fully
deprotonated [165] models on a seemingly ad hoc basis. We then further investigate
the parameters of the implicit model of solvation as well as the use of dierent
functionals for calculating chemical shift, in order to fully establish a model which
gives accurate chemical shifts, whilst maintaining computational eciency.
Having established a methodology we then compare our results to an extensive
set of experimentally observed and assigned spectra. We investigate the importance
of species geometry in determining shielding (chemical shift) and suggest assign-
ments for experimentally dicult to assign peaks.
In addition we present in appendix A a list of calculated chemical shifts for both
experimentally identied and hypothetical silicate oligomers (gure 3.1). Such a
list, we hope, can prove useful in aiding experimental assignment of spectra.
3.1.1 Nomenclature
Throughout this chapter constant reference is made to the Qn classication of Si
centres. It is important, therefore that this notation be explained before proceeding.
The n in this notation denotes the number of oxygens attached to the Si centre
which are attached to another Si centre. Thus the silicic acid monomer, species I in
gure 3.1 is classied Q0, whilst the centres in the double 4 ring, species VIIIc in
gure 3.1 are all Q3. In acknowledgement of the important eect which presence of
a centre in a 3 ring can have on its chemical shift an additional  is used to denote
such centres, thus the 3 ring, species III in gure 3.1 has Si centres denoted Q2.
As many species are considered in this section and naming of these species can
become cumbersome/confusing each species is also assigned a code number based
on the number of silicons. These codes are presented in gure 3.1.
3.1.2 The History of 29Si NMR in Studying Silicate Synthe-
sis Solutions
The earliest attempts at a theoretical rationalization of the relationship between
observed 29Si NMR shifts (with respect to TMS) and the structure of the silicon
centre were made in the pioneering work of Radeglia and Englehardt et al. in the
1970s [166, 167, 168]. They demonstrated that general trends in 29Si NMR shifts
could be reproduced satisfactorily by taking into account only the paramagnetic















Figure 3.1: Silicate oligomers selected for study, with commonly used names; roman
numerals refer to references in the table of chemical shifts. A line represents a Si-
O-Si bond. A dashed line represents a dangling monomer which may adopt multiple
conformations.3.1. INTRODUCTION 80
tetrahedral SiX4 silicon with localized Molecular Orbitals (MOs), the polarities of
which may be determined by the electronegitivities (EN) of the substituent atoms
X. They showed in this work how the shift () would be expected to decrease in an
approximately linear fashion with increasing EN, with the general form:
 =  aEN + b (3.1)
Subsequent systematic investigations by Lippmaa et al. [168] in 1978, using solid
state high resolution NMR, showed that the predominant feature determining the Si
chemical shift is the degree of condensation of the Si centre. They demonstrated that
the shift moves continually down-eld as n, in the Qn notation, increases. Thus,
the spectrum of silicate NMR shifts may be divided into dierent regions deter-
mined by the degree of concentration of the species observed, aiding interpretation
of complicated 29Si NMR spectra.
In the mid 1980s Grimmer, Radeglia and Engelhardt rened the structure/shift
relationship in 29Si NMR [169, 170, 171]. Furthering the work on the degree of Si
condensation they derived the relationship that:
 =  69:8   8:9n; (3.2)
with r2 = 0:90. Here n is the same as in Qn notation, which means that increasing
Si condensation by 1, leads to an increase of shielding of  10ppm, which is similar
to the results of Lipmaa et al. [172]. They also calculated a relationship between
shift and the mean silicon-oxygen distance, d(Si   O) arriving at the relationship:
 =  2014 + 1:187  10
4d(Si   O)(nm) (3.3)
which they interpret as a general form of an earlier relationship derived for Q4 units
only [167]. The relationship of equation 3.1 was further rationalized in terms of
silicate structure [170] by establishing a correlation between  and the SiOSi angle,
established by development of a functional form for the relationship between the
bond angle and the electronegativity of the bridging oxygen. The relationship was





thus allowing inferance of a relationship:
 = A + B (3.5)
which they proceed to calculate as being :
 =  247:05 + 2:19 (3.6)
with a correlation coecient r2 = 0:968
Concurrently in the early 1980s, Harris and Knight [43], used computer simula-
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species present in the solution phase, with varying degree of certainty. Harris et
al. [173] later reconrmed the existence of some of these species using homonuclear
correlation spectroscopy (COSY). In the early experiments using COSY the signal
to noise ratio (S/N) was too high to provide clear evidence for some of the more
esoteric structures which were proposed. However with increased eld strength more
signals were able to be observed, and hence more and more possible structures have
been postulated. In 1988, Knight [45], using increased eld strength with COSY
experiments, was able to identify sixteen silicate species with more than one type of
Si site, as well as six species with a single equivalent site under symmetry, on the
basis of chemical shift and connectivity data from the COSY experiment.
Thus far peak assignments had been made under a variety of dierent conditions,
with little study of the eects of dierent variables such as temperature, dierent
counter cations, varying pH and Si concentration etc. It had been noted in a series
of papers in 1984 [173, 174] that increasing the temperature of the sample lead to a
broadening of spectrum peaks; an observation attributed to the dynamic exchange
of SiO
4 
4 groups between dierent solution species[174]. However in their study of
the same year [173], Harris et al. using selective inversion recovery 29Si NMR, were
able to show that below 80C, while peaks still broaden, no magnetization transfer
was observed. They concluded that, while above 80C broadening may indeed be
due to silicate exchange, below there must be other mechanisms involved, which
although not involving exchange, are still temperature dependent.
A more systematic study of the eects of environment and structure factors on
29Si shift was presented by Kinrade and Swaddle in 1988[175, 176], in a pair of
papers which measured NMR spectra using a variety of dierent counter cations
(M+), at dierent [Si]:[M+] ratios and at dierent temperatures. From these studies
they devised a hierarchy of factors which aect the chemical shift this is presented
in table 3.1. The eect of pH they attributed to the fact that increasing pH leads
to further deprotonation of Si-OH groups. However, they concede that it is impos-
sible to decouple this from other eects such as M+-silicate ion pairing, as the pH
was changed by increasing the concentration of MOH. Indeed, they comment that,
due to the fact that shift depends not only on the [M+]:[Si] ratio but also on the
concentration of M+, M+-silicate pairings play a signicant role in determining the
chemical shift. In these studies peak-shape analysis was also used in order to infer
rates and activation energies for site exchange in the silicate species.
The rst major systematic ab initio modelling study of environmental and struc-
ture eects was published by Moravetski et al. in 1996[51]. Using Hartree-Fock and
coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock they studied the eects of deprotonation and ion
pairing on a silicate monomomer, including also hydration by two and four wa-
ter molecules, nding that while deprotonation caused an upeld shift of  5ppm
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0.5ppm. In addition, this paper demonstrated the eect of symmetry on shielding,
concluding that lower symmetry leads to lower chemical shift. They were also able to
extend the semi-empicial relationship calculated by Englehardt et al. for Q4 species
to Qn species with n = 1   4, by also taking into account the SiOH bond angle :
 =  61:23nh(SiOSi)i   60:45(n   1)h(SiOH)i + 6:58 (3.7)
Equation 3.6 is shown to be a specic case for n = 4. In addition this now lead
to the previous assignment of the tetrahedral tetramer at -97.3 ppm being called
into question.
Thus far we have considered generally silica solutions containing only alkali metal
counter cations. However, in zeolite synthesis the presence of organic cations, par-
ticularly tetraalkylammonium (TAA) species in many model systems plays a key
role in directing the nal crystal structure of the zeolite formed. Solutions contain-
ing organic salts were studied using NMR techniques as far back as the early 1980s
when Harris and Knight [177] studied solutions containing tetramethylammonium
(TMA), tetraethylammonium (TEA), tetrapropylammonium (TPA) and tetrabuty-
lammonium (TBA). The results from this and other studies [6, 7] indicate that the
presence of the organic species signicantly reduces the occurrence of smaller an-
ions, whilst favouring the existence of the double 3 ring ( VIa in gure 3.1) and
particularly the double 4 ring ( VIIIc in gure 3.1) species. It is also noted that the
degree to which these species are favoured decreases as the size of the alkyl chain of
the organic species increases, and that the structure directing potency of all TAA
species is greatly increased in the presence of organic solvents.
However, here is where consensus on the interactions between TMA and silicate
species ends and the precise nature of these interactions has been the subject of
intense debate in the literature. In 1998 Kinrade et al. published a pair of papers
containing a NMR studies of equilibria and kinetics in TAA solutions[6, 7]. In the
rst of these papers[6] they conclude that, due to the minimal eect of silica on
the 1H and 13C NMR of TAA+ cations, the interaction between silicates and these
cations must be long-range and indirect. They propose that due to the hydropho-
bic hydration of TAA+ ions the water structure in the vicinity of these species is
reordered, stating that if the silicate species caused a similar eect on the surround-
ing water then an overlap of hydration layers could provide mutual stabilization.
Furthermore they state that such interactions may be primarily entropically driven
owing to the release of water molecules from the over-structured hydration layer into






4 + xTMA 
 [Si8O20  xTMA]
(8 x)  + 12H2O (3.8)
6H3SiO
 
4 + xTMA 
 [Si6O15  xTMA]
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thus suggesting that rather than the organic cations providing a scaolding around
which silicate structures will grow, they provide stabilization in the opposite manner
by surrounding the silicate species.
A contrary conclusion was reached by Kirschhock, Ravishanker et al. in a series
of three papers[16, 17, 39] published just one year later, using a range of experimen-
tal techniques. In terms of pre-nucleation oligomers 29Si NMR and infrared spec-
troscropy were used to investigate condensation in an aqueous solution containing
tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH). The spectra obtained were attributed
to a number of polysilicate anions containing three and ve membered rings, and
among the species assigned here, but not previously postulated, were a double 5 ring,
a pentacyclic octamer, a capped double 5 ring and a tricyclic undecamer; shown in
gure 3.2 . They also concluded that the structure directing role of TPAOH was
evidenced by the propesity for the formation of species with a curved hydrophobic
surface, which occluded a TPA cation. Using magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR,
X-Ray scattering, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) they also found evidence for the assembly of the smaller silicate
species to form \nanoslabs" with dimensions of 4 x 4 x 1.3 nm which have MFI struc-
ture. This view of zeolite assembly was furthered in two subsequent publications
[40, 178] again using 29Si NMR where they also assigned a pentacyclic dodecamer
which they presented as further evidence for the structure directing role of TPA.
The results presented in this series of papers were subsequently questioned by
Kinrade and Knight [41] in which they critique the NMR methods used to identify
small silicate species. They suggest that the lack of scalar coupling in assigning
signals, relying rather on relative intensities of peaks can ,at best, be considered
to provide tentative assignments. They also reassign the peaks from the studies of
Kirschhock et al. by replicating the experimental conditions but with 29Si NMR
enriched TEOS as the source material, thus allowing for 2D COSY spectra to be
obtained.
Undeterred by these criticisms Houssin, Kirschhock et al. published another pa-
per in 2003 [179], once again studying TPAOH/silicic acid/H2O solutions using 29Si
NMR and small-angle X-ray scattering, in which they again assign signals to a dou-
ble 5 ring structure and this time nding evidence for the presence of a pentacyclic
dodecamer. The course of the reaction is followed from the early stages using 29Si
NMR to identify solution species and later using the X-ray scattering techniques to
follow the formation of colloidal structures. Once again no decoupling experiments
were utilized to gain information about site connectivity. This again incurred crit-
icism from Kinrade and Knight who published a paper in the same journal some
years later entitled \Do zeolite precursor species really exist in aqueous synthesis
media?"[18] in which they state that \a detailed inspection shows that Barrer et al.'s
original SBUs are notable by their almost complete absence.", they also contend that3.1. INTRODUCTION 84
Factor Increased Result Nucleii Most Aected
STRUCTURE FACTORS
Local Connectivity Shielding up to 40ppm High Local Connectivity
Occourance In A Deshielding up to 8.5ppm 3 Ring Nucleii
Ring Structure
Adjacent Connectivity Deshielding up to 1ppm High Adjacent Connectivity
ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
[MOH]:[Si] Deshielding up to 2.3 ppm Least Strained Species
[Si] Deshielding up to 0.3 ppm Least Strained Species
Atomic Mass of M+ Shielding up to 1.8 ppm Least Strained Species
Temperature Deshielding up to 0.02 ppm Least Rigid Species
Table 3.1: Hierarchy of structural and environmental factors aecting chemical shift
[175].
Figure 3.2: Novel species assigned by Kirschhock et al. [40, 178, 179]. From left
to right; the 5 ring, the capped double 5 ring, the pentacyclic dodecamer and the
tetracyclic undecamer.3.1. INTRODUCTION 85
no species are specic to a given cation or synthesis conditions. Using enriched 29Si
solutions they obtained 2D peak correlations and on this basis reassign the double
5 ring peak of Kirschhock et al. to the hexacyclic octamer species: due to the fact
that the signal, originally assigned to the double 5 ring shows, correlation with other
peaks in the spectrum, indicates that it cannot arise from a species with a single
unique Si centre. They also reassign the petacyclic dodecamer peak , which would
be expected to show two cross peaks, to the species which is named the Si bridged
fused 4 rings in this thesis (species VIIf in gure 3.1) as it shows four cross peaks,
and lacks cross peaks in the region of the spectrum which would be expected for a
petacyclic dodecamer.
Recently advances in NMR technology have allowed for ever more detailed spec-
tra to be observed of pre-nucleation solutions. Cho et al. [52], using isotopically
enriched samples, were able to propose nine new silicate species and also suggest that
several of these species exist in more than one conformer and/or diastereoisomer,
which they investigated further using DFT calculations. Using the INADEQUATE
method Haouas and Taulelle [5] were able to observe a series of connectivities not
before seen, for which they provided possible structures. Knight et al. [44] using
powerful COSY experiments assigned resonances to 48 structures. One of the most
striking successes of this method was to identify many more structures which consist
of a ring or cage of silica with a dangling silica monomer attached, which are present
in many isomeric forms, but which are impossible to distinguish through experiment
alone.
More recent simulation work has also employed powerful modern techniques to
give insights into the origins of chemical shift. Krishnamurty et al. [164] performed
ab initio molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the inuence of dynamics
and solvation on the silicic acid monomer. They found that the solvent has an impact
on the electronic structure of the monomer by aecting the polarization, and also
that it aected the structure of the species via hydrogen bonding. These simulations
suggest that the observed signal of the monomer is the result of a conformational
ensemble which can vary by up to 50 ppm. Another technique which has proved
useful for providing a theoretical basis for understanding the origins of chemical
shifts is the Natural Chemical Shielding (NCS) technique [180], which is based on
the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) approach [156], both of which were explained
in chapter 2. This method has been employed to some eect by Tossell et al.
[181] who used it to explain the electronic structure reasons for the Si-O-Si bond
angle relationship to chemical shielding, on the basis of a change in the shape of
inter-atomic Si-O orbitals and contributions from lone pairs on the bridging oxygen.
Tossell [165] also used this method to investigate uorine e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3.2 This Study
We rst establish a methodology for modelling 29Si NMR chemical shifts. In order
to do this we investigate the usefulness or necessity of an implicit representation
of the solution for improving calculated chemical shifts. Use is made of NBO and
NCS analyses to establish the particular reasons for the usefulness of such a repre-




Having demonstrated the usefulness of the implicit representation of the solvent
for modelling changes in chemical shift upon deprotonation we investigate how de-
protonation aects Si centres in dierent structural environments. We investigate
further deprotonation of the silicic acid monomer as well as deprotonation of the
double 3 ring species (species VIa in gure 3.1). The important results of this sec-
tion are : a) we establish that a neutral model of oligomeric species should provide
accurate chemical shifts when compared to experiment b) the explanation, through
use of NBO and NCS analyses, of the reason for the greater eect of varying pH on
the chemical shift of more exiable species, as stated in table 3.1.
The eect of dierent counter cations on the chemical shift is then investi-
gated. We explain, again using NBO and NCS analyses, the reason for changes
in chemical shift as the size of the counter cation is increased, as stated in table 3.1.
In addition we explain why Li+ does not follow this general trend, as observed
experimentally[182].
Next we further investigate how the parameters of the implicit solvent model may
be adapted to improve chemical shift calculations, and also the eect of dierent
functionals, in order to establish the optimal methodology. We start by comparing
the calculated shifts of a set of 9 oligomers to experimental values, varying the cavity
scaling of the solvent model and the functional used. The scaling of the cavity may
have an eect of calculated chemical shifts, as charge penetration beyond the cavity
has been shown to adversly eect calculated shifts in previous studies[150, 151].
Having established our methodology we compare the calculated shifts of an ex-
tensive set of oligomers gure 3.1 to experimental data, where available. We demon-
strate how our methodology gives improved chemical shifts compared to, to our
knowledge, the most extensive set of such calculations performed previously [52].
We also demonstrate a possible problem with our methodology, in cases where in-
ternal hydrogen bonding is present. By considering the dimer species (Si2O(OH)6)
in explicit solvent, using ab initio molecular dynamics, we show that neglect of sur-
rounding water molecules when modelling such species leads to an over emphasis
on internal hydrogen bonding, the geometrical eect of which leads to calculated
chemical shifts in poor agreement with experimental values.
We then examine how certain structural factors aect the chemical shift. Con-
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3 rings. This study allows us to help to establish certain \rules of thumb", which
are necessary when trying to assign peaks in experimental spectra. In addition the
study of the eect of 3 rings highlights the fact that, if a centre is in many 3 rings,
its shift may be aected to the extent that it is in a region of the spectrum with
which it may not traditionally be associated, for example a Q3 centre may appear
in a region of the spectrum previously only thought to contain Q2 centres.
Finally we use our methodology to propose the re-assignment of some peaks
assigned experimentally, as well as to propose assignemnts for peaks which could
not be uniquely assigned experimentally.
3.3 Methodology
In order to investigate the chemical shift of silicate species found in pre-nucleation
solutions it is clearly of great importance that the eect of the environment, i.e.
the solution itself, is accounted for correctly in the models employed. It is also
important that the model capture the silicate species in the correct state. In this
instance the charge state of the species is of primary interest. However, as shall be
seen later on, proper representation of the conformational state of the species is also
important. For this section the investigation shall be restricted to investigation of
solvent eects, charge state, choice of functional and the eect of dierent counter
cations on chemical shift.
3.3.1 Environment
In this section the results of calculations of a silicate monomer upon deprotonation
are presented in which various levels of treatment of the immediate environment
are included. As a rst approximation the species is considered in vacuum; then
modelled using an implicit polarizable continuum model; cation eects are consid-
ered by including a sodium counter cation; and nally a super-molecule model with
three explicit water molecules and the cation is considered. The systems used in
this study are shown in gure 3.3, all of these systems are considered both with and
without implicit solvation.
All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 03 package[183]. All sys-
tems were geometry optimized using the B3LYP [105] functional and 6-31G* basis
sets[184]. The geometry optimizations were performed both in vacuo and using the
integral equation formalism of the polarizable continuum model (IEFPCM) [130] to
represent solvation. NMR shielding calculations, NBO and NCS analyses were also
performed both in vacuo and in the presence of the IEFPCM. For these calcula-
tions the PBE functional[104] with aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets[185] for O and Na and
aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets[185] for Si and H were used.
An NCS analysis giving a breakdown of various natural orbital contributions to3.3. METHODOLOGY 88
Figure 3.3: The various systems considered for studying the eects of environ-
ment. Upper left: The neutral monomer species (Si(OH)4), referred to herein as
M. Upper right: The deprotonated monomer with no other species (SiO(OH)
 1
3 ),
referred to herein as M-1. Lower left: The deprotonated monomer with a sodium
counter cation (SiO(OH)3.Na) referred to herein as Na. Lower right: The deproto-
nated monomer with three explicit water molecules as well as a sodium counter cation
(SiO(OH)3.Na.3H2O) referred to herein as H2O.3.3. METHODOLOGY 89
Vacuum IEFPCM
System M M-1 Na H2O M M-1 Na H2O
Si-O(1) -228.46 -204.17 -216.56 -220.64 -227.89 -204.55 -214.81 -219.72
Si-O(2) - 6.55 7.77 6.30 - 10.66 6.79 6.71
Si-O(3) - -1.09 6.02 6.30 - -4.69 5.43 6.26
OH -5.95 -3.38 -3.33 -3.37 -5.82 -3.26 -3.26 -3.32
Core s 492.17 491.53 492.41 492.95 492.08 491.49 492.20 492.89
Core p 52.76 46.50 48.16 44.73 51.56 44.76 47.85 43.74
O lp sp -13.59 -29.99 -29.97 -22.93 -13.86 -30.66 -30.71 -23.71
O lp p 11.57 3.30 3.64 6.03 11.95 3.80 3.92 6.03
 389.94 391.17 389.31 389.66 389.55 389.56 388.78 389.61
Table 3.2: Contributions of various classes of NBO to the nuclear shielding and total
shielding (), all in ppm, of the monomer, both neutral and charged, and in various
environments. The system labels refer to gure 3.3, the systems are also considered
in vacuo and using the IEFPCM representation of the solvent.
overall shielding is presented in table 3.2. The NBOs are split broadly into four
categories; inter-atomic Si-O orbitals (Si-O), silicon core orbitals, oxygen lone pair
orbitals (O Lp) and inter-atomic O-H orbitals (OH) . Where there are more than one
Si-O orbitals they are referred to as Si-O(N), N=1-3, in order of their population,
the core orbitals are either s-orbitals or p-orbitals and the O Lp orbitals are either
p-orbitals or sp-hybridized orbitals.
Considering the net chemical shielding value (table 3.2), it is clear that the varia-
tion upon deprotonation in all cases is rather small, in fact the only case in which the
change in calculated shift is greater than 1ppm is that of the in vacuo model with
no environmental species. This result is in line with experimental results [175, 182],
which have shown little to no change in silicic acid chemical shift upon deprotona-
tion. The fact that the model which least agrees with experiment is that in vacuo
is of little surprise as this is the most primitive of the models used. From these
results it is clear that the inclusion of an implicit solvent alone provides a good ap-
proximation to more complicated models which include explicitly the environmental
species.The NCS breakdown shall now be used in conjunction with a NBO analysis
to investigate some of the reasons for these results.
Inter-atomic Si-O Orbitals:
We consider rst the NBOs between the Si centre and the deprotonated silanol,
compared to the NBO between the Si centre and a protonated silanol in the neutral
monomer. In the neutral monomeric species there is only one inter-atomic Si-O NBO
per silanol , whilst upon deprotonation (e.g. in SiO(OH)
 
3 ) there are three such or-
bitals. These orbitals are referred to herein as Si-O(1-3), in order of their population.
In the vacuum model, both with and without the presence of the counter cation, the
de-shielding contribution from this orbital is increased signicantly by more than 10
ppm compared to the de-shielding eect in the neutral species(table 3.3). A number3.3. METHODOLOGY 90
Figure 3.4: Nuclear shielding contribution of the Si-O(1) orbitals versus the %
polarization of the NBO towards the Si centre. Black: species with environmental
molecules (Na and H2O in gure 3.3) with and without IEFPCM. Red: species with
no environmental molecules (M-1 in gure 3.3) with and without IEFPCM.
Vacuum % s p d /ppm
M O 83.92 34.05 65.87 0.08
Si 16.08 24.99 72.93 2.05 -57.11
M-1 O 82.26 28.61 71.27 0.12
Si 17.52 44.80 53.47 1.68 -67.51
Na O 82.82 36.30 63.47 0.22
Si 17.18 28.53 66.35 4.95 -69.73
H2O O 84.24 37.03 62.89 0.08
Si 15.76 27.43 70.27 2.25 -61.34
IEFPCM
M O 83.91 34.23 65.69 0.07
Si 16.09 24.99 72.95 2.02 -56.97
M-1 O 84.72 31.36 68.44 0.20
Si 15.28 24.84 64.55 10.47 -64.11
Na O 83.36 36.41 63.37 0.21
Si 16.64 27.72 66.16 5.95 -67.24
H2O O 83.95 36.51 63.40 0.08
Si 16.05 27.88 69.87 2.21 -63.09
Table 3.3: NBO analysis and shielding contributions () of the Si-O(1) inter-atomic
orbitals, with polarization towards each centre (%) and the s, p and d hybridization
of the orbitals. The system names refer to gure 3.3.3.3. METHODOLOGY 91
of factors are responsible for the spread of values for the contribution of this orbital
to the nuclear shielding. One important factor in determining the nuclear shielding
contribution of this orbital is the extent to which it is polarized towards the silicon
centre. As this orbital has a de-shielding eect, the greater the extent to which it
is polarized towards the silicon, the greater is its de-shielding eect: a fact borne
out in gure 3.4 where the nuclear shielding contribution is plotted against the %
polarization towards the silicon, and shows a linear correlation for the majority of
the points considered. The two points which do not follow this general trend lead
us to consider the nal factor which inuences the shielding eect of this orbital:
the hybrid character of this orbital. The point which falls below the line is that
calculated for the deprotonated silicic acid (system M-1 in gure 3.3) in the IEF-
PCM solvent. Based on our polarization argument we would expect this orbital to
be less de-shielding as it is less polarized towards the silicon than the other cases.
However, when we consider the hybrid make-up of this orbital (table 3.3) it is clear
that the silicon polarized portion has much greater d-orbital character than any of
the other species, which means the orbital is less localized in the bond, therefore
the de-shielding eect on the nucleus is greater. Exactly the opposite is true for the
same system in vacuum, which is the point falling above the line. This species has a
silicon polarized component of the inter-atomic orbital which has less d-orbital char-
acter than the other deprotonated species, with greater s-orbital character, meaning
it is more localized in the bond and therefore the converse of the case including the
IEFPCM may be inferred.
When we take into account all of these factors, the Si-O(1) orbital between the
charged oxygen and the silanol is more de-shielding than the equivalent orbital in
the neutral silicic acid monomer. However table 3.2 shows that the contribution
from this set of orbitals is overall less de-shielding in the charged species than in
the neutral. The reason for this is that the deprotonation also has an eect on the
other Si-O(1) orbitals between the silicon and the oxygens which are not deproto-
nated. The eect in this case is to reduce the de-shielding eects of these orbitals
by polarizing them away from the silicon relative to the neutral case: these orbitals
are only polarized between 11.5-12.5 % towards the silicon in the charged species
(table 3.4), compared to around 16% in the neutral species (table 3.3). The in-
clusion of the IEFPCM has an eect on these orbitals, in general it increases the
degree to which they are polarized towards the silicon (table 3.4) resulting in shifts
closer to those of the system where explicit waters are also included. The correction
is rather small when the monomer is considered in isolation. However the change
in the polarization when there is a sodium present is greater, as is the change in
the contribution of these orbitals to shielding: in the solvated species this orbital
is is almost 12 ppm more de-shielding than the vacuum one. Thus, it is clear that,
even when considering the smallest and most symmetric silicate species, a consider-3.3. METHODOLOGY 92
Vacum % s p d /ppm
M-1 O 88.48 33.93 66.00 0.07
Si 11.52 22.42 54.44 22.71 -44.21
Na O 89.03 34.08 65.86 0.06
Si 10.97 22.01 46.31 31.11 -41.63
H2O O 87.57 33.78 66.14 0.07
Si 12.43 23.90 47.76 27.92 -54.14
IEFPCM
M-1 O 88.10 33.10 66.83 0.07
Si 11.90 23.08 51.51 25.18 -45.95
Na O 87.52 33.76 66.16 0.07
Si 12.48 22.64 51.70 25.48 -53.82
H2O O 87.79 33.80 66.13 0.07
Si 12.21 24.41 47.96 27.12 -52.62
Table 3.4: Average NBO analysis and shielding contribution () of the remaining
Si-O(1) NBOs between the silicon and protonated silanol groups in the deprotonated
monomer, showing % polarization towards each centre, percentage s,p and d character
of each orbital and contribution to net shielding (). Systems systems named as in
gure 3.3.
ation of the solvent is important when modelling the interaction of the silicate and
a cation.
Between the silicon and the charged oxygen there are two extra inter-atomic
orbitals that contribute to the shielding of the silicon nucleus which are not present in
the neutral species. These orbitals contain the electrons which, in the neutral species,
are localized in the OH bond of the silanol and the lone pair p-orbital electrons from
the deprotonated silanol oxygen. The contributions from these orbitals are generally
shielding, with the exception of the Si-O(3) orbitals on both species which have no
environmental molecules considered (i.e. the isolated monomer in vacuo and in the
IEFPCM). Thus, overall they contribute to a shielding of the nucleus relative to
the neutral species, due to the fact that, although a shielding inuence from the
oxygen lone pair is lost, this is replaced by a shielding inter-atomic orbital in the
deprotonated case, and the OH orbitals - which have a de-shielding inuence on the
silicon nucleus - are no longer present in the charged species.
The Si-O(2) orbitals have a shielding eect on the Si nucleus in all systems
considered. However it is dicult, using NBO analysis, to ascertain the reasons for
the dierent values for the dierent species. The reasons for the Si-O(3) orbitals
being deshielding in the systems with only the deprotonated monomer considered
(system M-1 in gure 3.3) seems to be related to the orientation of this orbital.
The orientation of the NBO is expressed by its deviation from the vector between
the atomic centres, the so called angle of deviation. The reason that the angle
of deviation is important is elucidated in gure 3.5. Neighbouring contributions
to nuclear shielding depend on the distance and angle of the contributing electron3.3. METHODOLOGY 93




where  is the angle of deviation, r is the separation and  is the contribution
to shielding. As illustrated in gure 3.5, this value would be expected to reach a
maximum at  = 90 (in the absence of any other changes). Figure 3.6 shows that
in the absence of environmental species the angle of deviation is lower than 90,
whilst with environmental species present it is around 90. Therefore the reason for
the de-shielding eect of these orbitals in the two systems with no environmental
species may be due to its orientation.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic represntation of the angle of deviation, and the dependence
of the shift on this angle.
Lone Pairs:
There are two kinds of lone pair orbitals on the silanol oxygens which contribute
to the shielding of the silicon nucleus; a p-orbital lone pair, and an sp-hybridized lone
pair. The major dierence between the charged and neutral species with regards to
the p-orbital lone pairs is that the deprotonated oxygen does not have a p-orbital
lone pair. This pair of electrons rather, accounts for one of the additional inter-
atomic Si-O orbitals. In all of the models this contribution is, therefore, decreased
upon deprotonation.3.3. METHODOLOGY 94
Vacuum s p d /ppm
M 42.54 57.37 0.08 -3.40
M-1 63.56 36.43 0.01 -17.50
Na 61.84 38.12 0.05 -17.75
H2O 62.69 37.31 0.00 -9.43
IEFPCM
M 41.88 58.04 0.08 -3.47
M-1 61.09 38.88 0.03 -17.96
Na 60.97 38.99 0.04 -18.15
H2O 63.24 36.76 0.00 -9.84
Table 3.5: NBO analysis and shielding contribution () of the sp-hybridized lone pair
on the silanol and deprotonated silanol groups. With percentage s,p and d character
of the orbital, and its contribution to the net shielding.System names refer to gure
3.3
In the case of the sp-hybridized orbitals the contribution to shielding becomes
markedly more negative upon deprotonation. The reason for this increased negative
shielding is due to the fact that upon deprotonation, this orbital decreases in p
character (table 3.5). Reducing from around 58 % in the neutral species to 37-
38 % in the various models of the charged species. This change in hybrid character
results in the lone pair of electrons being more localized on the oxygen in the charged
species, thus being less available for shielding the silicon nucleus.
Summary: The net results of dierent approximations of the environment on
29Si nuclear shiedling are:
Without the IEFPCM:
• Silicic acid only: shielding of 1 ppm
• Silicic acid plus sodium: de-shielding of 0.6 ppm
• Silicic acid plus sodium plus water: de-shielding of 0.3 ppm
With the IEFPCM:
• Silicic acid only: de-shielding of 0.01 ppm
• Silicic acid plus sodium: de-shielding of 0.9 ppm
• Silicic acid plus sodium plus water: shielding of 0.06 ppm
When both environmental water and the sodium cation are considered in the
IEFPCM solvent the shielding is remarkably similar to the situation when only
the implicit solvent is included, lending weight to the methodology of representing
environmental factors solely by means of the IEFPCM when calculating chemical
shift. It is also clear that, whilst the origins of the changes in chemical shift vary
quantitatively between the models, the model with only an implicit representation3.3. METHODOLOGY 95
Charge 0 -1 -2
Si-O(1) -227.89 -204.56 -189.01
Si-O(2) 0.00 10.66 17.39
Si-O(3) 0.00 -4.69 -9.48
O-H -5.82 -3.26 -0.70
Core s 491.54 491.49 491.50
Core p 51.56 44.76 38.03
O Lp p 11.95 3.80 0.58
O Lp sp -13.86 -30.66 -42.18
 390.40 390.45 388.25
Table 3.6: NCS breakdown of NBO contributions to shielding of the monomer in
various charge states, with total shielding (), all values in ppm.
of the solvent does give the same qualitative picture of how the sources of shielding
vary upon deprotonation.
Having established the usefulness of the implicit solvent model for representing
the changes in chemical shift upon deprotonation this model is now applied to inves-
tigate the eects of multiple deprotonations on the monomer (Si(OH)4) and double
3 ring species (species VIa in gure 3.1) to investigate how the charge state may
be expected to inuence the shift, thus determining the type of model system to be
used in later investigations.
3.3.2 Charge State
All calculations in this section are performed using the same parameters as the
previous section with the IEFPCM model. However in this section aug-cc-pVTZ
basis sets [185] are employed for all atoms, due to the fact that the elctron density
on the Si atom would be expected to increase when a neighbouring silanol group is
deprotonated and therefore, to provide more realistic picture from a natural bond
orbital analysis of the origin of the nuclear shielding when the monomer is attached
to two deprotonated silanols (SiO2(OH)
2 
2 ), it is necessary to have additional basis
sets on the Si to accept electron density.
Monomer:
The results of nuclear shielding calculations and a natural chemical shielding
analysis of the silicate monomer species are presented in table 3.6.
Table 3.6 shows results for the neutral monomer as well as the singly and doubly
charged species. With further deprotonation the issue of lack of basis sets on the
Si changes, qualitativly, the NBO distribution of electron density, thus the NBO
analysis of these charge states is not considered here. The rst notable point from
the data is how little the rst deprotonation aects the net chemical shift: the
change is less than 0.1 ppm, which is just as in the previous section. Upon further
deprotonation however, the dierence is more pronounced with a 2.25 ppm upeld3.3. METHODOLOGY 96
Charge % s p d
0 Si 16.09 24.99 72.95 2.02
O 83.91 34.23 65.69 0.07
-1 Si 12.80 23.15 56.02 20.64
O 87.20 32.66 67.23 0.10
-2 Si 10.60 22.50 50.41 26.65
O 89.40 32.24 67.64 0.12
Table 3.7: NBO analysis of the Si-O inter-atomic orbitals in the monomer at var-
ious charge states. Showing precentage polarization towards each centre (%) and
precentage s,p and d character.
shift in frequency from the singly to the doubly deprotonated monomer. It is strik-
ing, however, that the origin of the shielding changes regularly with varying charge
states.
As the majority of the eects of deprotonation of the monomer were considered in
the previous section the analysis here shall be restricted to those points not already
covered. The major de-shielding contribution to silicon nucleus shielding arises due
to the inter-atomic NBO between the silicon and the silanol groups. This contri-
bution becomes progressively less negative as the monomer is deprotonated and a
breakdown of these NBOs (table 3.7) makes apparent the reason for this decrease.
As the silanol groups are deprotonated the percentage of the electron density polar-
ized towards the silicon decreases. This change in polarization is increased further
with the second deprotonation and accounts for the less negative contribution from
these orbitals.
The contribution from the core s-orbitals shows very little variation between
charge states. However the core p-orbitals do show a marked trend towards becom-
ing less shielding as the charge increases, the reason being that as the monomer is
deprotonated the paramagnetic contribution becomes more negative (gure 3.7 a),
while the diamagnetic contribution remains essentially the same. This can be ex-
plained by the energy of the p-orbitals, which increases upon deprotonation meaning
that the excitation energy from that orbital is reduced (gure 3.7 b). The excitation













where the term hr 3inp refers to the average p-orbital radius cubed on the centre of
interest, E is the average excitation energy, and QAB is a bond-order matrix. The
result is that an increased average excitation energy leads to a reduced (negative)
paramagnetic contribution. Thus as the energy of the occupied orbitals is increased
the average excitation energy is decreased and the paramagnetic contribution in-
creases, reducing the overall the shielding contribution.
Considering the contribution from the lone pair p-orbitals on the oxygen. The3.3. METHODOLOGY 97
Figure 3.6: Nuclear shielding contribution of Si-O(3) orbitals versus the angle of
deviation of this orbital from the Si-O line of centres.Black: systems Na and H2O with
































































Figure 3.7: a) Change in the paramagnetic shielding of core p-orbitals with depro-
tonation of the monomer. b) Shielding of core p-oritals versus average core p-orbital
energy.3.3. METHODOLOGY 98
decrease in shielding upon deprotonation(table 3.6) can largely be attributed to the
fact that on the deprotonated silanols these orbitals are not present. The decrease,
however, does not simply scale with the number of lone pairs present, and some eect
such as re-orientation of the remaining orbitals must also aect this contribution.




















































Figure 3.8: Upper; shielding contributions of various NBOs versus the number of
deprotonated adjacent OH groups for the 0Si(0 3) centre. Lower; contribution to
overall shielding versus % polarization towards bridging Silicon for c) Si-O orbitals,
d) O-Si orbitals. The naming of the NBOs is as follows; Si-O is the inter-atomic
silicon-bridging oxygen bond, Si-OH is the inter-atomic silicon-silanol oxygen bond,
O-Si is the inter-atomic bond between the bridging oxygen and the neighbouring
silicon, O-H are inter-atomic orbitals on the silanol group.
Double Three Ring (species VIa in gure 3.1):
In order to investigate the eects of deprotonation on a Q3 silicon centre, two
eects must be taken into account. Firstly deprotonation of a silanol group attached
to the centre will obviously be expected to have an eect. Secondly, the nature of3.3. METHODOLOGY 99
the next neighbour silicon is also known to aect the nuclear shielding of a silicon:
so that the eects of the deprotonation of a silanol attached to a neighbouring silicon
must also be considered in this instance. This also raises the question of whether
the deprotonation of a silanol on an adjacent silicon aects a silicon attached to a
deprotonated or a protonated silanol in the same manner. In order to investigate this
systematically, a new nomenclature (illustrated in gure 3.9) is dened for silicon
types nSix, where n is the absoute charge of the silanol of that silicon and x is the
number of silicons attached to deprotonated silanols which are nearest neighbours
to the centre, thus 0Si(0 3) and 1Si(1 3) are investigated herein.
Figure 3.9: Explanation of the nSix notation. Referring to the highlighted Si centre,
n relates to the absolute charge of silanol A (0 = protonated, 1= deprotonated), x
is the number of silanols (B) which are deprotonated. For example the Si centre
attached to the deprotonated silanol in a singly deprotonated double 3 ring (species
VIa in gure 3.1) would be referred to as 1Si0, whilst all adjacent centres would be
0Si1
In addition to the four classes of orbitals introudced in section 3.3.1 we also
consider the orbital between the bridging oxygen and the nearest neighbour silicon,
referred to as O-Si.
Concentrating rst on 0Si(0 3), the dierent contributions to shielding from Si-O,
O-Si and OH orbitals as x is increased are plotted in gure 3.8.
The upper panels of gure 3.8 show the contributions from the inter-atomic
orbitals. Of these contributions, three of them become less de-shielding as the ad-
jacent silanols are deprotonated, the exception being the Si-O inter-atomic orbitals.
Indeed, when the changes in the dierent contributions are summed together they
almost cancel one another out, with the net dierence between the rst and the
last species considered less than 1.5 ppm. Essentially all of the changes in these
contributions are due to a shifting around of electron density. Particularly in the
case of the Si-O and O-Si orbitals this can be directly correlated to the change in3.3. METHODOLOGY 100






































































Figure 3.10: Upper; contributions to shielding from the core Si orbitals for the
0Si(0 3) centre. Lower; shielding versus average energy of the core p-orbitals.3.3. METHODOLOGY 101
shielding, the Si-O orbitals become more polarized towards the silicon, thus their
de-shielding eect on the silicon centre increases (gure 3.8 c). The O-Si orbitals on
the other hand also become more polarized towards the neighbouring silicons and
away from the bridging oxygen, resulting a less pronounced de-shielding eect. The
contribution, and consequently the change in contribution from the O-Si orbitals is
less than from the Si-O orbitals, as would be expected.
Turning to the core orbitals of the silicon (gure 3.10) the change in the contri-
bution from the p-orbitals is clearly far more signicant than the change in the core
s-orbitals. That the core s-orbitals are more or less impervious to changes in local
environment, be it condensation of the centre or other less pronounced eects, is a
general feature found throughout the silicates and is not surprising as they are the
least exposed part of the electronic structure. The change in the p-orbitals is primar-
ily a consequence of a change in the paramagnetic nuclear shielding eect of these
orbitals. Whilst the diamagnetic shielding remains more or less the same when the
surrounding centres are deprotonated the paramagnetic portion becomes more de-
shielding. An explanation for this can be found by considering Pople's formulation
[186] for nuclear shielding contributions, and in particular the local paramagnetic
shielding contribution (equation 3.11). We see that as the energy of the orbital
increases so the contribution to overall nuclear shielding decreases (gure 3.10 lower
panel). As noted previously, in the analysis of deprotonation of the monomer, this
decrease is due to an increase in the negative paramagnetic shielding. Thus as the
orbital energy increases, the excitation energy of this orbital decreases and so the
net contribution to shielding decreases as well, as predicted by equation 3.11.
The lone pair orbital contributions from both bridging and silanol oxygens are
considered in gure 3.11. There are two sets of lone pairs which show consistent
trends with deprotonation of the neighbouring silanols: the p-orbital lone pair on
the bridging oxygens, and the sp-hybridized lone pair on the silanol atached to the
centre in question. The reasons for the observed trends are considered in gure 3.11.
We see how (gure 3.11 d) the bridging oxygen p-orbital contribution varies with
deprotonation of the neighbouring silanols and how this aects its contribution to
shielding. As the neighbouring silanols are deprotonated, the angle at which this
orbital sits on the oxygen becomes progressively favourable for overlap with the sili-
con orbitals (gure 3.11 a), thus providing more electron density towards the silicon
centre, which, in turn, results in a greater contribution to the nuclear shielding.
Conversely, the lone pair sp-hybridized orbitals on the silicon's own silanol become
less shielding. This is as a result of the fact that as the neighbouring silanols are
deprotonated this orbital becomes more s-hybridized (gure 3.11 b), meaning that
the electron density is more localized on the oxygen itself, and thus less availabe for
shielding the silicon nucleus.
It is clear from the above analysis that the shifting of the electron density upon3.3. METHODOLOGY 102
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Figure 3.11: Upper; contribution to overall shielding versus a) the angle of the
bridging oxygen p-orbital lone pair, b) % s-hybridization of the silanol sp lone pair.
Lower; shielding contributions of various NBOs versus the number of deprotonated
adjacent OH groups for the 0Si(0 3) centre. The labelling of the orbitals is as follows
OH refers to a lone pair on a silanol, Ob refers to a lone pair on a bridging oxygen,
sp are sp-hybridized, p are p-orbital lone pairs.3.3. METHODOLOGY 103
deprotonation leads to increases and decreases in many of the contributions to the
shielding of the silicon nucleus attached to a protonated silanol, but that many of
these changes serve to negate each other. The net eect is that successive deproto-
nation of neighbouring silanols leads to a net de-shielding of the silicon nucleus in
question (gure 3.12).






















Figure 3.12: Total shielding of the 0Si(0 3) centre with deprotonation of adjacent
OH groups.
The eects of neighbouring deprotonations on a silicon attached to an already
deprotonated silanol shall now be considered.
The silicon to bridging oxygen and silicon to deprotonated silanol oxygen (g-
ure 3.13) NBOs show very clear and opposite trends as the neighbouring centres
become deprotonated. The NBOs to the bridging oxygens become more de-shielding
with deprotonation as they do in the case where the silicon is attached to a neu-
tral silanol. However, the silicon to deprotonated oxygen becomes less de-shielding
as deprotonation proceeds, similar again to the silicon to protonated oxygen case
considered earlier. The reasons for these trends are simple enough to explain and
are presented in the lower panels of gure 3.13 . We see that as the NBO becomes
more polarized towards the silicon centre it becomes more de-shielding, which would
be expected as they are net de-shielding orbitals. Greater polarization towards the
silicon centre would be expected to increase their inuence on that centre. The dier-
ence arises from the fact that as the adjoinoing silanols are deprotonated the silicon
to silanol NBO becomes less polarized towards the silicon, thus less de-shielding;
conversely the silicon to bridging oxygen NBO becomes more polarized towards the
silicon and thus more de-shielding.
Considering now the core orbital contributions to the shielding (gure 3.14), as
mentioned previously it is not surprising that there is little eect on the core s-3.3. METHODOLOGY 104
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Figure 3.13: Upper; shielding contributions of various NBOs versus the number
of deprotonated adjacent OH groups for the 1Si(0 3) centre. Lower; contribution to
overall shielding versus polarization towards silicon of: b) the silicon to deprotonated
oxygen NBO, c) the silicon to bridging oxygen NBO.Orbitals are labeled as follows;
Si-O : silicon to bridging oxygen, Si-O- : silicon to deprotonated silanol.3.3. METHODOLOGY 105
orbitals. The core p-orbitals do not follow a regular pattern as the neighbours are
deprotonated: initially the shielding eect decreases, but upon transition from one
to two deprotonated neighbouring silanols the shielding increases, then decreases
again when three neighbouring silanols are deprotonated. As gure 3.10 showed
the shielding of all of the core p-orbitals considered are strongly correlated to the
energy of the orbitals themselves. Thus a conguration with two deprotonated
adjacent silanols has a more stable set of core p-orbitals than that with either one
or three deprotonated neighbouring silanols.



















































Figure 3.14: Shielding contributions of core NBOs versus the number of deproto-
nated adjacent OH groups for the 1Si(0 3) centre.
The lone pairs on the bridging and deprotonated silanol oxygens show less well
dened trends than in the case with the protonated silanol attached ( gure 3.15).
An exception to this is the lone pair p-orbitals on the silanol, of which there are
now two. The fact that there are two of these orbitals is interesting in itself, as
this is due to the fact that the excess electrons resulting from the deprotonation
occupy the extra orbital compared to the protonated oxygen. This diers from
the deprotonation of the monomer in which the excess electrons are moved to an
extra Si-O NBO. The contribution from the extra lone pair is similar to that of
the extra inter-atomic NBO, and as such there is little dierence in the net change
in shielding depending on the location of the excess electrons. The reason for the
change in the contribution from this p-orbital upon deprotonation is probably the
change in its orientation, resulting in less favourable overlap with the silicon centre as
the neighbours are deprotonated. Unfortunately the reference orientation of these
centres (set within the program) changes during the optimization process and as
such little meaningful comparison can be made of the diering angles against the
contribution to nuclear shielding, as was possible in the previous case.3.3. METHODOLOGY 106
Summary
As was the case with the protonated centre, the silicon attached to a deproto-
nated silanol in a Q3 environment undergoes net de-shielding (gure 3.16) as the
neighbouring silanols are progressively deprotonated. Meaning that all centres at-
tached to a deprotonated centre will undergo de-shielding upon further deprotona-
tion of that centre. But this is counteracted by that fact that the silicon attached to
the silanol which is deprotonated itself becomes more shielded upon deprotonation.
Furthermore the experimental NMR spectrum is gathered on a timescale meaning
that the signal gathered is that due to an ensemble of the various positions of depro-
tonation (i.e. a timescale which allows for movement of protons between oxygens)
this means that the observed signal will show very little dierence regardless of the
net charge state of the species. This situation is obviously somewhat dierent for
the Q0 centre investigated previously where changes are more pronounced, and not
oset by neighbouring silicons, however this dierence was also relatively small.
The above conclusion has two important consequences. First it helps to ex-
plain the experimental observation, mentioned earlier (section 3.1), that less rigid
species are more succeptible to changes in shift depending on pH. The less rigid
species obviously contain fewer highly condensed (Q3) silicon centres, thus have
fewer neighbouring silicons to counteract the shielding/de-shielding eects of depro-
tonation, meaning that any net changes in charge state will be more readily observed
in their spectra as pH varies. The second consequence is that, due to the small to
negligible changes upon deprotonation it would seem rasonable, in the absence of
reliable evidence, to use fully protonated clusters to model NMR shifts from here
on in. It would be no less reasonble to assume fully deprotonated clusters, however
fully protonated species will tend to be better behaved in simulations, and as such
represent the obvious choice.
Having thus far considered the eects of two environmental elements on the NMR
spectra of small silicates, (the charge state and the solvation) another consideration
shall be investigated. The nature of the cation present in the solution is known to
modify the chemical shift of silicon in these oligomers [175]. An investigation of
alkali metals, the eects of which on Si NMR experiments have been studied, shall
now be presented.
3.3.3 Cations
In order to consider counter cation eects the deprotonated monomer (SiO(OH)
 
3 )
is considered in the presence of a charge balancing metal ion, we consider Li+, Na+,
K+ and Rb+. Both Na+ and K+ are commonly used in zeolite synthesis and are
also present in many NMR experiments on pre-nucleation solutions. Whilst Li+ and
Rb+, less often used in synthesis, are chosen in order to investigate systematically
the eect of increased metal radius on the chemical shift and due to the fact that3.3. METHODOLOGY 107
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Figure 3.15: a) Shielding contribution of lone pair NBOs on the deprotonated
silanol, b) shielding contribution of lone pair NBOs on bridging oxygens, both versus
the number of deprotonated adjacent OH groups for the 1Si(0 3) centre.






















Figure 3.16: Total shielding of the 1Si(0 3) centre with deprotonation of adjacent
OH groups.3.3. METHODOLOGY 108
NMR experiments of silicate systems with these species have been performed. We
compare our results to the experimental results of Kinrade and Knight who consider
Na+, K+ and Rb+ [175] and also Wijnen et al. who consider Li+, Na+, K+ and Rb+
[182] . It should be noted here that the aug-cc-pVNZ basis sets used in the other
sections of this chapter are not available for K or Rb and thus the TZV basis sets
of Sch afer et al. [187, 188] are employed for all counter cations in the following
calculations. Other than this the parameters of the calculations are the same as the
previous sections in which the IEFPCM was included.
The results of the simulations and analyses are presented in table 3.8. As noted
in table 3.1 an increase in the atomic mass of M+ is expected to result in an increase
in the shielding of silicon, which is observed in the experimental investigation of
Na+, K+ and Rb+ [175]. The calculated values here also follow the trend, with
the exception of Li+ : a fact also noted experimentally [182]. The reasons for the
general trend, and anomaly of Li+ shall now be considered in more detail from the
NCS analysis of contributions to shielding.
Li Na K Rb
Si-O(1) -213.70 -213.81 -212.75 -211.25
Si-O(2) 7.69 8.33 8.45 6.86
Si-O(3) 2.78 0.42 0.92 2.54
O-H -3.63 -3.07 -2.68 -2.18
Core s 492.74 492.37 492.11 492.07
Core p 16.22 15.47 15.46 15.31
O Lp sp -16.63 -16.88 -16.81 -16.59
OH Lp sp -11.45 -12.08 -12.67 -13.45
OH Lp p 4.93 4.33 3.53 3.05
 391.19 385.89 386.66 388.52
Table 3.8: Deprotonated monomer nuclear shielding () and NCS analysis of NBO
contributions to overall shielding in the presence of a series of alkali metal cations.
All shielding values are in ppm.
Inter-atomic Si-O Orbitals:
The most populated inter-atomic orbital has a net de-shielding eect. This eect
generally decreases as the radius of the metal ion increases. However for Li+ the
value is very similar to the value for Na+, this contribution is signicantly less in
the presence of Rb+ than for the other cations. The value of this contribution is
dependent to a large extent on the degree to which the orbital is polarized towards
the silicon and the larger cations tend to result in the orbital being polarized more
towards the oxygen and less towards the silicon. The correlation between ionic
radius and the degree to which the orbital is polarized towards the silicon is clear in
gure 3.17 a). Whilst this explains most of the observed trend, it does not address
the de-shielding in the presence of Li+. To explain the fact that this orbital is less
de-shielding in the presence of Li+ than Na+ the NBO results need to be further3.3. METHODOLOGY 109
examined(table 3.9). We see now that, whilst the NBO is more polarized towards
the silicon in the presence of Li+, the orbital itself also has less d-orbital character
than in the presence of Na+. Thus the electron density is more localized in the bond
itself in the presence of Li+, meaning that its (de-shielding) eect on the Si centre
is less, explaining the outlying behaviour of Li+.
For the remaining two Si-O orbitals, which make a smaller contribution to the
net shielding, the degree of polarization towards the silicon increases with increasing
cation radius (gure 3.17 b). This can explain the trends observed in the series
Na+,K+,Rb+, where the shielding inuence of these orbitals is seen to increase with
ionic radius. Again the Li+ case is more dicult to explain, and in this case the
nature of the orbital itself gives no extra insight. We might speculate that the orien-
tation of the orbital changes in the presence of Li+, thus changing its contribution.
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Figure 3.17: Degree to which the Si-O inter-atomic NBOs are polarized towards the
silicon centre versus the ionic radius of the counter cation. Si-O N refers to the order
of population of the orbitals N=1: most populated.
Cation % s p d /ppm
Li O 83.62 33.76 66.02 0.01
Si 16.38 26.99 66.17 6.66 -66.57
Na O 83.91 34.02 65.78 0.20
Si 16.09 26.43 65.24 8.15 -66.70
K O 84.17 33.35 66.45 0.20
Si 15.83 26.03 64.77 9.04 -65.80
Rb O 84.32 32.67 67.13 0.20
Si 15.68 25.75 64.59 9.49 -64.81
Table 3.9: NBO analysis and shielding contribution () of the Si-O(1) NBO in the
presence of alkali metal cations. Showing percentage polarization towards each centre,
percentage s,p and d character.
Core Orbitals:3.3. METHODOLOGY 110
The core s-orbitals show very little variation in contribution to shielding with
the change of cation. The core p-orbitals, however, in conjunction with the inter-
atomic orbitals, are to a large extent responsible for the higher shielding observed in
the presence of Li+. The contribution from these orbitals generally decreases with
increasing cation radius. However, it is clear from gure 3.18 a) that this decrease is
far more pronounced between Na+ and Li+ than the other cations. As in previous
sections, much of the trend observed in the contribution from the core p-orbitals can
be related to the average energy of the orbitals. The energy of this orbital increases
as the ionic radius of the counter cation increases (gure 3.18 b). This increase leads
to a decrease in the shielding contribution of these orbitals, explained by the same
argument as used in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
Lone Pairs:
The nal major contribution to nuclear shielding which shall be considered is
that from the lone pairs on the oxygens. Perhaps surprisingly, the contribution
from the lone pair on the deprotonated oxygen (an sp-hybridized lone pair), which
is closest to the cation, shows very little variation with the change of cation.
The sp-hybridized lone pairs on the other oxygens show a linear tendency to
become more de-shielding as the ionic radius of the cation increases (gure 3.19
a). The p-orbital lone pair on the other oxygens shows the same trend, becoming
less shielding as the cation radius increases. The reasons for both sets of lone pairs
becoming less shielding as the cation radius increases is that, as the cation becomes
larger the average Si-O bond length increases also (gure 3.19 c). As the bond length
increases so there is less electron density from the oxygens available for shielding
the nucleus.
Summary:
For the series Na+,K+,Rb+ the eects of the inter-atomic orbitals become more
de-shielding with increased cation radius. The contributions from the oxygen lone
pairs of electrons become less de-shielding with increasing cation radius, and the core
orbitals do not vary to a great extent. The net result of this is that the decreased
de-shielding due to the lone pairs is greater than the increased de-shielding of the
inter-atomic orbitals and hence the silicon becomes more shielded with increasing
cation radius.
Li+ shows dierent trends for both the inter-atomic orbitals and the lone pair
orbitals, these dierences along with the fact that the core p-orbitals have a greater
shielding eect in the presence of Li+ account for the experimentally observed fact
that a silicic acid monomer in the presence of Li+ has a more shielded Si nucleus
than in the presence of Na+ [182].3.3. METHODOLOGY 111
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Figure 3.18: a) Core p-orbital contribution to nuclear shielding versus cation radius.
b) Average p-orbital energy versus cation radius.3.3. METHODOLOGY 112
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Figure 3.19: a) Silanol sp-hybridized lone pair contribution to shielding versus cation
radius, b) Silanol p-orbital lone pair contribution to shielding versus cation radius, c)
Lone pair contributions versus average Si-O bond length in  A.3.3. METHODOLOGY 113
3.3.4 Functionals and Cavity Scaling
It has now been established that the IEFPCM provides a good estimation of the
eects of solvation on the silicic acid monomer whilst maintaining computational
eciency. It has also been shown that in the absence of any specic evidence for
the actual charge state of the species in solution, a fully protonated species should
show little dierence in shift from a fully deprotonated one. Using this information
we now consider the eect of dierent functional forms of DFT and parameters for
solvation on an extended set of silicates, to further optimize our methodology.
DFT methods were chosen due to their successful previous use in the calculation
of Si chemical shifts, in particular B3LYP[103, 105] was shown to provide accurate
Si shifts [189, 190] when used in conjunction with the 6-311+G** basis set. The
PBE functional[104] has also been shown to produce accurate Si chemical shifts
[163, 162], although it is important to note that most of these cases the calculations
are for solid state zeolite species and as such do not include solvation.
As mentioned earlier, solvation eects on nuclear shielding has been a subject
of interest for some years[147, 148, 149], although these studies have been primarily
nitrogen chemical shieldings. However a recent study using explicit solvation [191]
proved successful in predicting chemical shifts for a Si(OH)4(H2O)8 cluster. In many
of the NMR studies using continuum methods [150, 151] charge penetration outside
the cavity has been cited as a possible source of errors. One method which may
possibly lead to a reduction in these errors is the increase of the size of the cavity,
to this end calculations have been performed using cavity scaling factors of 1.2,1.4
and 1.6 of the van der Waals radius.
All calculations in this section were performed using the Gaussian 03 program
[183]. The set of neutral monomers used was species I, II, III, IVa, Vb, Vd, VIa,
VIIIc and VIIIe in gure 3.1. All of these species were geometry optimized using
the B3LYP [105] functional and 6-31G* basis sets[184]. The geometry optimizations
were performed using the integral equation formalism of the polarizable continuum
model (IEFPCM) [130] to represent solvation. The IEFPCM was used with cavity
scalings of 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6 time the van der Waals radii. The calculation of NMR
shielding was also performed in the presence of the IEFPCM with these cavity
scalings. For the calculation of NMR shielding tensors two functionals were used,
B3LYP [105] and the PBE functional[104] with aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets[185] for O
and aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets[185] for Si and H. All calculations were performed in
serial on a local cluster, gemoetry optimizations taking between 12 minutes for the
smallest species up to 6 days for the largest, NMR calculations took between 8
minutes and 2 days.
Chemical shifts are obtained by subtracting the shielding from the reference value
for TMS, calculated using the same level of theory and basis sets;
species = species   TMS (3.12)3.3. METHODOLOGY 114
Functional fopt fNMR Error r2 Functional fopt fNMR Error r2
B3LYP 1.2 1.2 3.341 0.8958 PBE 1.2 1.2 2.857 0.9170
B3LYP 1.2 1.4 3.395 0.8965 PBE 1.2 1.4 3.242 0.8443
B3LYP 1.2 1.6 3.572 0.8975 PBE 1.2 1.6 3.352 0.9138
B3LYP 1.4 1.2 3.912 0.8621 PBE 1.4 1.2 3.251 0.8817
B3LYP 1.4 1.4 3.862 0.8349 PBE 1.4 1.4 3.270 0.8804
B3LYP 1.4 1.6 3.506 0.8626 PBE 1.4 1.6 3.280 0.8814
B3LYP 1.6 1.2 3.347 0.8676 PBE 1.6 1.2 2.868 0.9065
B3LYP 1.6 1.4 3.383 0.8628 PBE 1.6 1.4 2.877 0.9046
B3LYP 1.6 1.6 3.398 0.8687 PBE 1.6 1.6 2.875 0.9069
Table 3.10: Average absolute errors in ppm and regression coecients for combina-
tions of functional and cavity scaling factor for optimisation, fopt, and NMR, fNMR,
calculations, on neutral species.
The results of the invesigation of dierent methodoligies for calculating chemical
shifts are summarized in table 3.10. The most important point to note is that the
performance of the PBE functional is superior to that of the B3LYP functional, both
in terms of the average absolute error in calculated chemical shift; values between
2.85 and 3.35 as opposed to 3.34 - 3.91, and more importantly in terms of reproducing
the trends observed in experimental results; reected by superior r2 values.
It is also worth noting that in almost all cases cavity scaling factor of fopt = 1:2
in the optimization step provides the structures with the lowest average absolute
error and the best r2 values: in agreement with the convention that fopt = 1:2 is the
optimum value [135, 136]. An increase in error is observed as fNMR is increased from
1.2 to 1.6, which can be considered to be due to the fact that in the species studied
the Si nucleus is surrounded by other atoms in the species means that charge pene-
tration from Si would not be a major factor in these calculations. Hence increasing
cavity size produces little improvement in terms of removing charge penetration
issues.
It is worthy of mention that the r2 values in this evaluation include chemical
shifts of two species whose shifts are shown to have unusually large deviations from
experimental values (the dimer and 4 ring species), due to errors in the calculation
of their geometries (a point further discussed in section 3.3.6), and that the removal
of these species from the analysis results in an r2 value for PBE 1.2/1.2 calculated
shifts of 0.98, clearly adding to condence in the method. All calculation presented
from here on are carried out using this methodology.
3.3.5 Testing the Methodology
Having now established an optimal methodology the results obtained using this
methodology are now tested against the most extensive previous computational
study of 29Si NMR shifts [52]. In this study the eects of solvation were not ac-
counted for. The full list of calculated shifts and deviations from experimental values
for our study and this previous study are given in the appendix A.3.3. METHODOLOGY 115
For the purposes of comparison to experimental chemical shifts and to a previ-
ous systematic study [52] only species which have calculated chemical shifts with
no major explicable deviation from the experimental values are considered when
calculating average error. Thus for species such as the dimer, or 4 ring, which
have multiple minima, some of which show large discrepancies, which shall be ratio-
nalized later, only the conformation which most closely matches the experimental
value is considered. This also means that many species with "dangling monomers"
(-Si(OH)3) were not considered for the purposes of comparison: once again the rea-
sons will be discussed in more detail presently. The same criterion is applied when
calculating the same values from the work of Cho et al. [52].
For Q1 species it is noted that in these results all shifts are found to be up fre-
quency of the experimentally observed shift. In comparison to the rst experimental
study [5] there is only one value, that of the dimer species, thus no standard devia-
tion could be calculated, however comparing to the second experimental study [44]
there are 4 points, the standard deviation of the errors from the new methodology
is only 1.29 ppm, which is the same as that in the data of Cho et al. [52].
For Q2 species there are 7 points of comparison with reference [5] and 20 points
of comparison with reference [44], both of which show a general trend for calculated
chemical shift to be down-frequency of the experimentally assigned value, by an
average of 1.27 and 1.52 ppm respectively, whilst these represent a larger average
error than calculated for reference [52] (0.58 ppm to high frequency) the value of
standard deviation is lower 1.24 and 1.74ppm compared to 2.53 ppm in reference
[52].
Q3 species are compared to 6 and 15 data points from reference [5] and refernce
[44] respectively. As with Q2 species the trend is for calculated shift to be down
frequency of experimental, by 1.81 ppm compared to reference [5] and -2.02 com-
pared to reference [44] an increase on the discrepancies observed for the Q2 species,
however while the error increases the standard deviation remains similar, 1.24 and
1.64 ppm respectively, unlike reference [52] which shows an average error of +2.28
ppm, with a standard deviation of 3.23 ppm. These results demonstrate the useful-
ness of the IEFPCM when calculating chemical shift, by being even better able to
recreate experimentally observed values than in vacuo studies, which have already
proved extremely useful in interpreting experimental data [52]. The discussion which
follows will look in more detail at dierent subsections of the species studied.
3.3.6 Species With One Unique Centre
The species studied with only one unique Si NMR centre, which have been identied
experimentally, are the monomer, dimer, 3 ring, 4 ring, double 3 ring, double 4
ring and prismic tetramer species (structures I, II, III, IVa, VIa, VIIIc and IVb
respectively in gure 3.1). These represent all of the single unique Si centre species3.3. METHODOLOGY 116
Figure 3.20: The two conformations of the dimer and 4 ring. The dierence in
energy between the species is shown. Atom colours: Si - yellow, O - red, H - white;
hydrogen bonds are highlighted with dashed lines.3.3. METHODOLOGY 117
identied experimentally by 2D NMR studies [5, 44]. As can be seen from table 3.11,
agreement with experiment is, on the whole, very good. However, three species -
namely the dimer, 4 ring and the prismic tetramer - have conformations with a
calculated shift which is considerably up frequency of that assigned experimentally.
The dierennt conformations of the dimer and 4 ring are shown in gure 3.20. Whilst
this may suggest an inaccuracy in our methodology let us consider each case in turn
to determine the root of the discrepancy.
Error/ppm Error/ppm
Ref. [5] Ref. [44]
SPECIES  calc. /ppm Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3
I* -71.05 0.50 na
II Conformation I -78.04 2.90 1.63
II Conformation II -73.70 7.16 5.92
III -84.06 -1.69 -2.90
IVa Conformation I -88.83 -0.23 -1.74
IVa Conformation II -82.82 5.78 4.27
VIa -91.47 -2.15 -3.36
VIIIc -100.03 -1.04 -1.86
IVb -82.05 16.06 13.98
Table 3.11: 29Si Calculated chemical shifts compared to experimental assignments
from [5] and [44] , showing errors for Si centres with dierent degrees of condensation.
Conformations I and II refer to gure 3.20.*: Q0 centre.
Considering rst the dimer and 4 ring species (shifted by 7.16 and 5.92 and 5.78
and 4.27ppm up frequency of the experimental value respectively with respect to
reference [5] and reference [44] respectively). Both of these have alternative low en-
ergy conformations presented in gure 3.20. These local minima, close to the global
minimum, were identied during a high temperature molecular dynamics run used
as a conformational search tool. The substantial dierence, in both cases, between
the local and global minima is that the global minimum has more internal hydrogen
bonds than the nearby local minimum. The relative energies of the conformations
are presented in gure 3.20. In both cases conformation II with a higher degree
of internal hydrogen bonding is calculated to be energetically favourable. How-
ever the highly hydrogen bonded conformation also results in a calculated chemical
shift which is farther from the experimental value than the less hydrogen bonded
conformation (table 3.11).
Is, therefore, the discrepancy as a result of a poor representation of the eect
of hydrogen bonding on the electronic structure, or because the conformation itself
is not representative of the actual minimum? To investigate further, the hydrogens
involved in H-bonding in the dimer conformation II were rotated through 180 degrees
whilst holding all other coordinates of the species stationary. The resulting structure
has a chemical shift of -72.50 ppm, which is 1.2 ppm further up frequency than that
of conformation II, thus demonstrating that the discrepancy of the calculated shift3.3. METHODOLOGY 118
here does not arise as a result of an erroneous electron distribution due to hydrogen
bonding eects.
As will be shown presently the reason for these erroneous conformations and
shifts here and more generally for species with internal H-bond interactions, can
be attributed to the changes in Si-O-Si bond angles; caused directly by the neglect
of explicit solvation. Implicit solvation models can perform well on energetics since
they are parameterised to reproduce solvation free energies. However as they cannot
describe the directional nature of hydrogen bonding, the geometries may be signif-
icantly in error in comparison to the true aqueous environment. The eect of the
inclusion of an explicit representation of the surrounding water shall be considered
in section 3.3.9. We shall now briey consider why internal hydrogen bonding may
lead to erroneous calculated chemical shifts.
As was mentioned in the introduction to modeling of 29Si shifts the Si-O-Si bond
angle is of major importance in determining 29Si shift, to the extent that quantitative
relationships between this angle and the chemical shift have been derived [162]. The
origin of this relationship has been elucidated by Tossell et al. [181] who showed
how the change of Si-O-Si bond results in a change in shape and hybridization of
the inter-atomic orbitals, a movement in the lone pair electrons on the oxygen and
a change in the contribution from the core p-orbitals. Thus even small deviations in
this angle may lead to changes in the chemical shift. Since internal hydrogen bonds
result in a reduction of this angle they thus also aect the chemical shift.
The third species, for which the calculated shifts and those assigned experi-
mentally are in signicant disagreement, is the prismic tetramer. Here there is no
additional internal hydrogen bonding which may cause the discrepancy. We there-
fore suggest that this signal has been mis-assigned. This and other re-assignments
are dealt with in section 3.5.
3.3.7 Species With More Than One Unique Centre
The species with more than one unique Si NMR centre which were studied and the
calculated chemical shifts are considered in table 3.12. Compared to experiment we
see an improvement relative the previous section; a result of the reduced structural
exibility of the species studied in this section compared to those species with a
single unique silicon centre. Again these results show a tendency for the calculated
shift to be down frequency of the experimental values by  2 ppm, with the dis-
crepancy increasing with the degree of condensation of the Si centre. The average
discrepancies are 1.40 ppm and 2.18 ppm for Q2 and Q3 compared to [5] and 1.97
ppm and 2.28 ppm compared to [44]. The standard deviations of the average errors
are in all cases less than 2 ppm.
Only one species shows a deviation from experimental values of greater than 4
ppm, namely the cisoid conformer of the tricyclic hexamer species (structure VIc in3.3. METHODOLOGY 119
gure 3.1). The rationale for dierentiating between the cisoid and transoid (struc-
ture VId in gure 3.1) conformations is not explicit in the source of the assignment
[44]. However the original assignment was made on the basis of the intensity of the
signals [42]. The rationale being that the transoid conformation would be expected
to be more stable than the cisoid conformation. Our simulations show the opposite
to be true, the cisoid species being 16 kJ mol 1 more stable. Thus suggesting that
a mis-assignment may be responsible for this discrepancy, this is dealt with further
in section 3.5.
Error/ppm Error/ppm
Ref. [5] Ref. [44]
SPECIES  calc. / ppm Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3
VIIIe -91.41 -3.51
-99.10 -2.20
Vd -90.21 -1.51 -2.87
-91.77 -2.17 -3.70
-83.67 -1.37 -2.83
Vb -88.84 -2.24 -3.66
-97.79 -3.49 -4.92
VIIId -92.23 -2.03 -2.72
-93.79 -0.99 -2.51
-99.43 -0.33 -1.93




















Table 3.12: Calculated NMR shifts () of species with more than one unique Si
centre, compared to values assigned in references [5] and [44]. Species labels refer to
gure 3.1.3.3. METHODOLOGY 120
3.3.8 Substituted Species
The nal set of species which were considered were those which are made up of pre-
viously described species with one or more monomer groups attached (substituted
species). In light of the results presented above, which highlight that fact that inter-
nal hydrogen bonding caused by the lack of consideration of explicit water molecules
when determining structures, and due to the exible nature of these \dangling" sub-
stituants, it would be reasonable to assume in advance that these would represent
possibly the most troublesome class of species to model. This indeed is borne out
in the results presented in table 3.13.
These results suggest that the calculated shift for the dangling Q1 substituant is
the most susceptible to these eects and great care must be exercised when modeling.
Indeed in many cases the inclusion of explicit water molecules is necessary to allow
elucidation of the species structure in solution. However the eects of the substituant
on the parent structure are rather better modeled and allow for the use of modeling
to aide assignments which prove impossible without.
It is possible to calculate the shift with a degree of condence in many cases.
However, in order to be able to predict whether or not a calculated shift is likely
to be reasonable we must establish a criterion. Table 3.13 includes a root mean
squared deviation (RMSD) value. This is the RMSD of the ring or cage structure
between the structure with and without the dangling group atached. For this cal-
culation only the Si and O atoms in the ring or cage were included (i.e. silanols
were ignored). The species which have centres with a large discrepancy between the
calculated and experimental shifts are VIf and VIId in gure 3.1. Skeletal represen-
tations of the substituted and unsubstituted ring structures are shown in gure 3.21.
The high RMSDs for both of these species are mirrored by the dierences between
experimental and calculated shift. This allows us to propose a \rule of thumb", that
if the RMSD of a species with a dangling monomer and its unsubstituted equivalent
is greater than 0.3  A, then an error in the calculated chemical shift is likely due to
a discrepancy between the calculated and \true" solution geometry.
3.3.9 The Eects Of Internal Hydrogen Bonding
As mentioned in the section on species with one unique centre (section 3.3.6), inter-
nal hydrogen bonds can result in a chemical shift showing a large deviation from the
experimental value. It was also noted that these discrepancies are not due to any
direct eect of the hydrogen bond on the electronic state of the species, but rather
arise indirectly through distortion of the conformation. The dierent local minima
were shown in gure 3.20 along with the dierence in energy between the conforma-
tions, the dimer species with internal hydrogen bonding is 7 kJ mol 1 more stable,
which would suggest that it should be the dominant species in the NMR spectrum.3.3. METHODOLOGY 121
Error/ppm Error/ppm
Ref. [5] Ref. [44]
SPECIES  calc. /ppm Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 RMSD /  A




Vc -78.34 0.63 0.238
-91.35 -2.07
-81.92 -1.47
























Table 3.13: Calculated NMR shifts () for species with dangling monomers com-
pared to values assigned in ref. [5] and ref. [44]. RMSDs between substituted and
unsubstituted species are also presented.Species labels refer to gure 3.1.3.3. METHODOLOGY 122
However it is clear that experimentally this is not the case , similarly for the 4 ring
the structure with a crown of hydrogen bonds (conformation II in gure 3.20) is
11 kJ mol 1 more stable than conformation I in gure 3.20, yet has a calculated
shift which has a large discrepancy from the experimental value. Why is it that
conformations which have lower energy are not observed in experimental spectra?
One reason for the favouring of these structures in the calculations may be be-
cause, while the IEFPCM was utilized in order to include solvent eects, such an
implicit model fails to take into account correctly the specic hydrogen bonding
which can exist between water molecules and the silicates in solution. Thus if water-
silicate hydrogen bonding is important it will not be accounted for in our model.
In order to demonstrate the importance of explicit water when internal hydrogen
bonding is present, the results of a molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the
dimer molecule in explicit water using and ab initio MD method are now presented.
The dimer species was subjected to a molecular dynamics simulation using the
Quickstep code within the cp2K package [127]. The molecule was placed in a unit
cell with 32 water molecules, with dimensions set to reproduce a water density of
0.997 g l 1 plus the volume of the dimer, estimated from its van der Waal's radii.
The BLYP functional was used, with GTH pseudopotentials, DZVP basis sets and
a cuto of 280 Ry. The system was equilibrated with temperature re-scaling for 5
ps. Re-scaling was then removed and the run was continued for a further 15 ps in
an NVT ensemble with a time step of 0.5 fs, resulting in an average temperature
of 351.47 K, the uctuations of energy and temperature during the simulation are
shown in gure 3.22. The Si-O-Si bond angle distribution from the molecular
dynamics run (gure 3.23 ) shows a normal distribution shape and has a maximum
value at 149 .
One of the most striking features of the dynamics simulation is the fact that a
bond angle of 122  is never sampled: this is the bond angle of conformation II in
gure 3.20, which has a chemical shift of anomalously high frequency. It was also
found that during the course of the MD simulation no internal hydrogen bonds were
formed in the dimer.
A sample of 7 minima from the MD simulation were then relaxed without explicit
water molecules, but using the IEFPCM. In each case, an internal hydrogen bond
formed. However none of the structures have the double internal hydrogen bond
of conformation II. Analysis of the structures (table 3.14 ) of these minima reveals
that six of the seven have a RMSD value of less than 0.03  A from each other and
have energy dierences of less than 0.3 kJ mol  1, indicating that they represent
essentially the same minimum. The other minimum, structure ve, meanwhile, has
an average RMSD from the other structures of 0.262  A and represents the lowest
energy conformation of the group, by 0.1 kJ mol  1. Structure number 2 has the3.3. METHODOLOGY 123
Figure 3.21: The VIf (left) and VIId (right) species, both with dangling monomers
(blue) and without (red). The site of substitution is highlighted in green.
Figure 3.22: a) Energy and b) temperature uctuations during the course of the
production MD simulation of the dimer in explicit water.
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Figure 3.23: The percentage of structures against SiOSi bond angle from the MD
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exact same structure as conformation I in gure 3.20, used to calculate chemical
shift. The chemical shifts of the six similar conformations also show very little
variation,  0.2 ppm and only by 0.5 ppm for structure ve, which also displays a
smaller Si-O-Si angle, once again reinforcing the point that the Si-O-Si bond angle
plays a crucial role in determining the chemical shift.
Structure E /kJ mol 1 h RMSDi/ A h SiOSi i/Degrees /ppm
1 -2913064.4 0.064 137.30 -78.05
2 -2913064.5 0.061 137.28 -78.04
3 -2913064.4 0.064 137.26 -78.20
4 -2913064.3 0.061 137.75 -78.22
5 -2913064.6 0.262 135.31 -77.63
6 -2913064.4 0.054 137.20 -78.02
7 -2913064.4 0.067 137.21 -78.01
Table 3.14: The energies, RMSD compared to the other conformations in the table
, SiOSi bond angle and chemical shift with respect to TMS () of seven minima from
the MD simulation of the dimer molecule in water.
A summary of species with internal H-bonding, listing the average Si-O-Si bond
angle adjacent to the H-bonded hydroxyl group (h Si-O-Si i) and the dierence
between calculated and experimental shift () is presented in table 3.15. Such
a summary highlights the fact that the species with internal hydrogen bonding do
indeed tend to show shifts up frequency of the experimental value in direct contrast
to the general trend as found in section 3.3.6.
There is one exception in this analysis: species VIIIe from gure 3.1. The reason
that this species is not aected by the internal hydrogen bonding is that the number
of Si-O-Si linkages between the hydrogen bonding silanols is sucient that the bond
angle is not aected by the presence of the internal hydrogen bond.
These results also correlate with the conclusion of van Santen et al. [12] that
errors in calculated activation energy barriers are also due to an overestimation of
intramolecular H-bonding iteractions due to the neglect of solvation.
Species [Centre] h Si-O-Si i/Degrees /ppm
II 123.0 7.16
IVa 131.0 5.78
VIo [a] 131.5 3.32
VIIIe [a] 150.4 -3.49
Table 3.15: Errors compared to reference [5] in chemical shift () of species (code
as in gure 3.1) with internal H-Bonding and Si-O-Si bond angle of bonds adjacent
to the H-Bonded hydroxyl groups.3.4. CHEMICAL SHIFT AND SPECIES GEOMETRY 125
3.4 Chemical Shift And Species Geometry
In order to facilitate the assignment of NMR peaks to solution species it is necessary
to develop certain \rules of thumb" which enable an educated guess as to the source
of a peak to be made. As mentioned in the introductory section a number of rules
exist relating to Si site condensation, presence in a ring, adjacent connectivity etc.
(table 3.1). Having demonstrated the viability of a method of geometry optimization
and chemical shift calculation using an implicit solvent, as well as its limitations and
possible pit-falls this method is now used to elucidate certain structural features
which can be expected to aect the chemical shift in pre-nucleation silicate species.
3.4.1 Quantitative Structure Shift Relationships
Computer modeling provides an extremely useful tool for the development of such
relationships, as it allows the direct investigation of the eects of conformation and
composition on the chemical shift, indeed Moravetski et al. [51] developed the semi-
empirical relationship between Si-O-Si and Si-O-H bond angles and chemical shift;
equation 3.7. This relationship however was derived for a set of highly symmetrical
molecules. As will be shown in this section, for molecules with diering degrees of
symmetry this relationship ceases to provide a reasonable description, either quan-
titatively or indeed qualitatively, to the chemical shift of a species.
The inherent deciencies of this relation are highlighted in table 3.16.For example
the double 4 ring (species VIIIc in gure 3.1) the Si-O-Si bond angle between each
pair of silicons is smaller than that for the hexacyclic octamer (species VIIId in
gure 3.1). Consequently the angle/shift relationship (equation 3.7) would predict
a more de-shielded nucleus in VIIIc, however the fact that each Si centre is attached
(via oxygen) to another Q3 Si centre, as opposed to alternating Q3/Q3 centres in
the VIIId, compensates for the eect of the reduced angle and, as our calculations
and experimental assignment show, it has the lowest frequency shift of this series
of centres. Thus whilst this relationship is useful for assigning the peaks of the
species which make up the nal zeolite structure it proves less so in determining
intermediates in the process.3.4. CHEMICAL SHIFT AND SPECIES GEOMETRY 126
Species [Centre] hSiOSii/Degrees rel/ppm calc/ppm expt/ppm
VIIIc 146.82 -94.2 -100.03 -98.17
VIIId [c] 151.03 -97.7 -99.43 -97.61
VIIf [c] 148.15 -96.3 -95.61 -94.87
VIb [b] 140.07 -91.7 -93.63 -92.31
VIIe [c] 147.14 -95.8 -96.82 -95.82
VIh [d] 146.80 -94.1 -99.16 -95.65
Table 3.16: The average Si-O-Si angle , chemical shift calculated from the relation-
ship of Moravetski et al.[51] (rel), chemical shift calculated by our method (calc)
and experimentally assigned chemical shift (expt)[44], for centres at the apex of two
4 rings, labels refer to gure 3.1.3.4. CHEMICAL SHIFT AND SPECIES GEOMETRY 127
3.4.2 Presence in a Ring
When a Si centre occurs in a ring it is de-shielded relative to a centre not in a ring,
by up to 8.5 ppm (table 3.1). This is indeed the case in our calculations. However,
certain other subtleties exist which can be used to aide a more rened assignment of
NMR peaks. In particular, by considering chemical shifts arising from species with
one unique Si centre and their relation to the geometric properties of the species
under consideration, it becomes clear that a dependence on ring size of the species
exists.
For Q2 species the chemical shift moves down frequency as ring size increases
from three to four (g 3.24) then moves gradually back up frequency as ring size
increases. Figure 3.24 shows that for Q3 species the shift moves down frequency
until the ve membered ring. After this there is a much more gradual move up
frequency than observed in the Q2 series. This means that shifts observed in the
region of the double 4 ring, such as that assigned to the prismic tetramer (which
shall be discussed in a later section), might, in fact, be due to larger cage species,
such as the double 8 ring.



















Figure 3.24: Chemical shift of Q2 and Q3 species versus the size of ring in the
species.
Another important fact to note is that nuclei from dierent species, but in seem-
ingly similar environments can have very dierent chemical shifts. An example of
this is the dierence between the Q3 Si in the tricyclic hexamer and the hexacyclic
octomer (centre b in VIc and centre a in VIIId from gure 3.1). While the pic-
ture presented in gure 3.1 would suggest that these environments are very similar,
it becomes clear on closer inspection that much information can be gained about
species structure from comparing dierent shifts for nuclei which are ostensibly the
same; meaning that rational guesses can be made as to the structure responsible for3.4. CHEMICAL SHIFT AND SPECIES GEOMETRY 128
a certain shift not only on the basis of the range into which that shift falls but also
its position within that range.
In order to illustrate this point, a number of cases are considered. First the case of
Si centres which occur at the vertices of two 4 rings. A skeletal representation of the
environments of these atoms in these species: the double 4 ring, the Si bridged fused
4 rings, the O bridged fused 4 rings, the hexacyclic octamer, the tricyclic heptamer
and the tricyclic hexamer (structures VIIIc, VIIf, VIb, VIIId, VIIe and VIh in
gure 3.1) is shown in gure 3.25, with the chemical shifts reported in table 3.16. In
general these results show that as the structure becomes more open the shifts move
down frequency. Hence the highly strained oxygen bridged fused 4 rings species has
the highest frequency shift. As the number of atoms bridging the gap between the
corners of the fused 4 rings increase, so the structure becomes less strained: thus
we see structure VIIf which has 3 bridging atoms has a shift calculated to be  5
ppm down frequency of the oxygen bridged analogue (structure VIb) (with only one
bridging atom). The tricyclic heptamer (structure VIIe), which also has 3 bridging
atoms, but this time on the same face, has a larger still average Si-O-Si bond angle,
and is another  4ppm down frequency according to our calculations.
Figure 3.25: Skeletal representations of the environment of Si centres at the vertices
of fused 4 rings in a Q3 environment, double 4 ring; orange, silicon bridged fused 4
rings; red, oxygen bridged double 4 rings; cyan, hexacyclic octamer; blue , trticyclic
heptamer; magenta and tricyclic hexamer; green
Considering now Q3 Si centres which occur at the vertices of 3 and 4 rings.
In this case 6 species are considered: the double 3 ring, cisoid tricyclic hexamer,
transoid tricyclic hexamer, the pentacyclic heptamer, the hexacyclic octamer and
the fused 3-4 ring (structures VIa, VIc, VId, VIIg, VIIId and Vd in gure 3.1). Once
again these oligomers have varying degrees of symmetry from the highly symmetric
double 3 ring (VIa) to the fused 3-4 rings (Vd) species which has only one plane of
symmetry. It should be noted also that the shifts arising from the conformers of the
tricyclic hexamer species the experimental assignments have been reversed in this
table with respect to experimental assignments. This reassignment shall be justied
in section 3.5.
This series of centres provides further evidence of the deciencies of a system of
assignment based solely on Si-O-Si and Si-O-H angles. The range of shifts calculated3.4. CHEMICAL SHIFT AND SPECIES GEOMETRY 129
from equation 3.7 (table 3.17) is signicantly wider (6.9 ppm) than those to which
they are experimentally assigned (1.6 ppm). Whilst our calculated chemical shifts
also display a wider range (2.7 ppm), this is far closer to the experimental picture
than that derived from equation 3.7. Furthermore the calculated values recover the
trends observed in the experimental data, merely amplifying dierences observed
experimentally. This over-emphasis being quite possibly due to the over-emphasis
of a single conformation in the calculated values, rather than the ensemble which
would be expected to contribute to the observed shift.
Certain sub-groupings are also possible within these species. VIc (tricyclic hex-
amer cisoid),Vd (fused 3-4 rings) and VIa (double 3 ring) species all have calculated
shifts within 0.5 ppm of one another: the Si centre in question is a member of a 3
ring and a 4 ring only. Slightly lower in frequency are VIIg (pentacyclic heptamer)
and VIIId (hexacyclic octamer), both of which have a similar chemical shift: in
these species the Si centre belongs to a 3, 4 and ve membered ring.
Species [Centre] hSiOSii/Degrees rel/ppm calc/ppm expt/ppm
VIa 135.05 -88.5 -91.47 -89.11
VIc [b] 134.52 -87.6 -92.06 -88.79
VId [b] 138.40 -93.1 -89.54 -87.55
VIIg [c] 146.26 -94.5 -92.26 -88.79
VIIId [a] 135.00 -87.8 -92.23 -88.60
Vd [c] 135.20 -87.8 -91.77 -88.07
Table 3.17: The average Si-O-Si angle, chemical shift calculated from the relation-
ship of Moravetski et al.[51] (rel), chemical shift calculated by our method (calc)
and experimentally assigned chemical shift (expt)[44] of centres at the apex of a 4
and 4 ring, labels refer to gure 3.1.
In many of the species studied in this thesis the silicon centre is present at the
connection of more than one type of ring, examples of such centres are presented in
table 3.18, in which the combination of rings, as well as the average value for a Si
centre occurring in that environment are given. Interestingly, the trends observed
for these shifts are very similar to those for shifts arising from centres present in
only one ring. Hence presence at the connection of a 4 ring and 3 ring results in a
shift some 5 ppm down frequency of the shift of a centre at the connection of two
3 rings. Similarly, if the centre is at the connection of a 3 ring and a ve ring the
shift is moved a further 1.24 ppm down frequency.
Considering the cage type species, in which the Si centre may be present at
the meeting point of 3 rings, much the same trends are observed. A centre at the
junction of a three, four and 4 ring is some 2.5 ppm up frequency of a centre at
a three, four and ve ring, and 5.8 ppm up frequency of a centre at three 4 rings.
The shift of this centre is in turn 3.5 ppm up frequency of a centre at the junction
between two 4 rings and one ve ring. Thus we can state a general trend: 3 ring
centres are  5ppm de-shielded compared to 4 ring centres, which are in turn 3.4. CHEMICAL SHIFT AND SPECIES GEOMETRY 130
2.5 ppm de-shielded with respect to ve ring centres, which holds in the case where
multiple rings are present.
Rings Species [Centre] /ppm Average 
3R3R IVc [b] -85.91






VIf [e] -91.20 -90.96
3R5R VIg [d] -92.20
3R4R4R VIh [b] -89.51
VIId [c] -89.77 -89.64




VIId [e] -92.73 -92.16
4R4R4R Vb [b] -97.79
VIi [d] -94.46
VIIe [c] -96.82
VIb [b] -93.63 -95.68
4R4R5R VIh [d] -99.16
VIIf [d] -98.83
VIIId [c] -99.43 -99.14
Table 3.18: Average chemical shift () values for Si centres at the apex of various
rings (NR), the species labels refer to gure 3.1 .
3.4.3 Presence in a Three Ring
As mentioned in the introduction the presence of the silicon centre in a ring can have
an eect on its chemical shift, and this eect is particularly pronounced if the silicon
is present in a 3 ring. The eect, however, of the presence of the silicon in more than
one 3 ring has not previously been quantied, although we note that assignments of
such species have been made [52]. As the power of NMR spectrometers increases and
spectra can be analyzed in more complex ways, studies of pre-nucleation solutions
identify increasing numbers of silicate oligomer species. Thus it is possible that many
more three-silicon rings are possibly present. It has, therefore, become important3.4. CHEMICAL SHIFT AND SPECIES GEOMETRY 131
to be able to theoretically quantify the eects of the occurrence of a silicon centre
in dierent numbers of 3 rings. In order to systematically study this eect, species
with Q2, Q3, and Q4 centres in a 3 ring must be considered. These species have
silicons occurring in between zero to four rings and are shown in gure 3.26.
In order to categorize these species according to the number of 3 rings present
a new notation is introduced. Based on the standard Qn notation, we introduce an
additional subscript nC, where n denotes the number of 3 rings in which the silicon
of interest occurs. So for example for a Q4 silicon in two 3 rings we write Q4
2C.
Figure 3.26: The 3 ring species used in the study. A line represents a Si-O-Si
linkage, the centre of interest is highlighted in red.
The calculated nuclear shielding values for these species are presented in ta-
ble 3.19 and we now examine the various trends evident in this data. In the case of
Q3 and Q4 species, present in one 3 ring (i.e. Q4
1C and Q3
1C ), the shielding is reduced
by 4.2 ppm and 3.2 ppm relative to Q4
0C and Q3
0Cshifts respectively. In the case of
Q2 this de-shielding is 2.2 ppm. This dierence between Q2 and the other centres
can be explained by the fact that shifts calculated for Q2 centres we are generally
lower than experimental values, while for Q3 and Q4 species this is reversed. Thus
the dierence between the de-shielding of Q2 and Q3/Q4 species caused by presence
in a 3 ring would be expected to be an artefact of the method rather than an eect
which we would expect to be observed experimentally.
Concentrating on the e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Q4
2C species possible: the second of these (Q4
2CB) is more comparable to the Q3
2C
species, as it is essentially the same species with a monomer attached to the silicon
centre. The amount of de-shielding in the case of the Q3 species is  5.8 ppm, for
the Q4
2CB species this is again larger,  7.3 ppm. If we consider the rst of the Q4
2C
species the de-shielding eect of the extra 3 ring is somewhat less,  2.7 ppm. It is
noteworthy that the second Q2C species features a Si-O-Si bond which is involved in
an additional 3 ring, whereas the rst species does not: this point will be considered
in more detail presently.
C Q2 Q3 Q4 Q4B
0 477.00 486.81 496.21
1 475.73 483.61 492.09
2 477.79 489.34 484.72
3 472.84 469.26 480.12
4 396.85
Table 3.19: Nuclear shielding (in ppm) of the species from gure 3.26
Examining the eect of moving from two to three three member rings again
there are two Q4 species possible, and one Q3 species. The dierence between the
Q4
2CB and Q4
3CB species is comparable to that between Q3
2C and Q3
3C, again the
de-shielding eect of an extra ring is similar,  4.9 ppm for the Q3 case and  4.6
ppm for the Q4 case. Again in the same range as the change from one to two centres.
Thus we can say that presence of each successive 3 ring, with an extra Si-O-Si bond
shared between two 3 rings results in de-shielding of between 4.5 and 6.5 ppm. The
Q4
3CA species has fewer Si-O-Si bonds shared between 3 rings, however its structure
is signicantly more strained than the second Q4
3CB species, and it is signicantly
more de-shielded, by  10.9 ppm.
The nal species to consider is the Q4
4C species, which has all four of its Si-O-Si
bonds involved in two 3 rings and is highly strained. Thus it comes as little surprise
to nd that is signicantly de-shielded with respect to the other species: almost
100 ppm de-shielded compared to the species with no 3 rings involved. In fact it
is de-shielded with respect to the mono-silicic acid species, having a chemical shift
relative to TMS of just 5 ppm.
It should be noted that during the course of this study a number of other Q4
species were proposed to investigate the eects of presence of a 3 ring on silicon
nuclear shielding, these are presented in gure 3.27. However, during the course
of geometry optimization, all of these species underwent rearrangement to another
species, and thus are considered too unstable to exist in the pre-nucleation solution.
It is concluded from this observation that it is impossible for a Si-O-Si bond to be
present in any more than two 3 rings due to geometric constraints, such structures
can therefore be eliminated from further consideration.3.5. (RE)ASSIGNMENTS 133
3.5 (Re)Assignments
3.5.1 Tricyclic Hexamer
It was mentioned in section 3.4.2 that the assignments of shifts to the transoid
and cisoid isomers of the tricyclic hexamer (species VIc and VId in gure 3.1 re-
spectively) had been reversed from those made experimentally [44]. The reassigned
shifts obviously give a better t to the theoretical spectrum, however this alone is
not sucient to make a reassignment. The reasons for the reassignment will now be
presented.
The assignment in the recent experimental study [44] and other studies [45] [52]
appear to be based on an earlier experimental assignment made by Harris and Knight
[43, 42]; but in fact both species were proposed as early as 1976 [192]. In their paper
Harris and Knight note that one of the multiplets is more intense than the other.
They state that as the cisoid isomer may convert more readily into another species
(the double 3 ring) this means that the transoid isomer is probably more stable.
Thus they assign the more intense peak to the transoid isomer.
The energies of both of the conformations have been calculated at B3LYP/6-
31G* level and it is found that the cisoid isomer that is the more stable 16 kJ
mol 1. Moreover, this enhanced stability of the cisoid isomer was also found in
other theoretical studies [52]. Therefore, it is proposed that the more intense of
the signals is actually due to the cisoid isomer based on these energetic arguments.
Moreover the calculated shifts t better to the experimental values when such a
re-assignment is made. The original theoretical and experimental spectra are shown
in gure 3.28.
3.5.2 Prismic Tetramer (species IVb in gure 3.1)
It was noted in section 3.3.5 that one of the cases for which there is very poor agree-
ment between calculated and experimental values was the prismic tetramer species
pictured in gure 3.29. The discrepancy between calculated and experimentally as-
signed shifts in this case was particularly large, the calculated value being 16.06 and
13.98 ppm up-frequency of the experimentally assigned value relative to references
[5] and [44] respectively.
The prismic tetramer species is comprised of a series of interlinked 3 rings, which
we denoted Q3
3C in section 3.4.3 where the chemical shift was found to be at high
frequency relative to other Q3 species. The other species in section 3.3.5 which
showed discrepancies beyond normal from the experimental shift involved internal
hydrogen bonding resulting in overly acute Si-O-Si angles. The prismic tetramer
on the other hand has no internal hydrogen bonding and is, in fact, a very rigid
structure. As such, the geometry would be expected to be correct and is ruled out
as a possible source of error in the calculation.3.5. (RE)ASSIGNMENTS 134
Figure 3.27: The theoretical 3 rings which could not be geometry optimized. A line
represents a Si-O-Si linkage.
Figure 3.28: (a) Experimental [44] and (b) calculated spectra for the trans and cis
isomers of the tricyclic hexamer.3.5. (RE)ASSIGNMENTS 135
The previously quoted assignments of the prismic tetramer experimentally [5,
44] were based on former assignments: the original assignment of this species was
made by Kinrade and Swaddle [193]. This assignment was based on the increase in
longitudinal nuclear magnetic relaxation time as a function of increased temperature,
and was described as having being made \tentatively". Given that the original
assignment is tentative, that little possible source of error in the calculation is evident
and the shift matches other calculated trends for 3 rings it is suggested that the
experimental assignment of this peak is erroneous. Moreover, the prismic tetramer
structural motif is not found in any nal zeolite crystals. This peak is more likely to
be due to another cage species, such as the double 6 ring (XII in gure 3.1), which
was calculated in section 3.4.2 to have a shift slightly up-frequency of the double
4 ring, or possible a consequence of two stable charge states of the double 4 ring,
which have slightly dierent shifts.
Figure 3.29: The structure of the prismic tetramer species.
3.5.3 4 Rings
The 4 ring species (structure IVa in gure 3.1) has been observed with between 1
and 4 dangling Q1 silicas [44]. However although the number of peaks observed sug-
gest that most possible combinations are extant, deciphering between the dierent
ones proved dicult. The experimentally observed chemical shifts relative to the
monomer species are presented in table 3.20. These shifts, although un-assigned,
are expected to arise from substituted 4 ring species. From these data it is obvious
that changes in the substituant shift are minor and, as such, do not represent a very
useful tool for distinguishing between conformers. However, the variation in the shift
of the parent structures are more pronounced. The species possibly responsible for
these peaks are presented in gure 3.30.
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third signal is due to species IId and the rst peak is due to species IIc. These
assignments were made on the basis of Q2 - Q3 coupling and assuming the trans
substituted species to be the more stable conformer. The more intense observed
peak being the one at 24.446 ppm (these assignments are relative to the monomer
resonance which was not provided in the original paper but calculated here to be
71.05 ppm: thus the peaks are 95.451 ppm and 95.050 ppm) , was assigned to
IId. The results of the calculations are presented in table 3.21 which shows the
chemical shift, the energy relative to other possible isomers and the RMSD from
the parent strucuture. The calculations show that the trans conformer is indeed
more stable, by 10 kJ mol 1. The calculations also show Q3 peaks at 89.25 ppm
for the cis and 95.00 ppm for the trans conformers. Thus the calculated shifts
concur with the experimentally observed spectrum. The RMSD of these species
from an unsubstituted 4 ring are also within the limit of reliability established in
section 3.3.8, adding condence to the prediction. The experimental and calculated
shifts are presented in gure 3.31. The dierence in calculated shifts are clearly
more pronounced in the calculated spectrum, but the trends are the same.
Figure 3.30: The conformers of the substituted 4 Ring which give rise to the
unasigned peaks in table 3.20. Thes species will be refered to from here on as, from
the top, left to right; IIa;IIb;IIc;IId; IIIa; IIIb; IIIc.
Figure 3.31: Experimental (a) and calculated (b) spectra for the species IIc and
IId.
Considering now species IIa and IIb. Once again the trans isomer is more stable,3.6. CONCLUSIONS 137
this time by 6 kJ mol  1. The smaller dierence in energies (compared to the case
above) can explain the lack of any discrimination from the experimental spectrum
regarding the intensity of the resonances. This time the Q3 shift in the trans isomer is
signicantly up-frequency of the cis isomer: -93.70 ppm and -98.58 ppm respectively.
The RMSDs of both species are also within the reliability limit of section 3.3.8. Thus
signal 4 can be assigned to IIb and signal 8 to IIa.
No 4 ring species with three monomers attached were assigned experimentally,
nor any information provided regarding relative intensities. In this case the dif-
ferences between the shifts observed experimentally are also smaller, all three Q3
shifts are within 0.25 ppm of one another. The RMSDs of the calculated structures
from an unsubstituted 4 ring are also larger for the calculated structures than for
those with two monomers attached. On this basis any assignment made from the
calculations should be treated with caution, however we postulate that species IIIa
matches to experimental shift number 5, species IIIb to shift 9 and IIIc to shift 2.
3.6 Conclusions
A number of issues regarding calculation and assignment of silicate species using 29Si
NMR have been covered in this chapter. In the rst instance it was shown that a
IEFPCM model provides a good approximation to more complicated cluster models
which include explicit water molecules. The eects of charge state on chemical shift
were then investigated in order to determine what type of model systems to employ.
It was shown here that whilst deprotonation at Q0 and Q3 sites changes the electron
distribution in qualitatively dierent ways, the net result is still that experimentally
observed nuclear shielding (and hence chemical shift) would be expected to change
very little with charge state. On the basis of this is was proposed that model
systems of fully protonated silicate species would provide a good approximation of
the experimental spectra of chemical shifts.
The inuence of various alkali metal cations was then investigated, and it was
found that, in general, the silicon centre becomes more shielded as the cation radius
increases, as has been observed experimentally [175]. However the Li+ cation proved
to be an exception, as observed experimentally [182]. The anomalous behaviour of
Li+ was explaind by use of NCS and NBO analysis. These revealed that the contri-
bution from core p-orbitals in the presence of Li+ was considerably more shielding
than in the presence of other cations. Which was explained by the greater energetic
stability of these orbitals in the presence of Li+ and, in conjunction with dierent
trends for both the inter-atomic orbitals and the lone pair orbitals, explains why
Li+ is anomalous in this series.
The methodology of using the IEFPCM and dierent functional forms of DFT
was also tested. The cavity size in the IEFPCM was varied to check for the inuence3.6. CONCLUSIONS 138
Q1 / ppm Q3 / ppm J(Q2Q3) No. Q1
-78.71 -95.10 Y 2
-78.76 -94.18 N 3
-78.76 -95.50 Y 2
-78.81 -94.46 M 2
-78.81 -94.12 N 3
* -78.9 -95.1 M 2
-78.90 -95.70 Y 2
-79.91 -95.41 M 2
-79.18 -94.03 N 3
Table 3.20: NMR peaks of doubly and triply substituted 4 rings observed by Knight
et al. [44] showing substituant shift (Q1), parent structure shift (Q2) and presence of
a Q2 - Q3 coupling (Y: present, N: not present, M: possibly present).* : Experimental
data less accurate for these peaks. Note values in the original paper were reported
relative to the silicic acid monomer Si chemical shift, we have modied them by -71.05
ppm, the calculated value for the monomer Si chemical shift.
Species a b c E=kJmol 1 RMSD/  A
IIa -79.28 -84.48 -98.58 6 0.19
IIb -76.15 -82.66 -93.70 0 0.22
IIc -76.62 -84.73 -89.25 10 0.22
IId -79.07 -87.16 -95.00 0 0.24
IIIa -79.17 -83.65 -96.15 15 0.33
IIIb -80.35 -85.94 -93.25 4 0.22
IIIc -80.66 -86.66 -98.02 0 0.25
Table 3.21: Calculated chemical shifts () in ppm, relative energies and RMSDs
from an unsubstituted 4 ring of the species in gure refConformers3.6. CONCLUSIONS 139
of charge penetration of the cavity eects on the calculated shieldings. In addition
GGA and hybrid methods for calculating the shift were compared by using the PBE
and B3LYP functionals. It was found that a combination of the PBE functional
with the standard model of the IEFPCM (cavity scaling 1.2) produced the best
replication of experimental shifts. This model was then tested on an extended set
of experimentally assigned shifts. It was shown the the model with a PCM repre-
sentation of the solvent and the PBE functional compared favourably to previous
theoretical studies using B3LYP and no solvent.
The major drawback of the method was found to occur when silicate species
had the possibility of forming internal hydrogen bonds between silanol groups, it
was found that in such cases formation of internal hydrogen bonds could lead to
a poor estimation of the chemical shift. This was tested by performing molecular
dynamics simulations of one such species (the dimer, species II in gure 3.1) in
explicit water. This simulation revealed that hydrogen bonding to environmental
water was preferred to internal hydrogen bonding, resulting in dierent geometries
from the case with just the IEFPCM representation of the solvent. The chemical
shifts of minima extracted from the MD run with explicit solvation were found to
concur better with experimental data.
The methodology was then used to investigate the eects of the presence of
silicon centres in various types and combinations of ring structures. It was found
that the eect of presence in a 3 ring (de-shielding of  8 ppm) was roughly additive
as the number rings increased, and that a centre attached to a Si-O-Si bond which
shares 3 rings was more de-shielding than being attached to Si-O-Si bonds in only
one 3 ring. It was also shown that certain sub-regions could be ascribed within
spectrum regions - traditionally only split between Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q3 regions - on
the basis of the dierent ring types in which the silicon is present.
Finally the methodology was used as a tool with which to help assignment of
experimentally observed peaks which are dicult to assign merely from experiment.
The assigned peaks of the tricyclic hexamer were shown to possibly be in the wrong
order. The shifts previously assigned to the prismic tetramer was shown to be
incorrect and more likely due to another cage type species, possibly the double 8
ring or a dierent stable charge state of the double 4 ring. Finally, experimentally
unassignable shifts of various isomers of the 4 ring with dangling monomers were
then assigned on the basis of calculated shifts.CHAPTER 4
Structure Directing Agents and Water Structure
4.1 Introduction
In the introduction to this thesis (section 1.3.4) a mechanism for the nucleation of
zeolites involving the formation of a clathrate hydration layer of a cation has been
posited [62, 63]. This theory was developed, to a large extent, based on the exis-
tence of hydrates of \template" molecules (see section 1.3) which have structures
isomorphic to the zeolite frameworks which they are used to synthesize [60, 59].
These hydrate structures have been identied in the solid phase, at low tempera-
tures. However, it is dicult to identify such structures under the conditions of
zeolite synthesis, typically involving a liquid phase at higher temperatures, using
experimental techniques.
In this chapter the hydration layers of some common template molecules are
simulated, in order to analyze the results of the simulations to search for the presence
of such structures, or fragments of such structures in their hydration layers. We rst
analyze the hydration layers of tetraalkyl ammoniums and neopentane in order to
search for evidence of structuring using radial distribution functions, which can be
compared to experimental results obtained under similar conditions. In this section
we show how both charge and the length of the alkyl chain in the solute aect the
structure of the hydration water.
A specically developed analysis program is then employed to search for the
presence of rings of water and fragments of hydrate structures in the hydration layers
of a number of common templates. These simulations again reveal the importance of
the charge and length of the alkyl chain in determining the types of water structure
found in the hydration layer, in addition the eects of amine groups in stabilizing
rings is demonstrated.
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We shall rst begin however by introducing previous studies, both experimental
and computational, which have investigated the eects of tetraalkyl ammoniums on
the water in their hydration layers.
4.1.1 Water Structure and Tetraalkyl Ammoniums
It is generally well accepted that liquid water has a large amount of inherent struc-
ture [194], more controversial however is dening a measure by which this structure
can be quantied. X-Ray and neutron diraction, which are the most commonly
employed techniques for measuring water structure, give us structure factors which
can yield, after Fourier transformation, pair correlation functions (PCFs) which are
related to the probability of nding the centre of a particle within a given distance of
the centre of another particle. However, these types of studies give results for liquid
water which are similar to those of liquid Argon, a non-structured liquid [195]. It
is thus clear that more rened measurements are necessary,and to this end partial-
pair correlation functions, those between oxygens and hydrogens in water molecules,
have been determined and yield more information [196].
Measures of water such as stiness, the work necessary to create a cavity in
the water; openness, the dierence between bulk molar volume and intrinsic mo-
lar volume; and order, the decit in molar entropy with respect to the gas phase,
have been proposed and investigated [197, 198]. Generally the order in liquid wa-
ter is attributed to the network of hydrogen bonds, thus the number of hydrogen
bonds per water molecule appears to be an attractive measure of structure in water,
particularly when considering the eects of solute molecules on the water struc-
ture. Experimentally the number of hydrogen bonds has been studied by X-ray
absorption (XAS) and X-ray Raman (XRS) spectroscopies. However interpretation
of the results of these studies lead to diering views of the overall structure of the
liquid. European groups [199, 200] favoured an interpretation in which the minor-
ity of molecules are arranged tetragonally, as in ice, whilst American investigators
[201, 202] favoured a model in which water is predominantly arranged in a tetragonal
environment. Clearly in this respect computer simulations have an inherent advan-
tage, as the exact position of all particles in the system is known a priori. However
even given the positions of the particles debate still exists as to how exactly one
should dene a hydrogen bond, the most generally accepted criteria being geomet-
ric and energetic ones [203, 204]. Geometrically the distance between oxygens, the
length of the bond and the O-H-O angle denes hydrogen bonds. These criteria
have been applied during ab initio simulations of liquid water to yield an average
number of hydrogen bonds per water of 2.8 [203] .
It has been shown, using Neutron diraction measurements of partial PCFs,
that strongly hydrating ions result in the re-orientation of water molecules in their
hydration sphere [205]. This ordering eect is revealed through an increase of the4.1. INTRODUCTION 142
sharpness of the peaks in the PCF. The tetraalkyl ammonium cations (TAAs) how-
ever are classed as apolar solutes, due to the presence of hydrophobic chains, and
as such are far less hydrating, and the eects of this class of apolar solutes on wa-
ter structure in the hydration layer is far less well dened than those of strongly
hydrating ions. It has been shown that a hydration layer certainly does exist [206];
this does not necessarily imply any signicant ordering of the water in the hydration
layer though. PCFs of tetraethyl ammonium (TEA) uoride revealed little evidence
of ordering of water beyond 2.5 A. Tetramethyl ammonium (TMA) clathrates have
been identied with a small number of water molecules, yet with hydrogen bonding
networks intact [207, 208]. PCFs for oxygen and nitrogen in TMA have been used
to reveal that in solution the water molecules tend to be oriented in such a way as
to straddle the TMA cation.
A study by Turner et al. [206] using neutron diraction revealed that there
was very little change in the PCFs between the water hydrogens (HH), the water
hydrogens and other atom types (HX) and between other atom types only (XX),
from these studies they concluded that there is little appreciable change in the
structure of water in the vicinity of TMA. The important results of this study, and
a subsequent study on TPA and TBA [209] are presented in gure 4.1.
The behaviour of other TAAs (other than TMA) has shown that water molecules
encage the alkyl chains and that this in turn leads to a stabilization of the water
network [209]. This has also been supported by evidence from calculated hydration
free energies, Raman spectroscopy and transport measurements [210, 211] all of
which point towards the eect of the alkyl chains as stabilizing the water network.
In addition simulations have also suggested ordering eects due to the correlation
between the number of water molecules in a hydration layer and the entropy of
solution of an alkane [212]. This view however has not gone unchallenged [213], and
it has been suggested the thermodynamic data can be explained by water solute
interactions alone, without recourse to any change in water interactions with itself
[214]. Turner and Soper carried out a comprehensive series of neutron diraction
measurements on solutions of TAAs [209].Unlike their earlier studies of TMA greater
evidence of structuring was found in longer chain TAAs. They found a change
in the peak position of the second peak in the HH correlation compared to pure
water, corresponding to an increased number of \ideal" hydrogen bonds. It was also
observed, in this study, that the rst intermolecular OH peak was higher and sharper
in the presence of the solutes, which hints at a reduced number of possibilities in the
conformational ensemble of the water molecules. The study also showed that the
average number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule was more or less consistent
with that for pure water: supporting a model whereby the solute is present in a
cage which maintains the water network about it. There have also been NMR
studies of water molecules in the vicinity of TAAs, [215] which show a reduced4.1. INTRODUCTION 143
   
Figure 4.1: Results of experimental investigations of the eects of TAAs on water
structure. Top left: the HH partial pair correlation from reference [206], for water
with a) 2.0 m, b) 6.0 m and c) 8.0 m TMA, d) pure water. Note that lines a -
c have been displaced on the graph for clarity, also the increase in the heigth of
the rst peak with concentration of TMA is due to the reduced number density
of H atoms, not increased structure. Top right: peak positions and coordination
numbers for the rst two peaks of the HH partial pair correlation in the presence of
various concentrations of TMA, note the coordination number of the second peak is
calculated in two ways; a) integration over the whole peak, b) integration up to the
peak maximum. Bottom left: The HH partial pair correlation from reference [209],
for water in the presence of TBA (full line)and TPA (dashed line) and for pure water
(dots). Bottom right: coordination numbers and peak to trough ratios (the peak
heigth divided by the average of the minima either side of the peak) of the peaks in
the HH partial pair correlation of water in the presence of TPA and TBA, important
results are highlighted.4.2. METHODS 144
mobility of water molecules close to the alkyl chains. The general conclusion of
most experimental studies of solvation of TAAs is that they tend to enhance the
structure of environmental water, with the exception of TMA which tends to disrupt
the water network structure.
The hydration layer of TMA has been studied using molecular dynamics simula-
tions, [216], using empirical potentials to model interactions, employing the TIP4P
model [217] for water. The advantage of simulations over the experimental methods
is that the water molecules in the hydration layer can be studied whilst ignoring
those beyond. Furthermore in all studies of hydration layers which examine PCFs
or radial distribution functions (RDFs) it is necessary to employ a correction to the
function which takes into account the excluded volume of the solute; in a simulation
this is easier to apply to the data, and the methodology for doing so is discussed
in section 4.2.1. The study of Madan and Sharp [216] revealed a change in the HH
correlation function in the presence of the solute similar to that which was found
for a cooling of pure water by 20 degrees. They also found increased peak to trough
ratios of the RDFs (that is the height of the a peak maximum divided by the average
value for that peaks minima ) for HH and OO, indicating an increase in the order.
They postulate that the reason why the features observed in the simulation are more
pronounced for TMA (more like experimental results for longer chain TAAs) is due
to the fact that in the experiments there were many water molecules not involved
in the hydration layer that any eects in a net measurement of the PCFs. It was
also found that though the changes in the RDFs were relatively small much larger
changes were simultaneously found in the hydrogen bonding between waters: lead-
ing to the conclusion that RDFs alone give insucient information about changes
in water structure. Krienke and Opalka [218] also performed molecular dynamics of
water in the hydration layer of TMA, this time employing a modied SPC/E model
[219] for water. These studies revealed, like the experimental studies of Turner et
al., that the solvent is arranged tangentially around the TMA molecule.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Radial Distribution Functions
Radial distribution functions between a pair of species which are presented in this
section were calculated from histograms calculated retrospectively for the MD sim-
ulation. The bins for the collection of histogram data were set to a width of 0.03  A.
In general the radial distribution function,for atoms type X and Y, is then calculated
from a frequency histogram using the formula
gxy(r) = nxy(r)=(V (r)y) = xy=y (4.1)4.2. METHODS 145
where nxyr is the frequency of nding an atom Y at a distance of between r and
r+r of an atom of type X; y is the bulk density of the atom type Y; xy(r) is the
local density of Y at a distance r from X; and V (r) is the volume of the spherical
shell around X between r and r+r. In the case of pure water simulations, or indeed
any homogenous solvent, V (r) = 4r2r. However in the situation where we have a
solute in the solvent, and particularly in cases such as those simulated herein where
the solvent/solute ratio is low, it is important to realize that a signicant proportion
of any spherical annulus which we are calculating may pass through the solute, and
as such represents an area where solvent molecules cannot be found. Failure to take
this into account when calculating an RDF from a frequency histogram would result
in a pair correlation density which would be lowered for no intrinsic reason; this is
known as the excluded volume eect[209]. Experimentally this correction is made by
assuming a spherical excluded zone due to the solute , a convenient approximation
as it give an analytic radial dependance of local atom density. The RDF for X and
Y is then multiplied by the Fourier transform of the calculated scattering function
for the spherical cavity. This \excluded zone eect" is somewhat easier to take into
account in simulations(gure 4.2). Again we assume a spherical cavity for the solute
molecule, which would be expected to be very close to the real situation in the case
of most of the solutes considered here and we can calculate the portion of any given
annulus which is excluded by the solvent (Vs) using simple geometric formulae:





for;jrs   rj < rx < (rs + r)
= 0 for;rx > (rs + r);or;rx < jrs   rj;r > rs (4.2)
In this formula r is the radius of the annulus, rs is the solute radius, and rx is
the distance from atom X to the centre of the solute. When the excluded volume of
a given annulus is calculated the number density of the atoms Y found within that
annulus is then weighted by the ratio of volume outside solute to the total annulus
volume (V   Vs)=V .
4.2.2 Searching For Rings
As part of the analysis of the molecular dynamics simulations the number of dierent
types of rings in the hydration layer water has been calculated. But in order to
calculate the number of rings, we must rst have a denition of what we mean by
a ring. In this case we have dened a ring as a path back to a given origin water
molecule, M0. In practice we start by dening all of the water molecules which
are \attached" to M0, this set is now the group of molecules M1. We say that a
molecule belongs to the set M1 if the distance between its oxygen atom and the







Figure 4.2: Correction of RDF for the solvent excluded eect.
set M1 is dened we then dene the next set M2, which are all waters \attached" to
molecules in M1, excluding M0. At this stage if an element of M2 is the same as an
element of M1 we have found a water ring of order three, or a three-ring. We then
move on to the molecules attached to M2, these are M3, if an element of M3 is an
element of M1, for a dierent path, we have found a four-ring. If an element of M3
is an element of M2 for a dierent path then we have found a ve-ring, and nally
if an element of M3 is the same on two dierent paths we have found a six-ring. We
also check whether M3 = M0, in which case we have a three-ring. We then move on
to M4, which we check for the distance from M0, if this is more than three times the
connectivity distance we disregard the element, as we cannot return to M0 within
six steps, and we are searching for rings up to size six. If M4 = M0 we have a
four-ring, this procedure is continued up to M6.The structure of the search is shown
in gure 4.3. The search is carried out for all atoms in the hydration layer of the
solute, dening each one in turn as M0, when a ring is identied we store its indices
in a matrix of rings of that type. After all rings have been identied we then rene
our set of rings, using the indices we search for shorter rings within the four, ve and
six-rings, if a shorter ring is identied within a larger one the larger one is rejected.
We also remove all double counting of rings at this stage of the procedure, after this
we are left with a set of uniquely dened rings, which are stored in a new matrix,
with an extra element, initially zero, added, the reason for this extra element will
be explained now.
After analysis each step of the MD the sets of unique rings identied are com-
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram showing the steps used to determine ring structures from
coordinates.4.2. METHODS 148
Figure 4.4: Fragment topologies which have been searched for by comparison of
unique ring indices.
previous step of the MD then the extra element of the matrix is incremented by one,
if a ring from the previous step has no equivalent in the present step then its extra
element is dumped into a matrix which stores the lifetimes of each ring during the
simulation, this allows us to investigate the stabilizing eect of dierent solutes on
dierent ring types.
The program has also been adapted to search for dierent fragments of structure
in the water structure. For example the two topologies shown in gure 4.4 are of
particular interest and can be simply identied by searching through the indices
of the unique rings, topology A is identied when a given four-ring shares its four
elements with two six-rings, structure B is identied when a given four-ring shares
three of its elements with two six-rings (two elements with each six ring), and the
six rings in question share two of their elements, one of which is in the four ring
also.4.3. THIS STUDY 149
Figure 4.5: The tilt angle between an ion and hydrating water.
4.3 This Study
In the current study we rst test the viability of using ab initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD) methods to simulate the hydration layers of some structure directing agents
(SDAs) commonly employed in zeolite synthesis. Specically we compare the RDFs
obtained for the hydration water of TMA with those obtained experimentally [206]
and with the results of previous simulations which employed empirical potentials
[216]. In addition we compare the eects of incrasing the length of the alkyl chain
in a TAA by comparing the RDFs of TMA and TEA, the results which we obtain
are similar to those found experimentally when the eects TPA and TBA on the
RDFs of hydration their layer water were compared [209]. We also investigate the
manner in which the water is oriented in the hydration layer by calculating a \tilt
angle" between the vector from the centre of the solute and the negative of the
dipole vector of the water (gure 4.5), revelaing the importance of charge and alkyl
chain length in determining the ordering of the hydration layer water.
We then employ AIMD methods to study the hydartion layers of some other
commonly used SDAs, namely amino adamantane, n-propylamine, piperidine and
methyl piperidine. In this section we investigate the propensity of the various SDAs
to form rings of water in their hydration layers, comparing the frequency and sta-
bility of rings of orders 4-6 occuring during the simulations. These results again
demonstrate how factors such as charge, hydrophobicity and the presence of an
amino group aect the water structuring in hydration layers.
Finally by searching for clusters of water rings which resemble zeolite framework
topologies we are able to show that TMA forms the most clusters with a topology
similar to the SOD cage which was found experimentally to be a clathrate hydrate
of TMA [59] (gure 1.8).4.4. RESULTS 150
Solute Volume /  A3 Number of Waters
TMA 1141.82 32




Amino adamantane 1700.00 40
Charged amino adamantane 1706.49 40
Piperidine 1570.82 46
Methyl piperidine 1579.61 46
Table 4.1: Cell compositions for the NVT production runs of SDAs in water.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Model Systems
All simulations in this section were performed using the Quickstep module, in the
cp2k package [127]. In all cases a DZVP basis set with GTH psseudopotentials was
used. A cuto of 280 Ry was employed. The systems were generated by immersing
the solutes in a box of pre-equilibrated water molecules. These systems were then
run in the NPT ensemble for 3 ps in order to nd an equilibrium volume. The results
of the volume equilibration simulations are presented in gure 4.6. The compositions
of the cells used in the subsequent NVT simulations are presented in table 4.1.
The data for calculated RDFs and ring searching were obtained from 10 ps runs
in the NVT ensemble, with the exception of the dilute TMA cell, which was run for 6
ps, in all cases a timestep of 0.5 fs was employed. The systems were rst equilibrated
in the NVT ensemble with temperature re-scaling, with a limit of 35050 K. The
production runs were performed at 350 K with temperature re-scaling removed. The
energies of the production runs are presented in gure 4.7.
These simulations were performed on the HPCx supercomputer as well as UCL's
Legion supercomputer. 10 ps runs typically took 60 hours to complete running on
16 parallel processors.4.4. RESULTS 151
Figure 4.6: Volume Vs time results from NPT simulations of the SDA solutes, used
to calculate volume for the NVT simulations. The solutes are, from the top, left
to right: TMA, dilute TMA, TEA, neopentane, n-propylamine, amino adamantane,
charged amino adamantane, piperidine and methyl piperidine.4.4. RESULTS 152
Figure 4.7: Energy uctions from NVT simulations of the SDA solutes.4.4. RESULTS 153
Species RDF Peak Ms Mf Nx Rc
Water HH 2.35 1.81 2.90 5.46 1.75
TMA HH 2.32 1.81 3.00 5.23 2.10
TEA HH 2.33 1.81 3.00 5.17 2.19
Neopentane HH 2.35 1.81 2.93 4.87 2.59
Water OO 2.77 0.00 3.15 4.05 2.88
TMA OO 2.75 0.00 3.15 3.57 6.16
TEA OO 2.77 0.00 3.15 3.56 6.53
Neopentane OO 2.75 0.00 3.15 3.75 6.20
Water OH 1.90 1.40 2.45 1.04 8.82
TMA OH 1.90 1.40 2.45 0.83 6.50
TEA OH 1.91 1.41 2.46 1.02 7.62
Neopentane OH 1.76 1.41 2.47 0.99 14.67
Table 4.2: Important results from RDFs, showing the peak position, minima before
and after the peak Ms and Mf, coordination number (Nx), and peak/trough ratio
(Rc)
4.4.2 TAA RDFs
One of the most commonly used measurements for determining the structure of
a liquid phase is the RDF, in this section results of ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations of Tetra Methyl Ammonium (TMA) ,Tetra Ethyl Ammonium (TEA),
and Neopentane are presented. The oxygen-oxygen (OO), oxygen-hydrogen (OH),
and hydrogen-hydrogen (HH) RDFs are presented. Certain other structural features
are measurable from RDFs, including a measure of the degree of structuring of a
peak, the ratio of the peak maximum to minimum - in the present analysis the lowest
non-zero minimum is used - and the coordination corresponding to a given peak;
the coordination number is calculated by integrating over a peak and weighting the










y (r) = cynxy(r) (4.4)
For solutions in which the density of atoms in the simulation is lower than in the
simulation of pure water, i.e. all solute systems the peak of the RDF must increase
in height in order to maintain the same coordination number, thus the correction
discussed in section 4.2.1 has been applied to all results, using values for the the
radii of the solutes determined from the nitrogen (or central carbon in the case of
neopentane)-oxygen RDF, the values (the rst non-zero point on the RDF) which
were obtained were 3.46  Afor TMA, 3.77  Afor TEA, and 3.48  Afor neopentane.
The choice of solutes used in this section allows for a systematic comparison of
a number of factors which may be expected to aect the inuence of a solute on4.4. RESULTS 154

































































Figure 4.8: Radial distribution functions for pure water and water in the presence
of TMA. a) Hydrogen Hydrogen RDF; b) Oxygen Oxygen RDF; c) Oxygen Hydrogen
RDF; d) Hydrogen Hydrogen RDF for a more dilute sample of TMA.
a solvent; the comparison of TEA with TMA allowing examination of the eect of
the length of the alkyl chain (and thus hydrophobicity); while comparison of TMA
with Neopentane allows examination of the importance of charge on the changing of
solvent structure. In all cases, the simulation cell contains the solute and 32 water
molecules, with a cell size chosen to maintain a water density the same as that for the
pure water simulation which was 0.96 gl 1, which was achieved by calculating the
solvent excluded volume of the solute, and increasing the volume of the simulation
cell accordingly. For purposes of clarity, all RDFs are included along with the RDF
to which comparison is most relevant. All important measurements from the RDFs
are also presented in table 4.2.
Focusing rst on gure 4.8, a comparison of the results of the simulation of pure
water, and TMA in water. Visual inspection of the RDFs reveals that in general4.4. RESULTS 155
the inclusion of TMA results in a more well dened RDF, with the exception of
the OH RDF. In the HH RDF the position of the rst inter-molecular peak (the
intra-molecular peak has been suppressed in the analysis ) is shifted very slightly
(-0.03 A) in the presence of TMA compared to pure water. The coordination number
of this peak is reduced in the presence of TMA, which represents a shift away from a
tetrahedral structure in the water molecules, this was also observed experimentally
[206], as presented in gure 4.1. The reduction of the coordination number in the
presence of a TAA solute is in line with experimentally observed trends, albeit for
slightly larger TAAs [209], in which a decrease of 0.3 was observed in the presence of
tetrapropyl ammonium (gure 4.1). A similar change (0.23) is observed in our sim-
ulations, although our absolute values a slightly higher. The ratio Rc is observed to
increase in the presence of TMA, this increase (a measure of peak sharpness) is an in-
dication that the number of conformations which the hydrogens of water may adapt
relative to one another is reduced by the presence of TMA. Again this increased
ratio compares well to experimental results for larger TAAs [209] (gure 4.1). The
result of a more dened RDF however does not tally with experimental results on
TMACl in water solutions [206] (gure 4.1), though it matches with the observa-
tions of previous simulation studies which used empirical potentials [216]. In the
previous simulation paper [216] it was suggested that the lack of any evidence of
peak sharpening from experimental results could be attributed to the concentration
of TMA used in the experiments. They speculate that contributions to the RDF
from both bulk water and water which is hydrating Cl may mask the eects of TMA
on its hydration water. In order to determine how the presence of excess water may
be expected to aect the RDF a further simulation of TMA in the presence of 58
water molecules was performed for 5ps. The HH RDF obtained from this simulation
, presented in gure 4.8 and compared to pure water, quite clearly it shows that in
this RDF the water and solution results are almost indistinguishable, thus lending
weight to the argument that the lack of experimental evidence of structuring is due
to excess bulk water. It is also worth noting here that when later experiments on
larger TAAs were performed [209], which did reveal some degree of change in the
HH RDF the solution concentrations were specically chosen such that each TAA
would have only enough water molecules for just one hydration layer.
The OO RDF also provides useful information regarding the structure of the
water. This measure is less commonly presented due to the fact that experimentally
all that can be determined by neutron scattering experiments is the correlations
of D and X, where D is deuterium and X is all other atoms, thus an XX RDF
will include artifacts from correlations other than those from OO alone. In our
simulations we see a similar change in peak position as in the HH RDF (-0.02 A)
compared to pure water, indicating that nearest neighbours move slightly closer in
the presence of TMA. Integration of this peak to get the coordination number shows4.4. RESULTS 156
us that the number of nearest neighbours is decreased in the presence of TMA, in
pure water this number is just over 4, which is coherent with the tetrahedral model
of water structure, the decrease in the presence of TMA gives a further indication
that water in TMA's hydration layer is distorted out of the preferred tetrahedral
arrangement. The ratio of this peak is also signicantly increased by the presence
of TMA, indicating a more limited conformational space for OO pairs. Although as
stated, there is little in the way of reliable experimental evidence for OO RDFs in
the presence of TMA the results of our simulations are similar to previously obtained
simulation results [216].
The OH RDF provides information regarding the hydrogen bonding structure of
the water molecules. In this case we have again suppressed the intra-molecular peak
so that the rst peak in the RDF corresponds to direct hydrogen bonding between
water molecules. There is little evidence of any shift in the position of this rst peak
compared to pure water; the value of 1.90  A; essentially that of an ideal hydrogen
bond length, so this is perhaps unsurprising. However the coordination number
of the peak reveals interesting evidence of the changes which TMA induces in the
water network. We see a reduction from 2.08 in pure water (a value which combined
with the 4.05 of the OO RDF again ts a tetrahedral model) to 1.65 indicates that
the structure of the water network has been aected in the hydration layer. This
reduction in value ts in with the denition of TMA as a water network \structure
breaker" [194].
The results for the hydration water of TEA are now compared to those just
discussed for TMA. The RDFs for both species are presented in gure 4.9, together
with a histogram of the tilt angle. The tilt angle is dened as the angle between the
vector from the centre of the TAA to the water oxygen and the dipole vector of the
water molecule, and reveals the manner in which water is oriented about the solute.
The rst inter-molecular peak position of the HH RDF shows very little change
compared to that for TMA , but again it is slightly lower than in the pure water
simulation. Although the peak height of the TEA peak is slightly higher than that of
the TMA, the coordination number revealed by integrating over the peak is lower in
the TEA case. The reduction is 0.06, which we suggest is due to the relatively lower
concentration of water in the TEA cell rather than any intrinsic reason. Although no
experimental evidence is available to compare coordination numbers in the presence
of TEA and TMA there is data for comparing the numbers for two TAAs; namely
Tetra Propyl Ammonium (TPA) and Tetra Butyl Ammonium (TBA) [209], Here
it was found that increasing the length of the alkyl chain by one methane group,
going from TPA to TBA, resulted in the coordination number of the rst inter-
molecular HH RDF peak is reduced by approximately 0.1. Thus we suggest that
our results here give rise to a similar trend both qualitatively and quantitatively,
upon increasing the hydrophobic nature of the TAA solute. The peak ratio (Rc) from4.4. RESULTS 157












































































Figure 4.9: Radial distribution functions for water in the presence of TMA and
TEA. a) Hydrogen Hydrogen RDF; b) Oxygen Oxygen RDF; c) Oxygen Hydrogen
RDF; d) TIlt angle of water molecules in the hydration layer.
the TEA sample shows an increase compared to TMA by 0.09, indicating a reduced
conformational space which the hydrogens may adopt relative to one another, again
agreeing qualitatively and quantitatively with experimental results for TPA and
TBA, which show an increase in the ratio of 0.05 for TBA [209].
The OO RDF again appears very similar to that for water around TMA, the rst
peak being shifted slightly and is now at the same position as in pure water, while
the coordination number is very similar to that for TMA. The peak ratio does show
an increase consistent with NMR data [220] which shows that in the concentrated
solutions of hydrophobic TAAs the mobility of water molecules is reduced, which
would necessarily lead to a smaller conformational space being sampled, and thus a
sharper RDF peak.4.4. RESULTS 158
While the OO and HH RDFs show little change between TMA and TEA save
for a more pronounced eect in TEA, the OH RDF shows a qualitative dierence
between the two solutions. Whilst the rst peak remains in the same position, the
coordination number and the peak ratio change noticeably. The change in coordina-
tion number suggests a water structure closer to that of pure water, with just over
two hydrogens bonding on average to the oxygen via inter-molecular bonds. Again
this is consistent with the denitions of ions as \structure making" or \structure
breaking" in which TEA is considered as a borderline case [194].
The tilt angle between the cation centre and the water dipole moment (gure
4.9 (d)) are also revealing as to the dierent hydration layer conformations in the
presence of the two ions. The TMA angle distribution follows very much a nor-
mal distribution with the maximum being at 82 which corresponds to a situation
whereby water molecules straddle the ion, with the water lying perpendicular to
the ion, as found in previous simulation studies [218]. In TEA a more complicated
distribution is found, while there still remains a peak corresponding to a straddling
situation at 100, there are also peaks at lower angles which corresponding to a
situation whereby the O-H bonds point towards the centre of the ion, and at even
higher angles where the oxygens point towards the centre of the ion. One explana-
tion for this more disperse alignment behaviour is that as the alkyl chains in TEA
are longer, the water molecules can arrange themselves about the alkyl chain itself,
rather than the situation in the vicinity of TMA where the solute resembles much
more of a cationic hard sphere.
Finally concentrating on the eect of Neopentane on the surrounding water,
Neopentane is not used as a structure directing agent, rather this simulation, as
stated earlier, is intended to decipher to what extent the structuring eects of TMA
may be attributed to its space lling properties, and to what extent the directs the
ordering of water.
The eects on the HH RDF of Neopentane are certainly more pronounced than
those in TMA, while the peak position is the same as pure water the coordination
number and peak/trough ratio are aected. The coordination number is reduced
considerably more than in TMA to 4.87, compared to 5.23 for TMA and 5.46 for pure
water. The peak ratio is increased from 2.10 to 2.59. The OO RDF is also sharp-
ened with respect to TMA with a peak ratio of 6.20 compared to 6.16. However the
average coordination number of nearest neighbour oxygens is increased relative to
TMA; 3.75 compared to 3.57. Again the OH RDF gives the largest and most reveal-
ing changes of all of the RDFs. In this case the peak position is considerably altered,
to 1.76  A, which represents a signicant distortion away from the ideal geometry for
a hydrogen bond. The number of hydrogen bonds per oxygen is higher than TMA
and more similar to that found in pure water. The peak ratio/trough ratio however
is drastically increased, being more than twice that of the TMA hydration water.4.4. RESULTS 159













































































Figure 4.10: Radial distribution functions for water in the presence of TMA and
Neopentane. a) Hydrogen Hydrogen RDF; b) Oxygen Oxygen RDF; c) Oxygen Hy-
drogen RDF; d) TIlt angle of water molecules in the hydration layer of Neopentane.
The tilt angle analysis (gure 4.10) reveals that in the hydration layer of
Neopentane there is little preference for any particular orientation of the surrounding
water, with no discernible peak. A slight peak around 80 suggests some preference
for the straddling position as found in TMA hydration water, however this is far
less pronounced in this case.
In general the more hydrophobic Neopentane results in a more well dened RDFs,
suggesting a reduction in the mobility of individual water molecules, whilst there is
also clearly a change in the nature of hydrogen bonds found in the water surrounding
Neopentane, compared to pure water and the TAA solutions studied here. The
analysis of the tilt angle also suggests the importance of the charge in forming a
hydration layer which lies perpendicular to the solute surface, such an arrangement
of water molecules would be considered to be an important factor in the formation4.4. RESULTS 160
of clathrate type structures in the hydration water which would be necessary if the
water templating of zeolite crystallization is to be considered, we can thus conclude
that the charge of TAA cations is a crucial feature if we expect them to direct crystal
structure by this means.
It is also clear from the comparison of TEA and TMA that qualitatively the
hydrophobicity, or alkyl chain length, aects the patterns of structuring found in
the environmental water. Obviously TMA and TEA are present in the syntheses of
many types of zeolite framework, and there are structures which either of them can
form. This is perhaps to be expected as the cation present is only one of the factors
which would be expected to have an inuence on the growth of a crystal. However
our evidence that both have dierent eects on the surrounding water may be of
importance, if we are to accept the idea of clathration as a step in certain crystal
nucleation processes.
The data from the RDFs provides useful information as to the dierent ways
in which solutes aect the water structure in their hydration layer, however it is
dicult from a two dimensional measure such as an RDF to infer much detail about
the three dimensional structure of the water network in these systems. In order to
be able to evaluate the extent to which TAAs and indeed other structure directing
agents form hydration layers which may inuence the nal crystal structure it is
necessary to look at other measures of the the types of structure formed. In the
next section the formation of rings of water in hydration layer will be considered
in order to asses the possibility that the structure directing agent activity may (at
least partially) be due to their inuence on the water structure.
4.4.3 Ring Formation
In addition to the TAAs studied in the previous section results are presented here
for a number of other SDAs. Amino adamantane represents a class of bulky SDA,
some of whose eects are expected to be due to space lling properties. Simulations
of amino adamantane with the amine group protonated were also performed to
consider the importance of the amine group for water structuring properties, as
well as to investigate the inuence of charge. Piperidine and methyl piperidine
are also considered, whilst these species are less space lling than the others, the
comparison of piperidine and methyl piperidine, where the nitrogen is somewhat
occluded from surrounding water by the presence of the methyl group, allows for
further investigation of the importance of a lone pair donating nitrogen. Finally n-
propylamine is also considered as this is the one species for which previous modeling
work in the context of water structure and zeolite templating has been performed,
using a Monte-Carlo approach [64]. All species studied are presented in gure 4.11.
The ring forming statistics of the TAAs (including neopentane) are presented
and compared to those in pure water in gure 4.12, in this graph the number on4.4. RESULTS 161
Figure 4.11: The SDAs studied in this section, from the top left to right; TMA,
TEA, neopentane, n-propyl amine, amino adamantane, amino adamantane (positively
charged), piperidine, and methyl piperidine. Green: carbon, blue: nitrogen, white:
hydrogen.
the y-axis is the normalized number of rings found in the SDA's hydration layer,





where Nr is the normalized number, N is the number of that type of ring found
during the whole course of the simulation, s is the number of steps and Nw is the
average number of waters in the SDA hydration layer. Using this normalization
ensures that there is no bias due simply to the fact that an SDA has a larger
hydration layer than another.
The statistics show that all of these species result in an increase in the number
of ve and six rings of water formed compared to that observed in pure water, in
the case of ve rings this is a 139-fold increase in the presence of neopentane, a
136-fold increase in the presence of TEA, and a 75-fold increase in the presence
of TMA. For six rings the increase is somewhat less pronounced, 23 fold for both
TMA and neopentane, and 45 fold for TEA. In the bulk water there are rather
more four rings than ve or six rings found , so as we would expect from this
the change in number of rings is again less pronounced; here we nd a  1.3 fold
increase in neopentane; a  1.9 fold increase for TMA and very slight decrease in
the simulation with TEA. The similarity in the number of six rings in the hydration
layers of TMA and neopentane suggests that this behaviour is due to space lling
in the water network, while the larger TEA forms almost twice as many six rings as
these species. The situation in the formation of ve rings is rather dierent, TEA
and neopentane show similar numbers in this respect, if n-propylamine is considered
as well the formation of ve rings is similar to neopentane and TEA, this suggests
that a hydrophobic chain is important in the formation of ve rings, and while TMA
has some hydrophobic character, this is counteracted by its charge, resulting in less4.4. RESULTS 162
ve rings being formed. TMA shows the greatest propensity for formation of four
rings in its hydration layer, which may perhaps be due to the fact that the charge
results in a more contracted hydration layer compared to neopentane, whilst the size
has the same eect compared to TEA. The more contracted hydration layer would
result in less volume for open rings to form and may explain the greater number of
four rings. It is interesting to note here that TMA is the only SDA known to form
zeolite structures with no ve rings, and whilst these numbers in no way suggest
that TMA is averse to ve rings of water in its hydration layer, it is of the species
studied, that which shows the most capability of such behaviour.
Figure 4.12: Normalized numbers of dierent ring types found in the hydration
layers of the SDAs studied in this section.
The lifetimes of the types of ring found in the hydration layer can also be re-
vealing as to how the various SDAs stabilize the dierent water structures. In gure
4.13 it can be seen how important the charge of the TAAs is in increasing the
lifetimes of rings in the solution. Both TMA and TEA promote stability of rings
compared to pure water, while neopentane actually decreases the stability. The life-
times of the rings is also enhanced with the increasingly hydrophobic surface of TEA
compared to TMA. This is consistent with experimental results which show that,
at a concentration of TAA in which there is just enough water for a hydration layer
of each apolar ion, the mobility of solvation waters is decreased due to contact with
the hydrophobic surface of the solute [220]. Whilst n-propylamine has the apolar
properties of the TAAs, it does not have a charge under neutral pH or the high pH of4.4. RESULTS 163
hydrothermal synthesis conditions, rather its primary electronic interaction with the
solvent water is via the lone pair of the amine group. The results for n-propylamine
again highlights the importance of the charge in the TAAs in stabilizing all types of
rings, as all rings are shorter lived in the n-propylamine hydration layer compared
to bulk water. The presence of the alkyl chain however does increase the lifetimes
of the structures relative to neopentane, in which the hydrophobic surface is much
more spherical.
Figure 4.13: Lifetimes of dierent ring types found in the hydration layers of the
SDAs studied in this section.
Focusing on the larger aminoadamantane species it is clear from gure 4.12
that the ring forming tendencies of these species is signicantly less pronounced
than either the TAAs or n-propylamine. The simulations of these species in wa-
ter contains a larger number of solvating molecules to reect the fact that when
aminoadamantane is used in the synthesis of for example DD3R the concentration
used is considerably lower CITE than the concentration of TAAs generally used
in synthesis. The concentration used in our simulations is still considerably higher
than synthesis conditions; a ratio of 50 H2O : 1 aminoadamantane, compared to
a synthetic ratio of 673-822 . However it is clear that even at our relatively high
concentrations the eects on the solvating water are much reduced compared to the
TAAs and n-propylamine. What we do observe however is that ve and six rings
form more in the presence of the SDA, while four rings form less. There is also a
dierence between the charge states, the neutral species favouring ve rings and the4.4. RESULTS 164
charged species favouring four and six rings. The lifetimes of the ring species are
all diminished with respect to pure water, which in combination with the results for
TAA suggest that a simply charge and a hydrophobic surface alone are not enough
to enhance ring lifetime, as the charged amino adamantane species possesses both
properties. Rather a charge de-localized across a hydrophobic surface is the optimal
situation for the stabilization of water rings.
Piperidine and methyl-piperidine are both simulated in concentrations similar
to amino adamantane, as they are generally employed in zeolite synthesis in these
concentrations. As was the case in amino adamantane the number of four rings
found in the hydration layer is diminished for both solutes, while the number of
ve and six rings is increased, although not as noticeably as for the TAAs or n-
propylamine. The methylated species has a greater tendency to form all types of
ring, which is perhaps related to the larger hydrophobic surface. The lifetimes of all
rings are again diminished with respect to pure water, and it is interesting that in
this instance, as for aminoadamantane that the presence of an amino group seems to
stabilize ve rings more (or destabilize them less relative to others), the methylated
species with the partially occluded nitrogen having less long lived ve rings.
It is also possible from the simulations to look at the number of rings formed in
the vicinity of a particular moiety of the SDA, and we shall now consider this for the
non-TAA species. The results for the normalized number of rings with a centre of
gravity within 5  Aof the nitrogen atom of the aminoadamantane, piperidine, methyl
piperidine and n-propylamine species are presented in gure 4.14. One of the
most striking features of this data is the eect of protonation of the amine group
in aminoadamantane. The positively charged species has far fewer of each type of
ring in its vicinity. This may be due in some part to the fact that the hydrogens
of the charged amine may participate directly in hydrogen bonding with the local
water, thus disrupting the networks of water in this region. It is also clear that the
occlusion of the nitrogen in piperidine by the methyl group in methyl piperidine
leads to a reduction in the number of rings around this moiety; even accounting for
the excluded volume as a result of the methyl group there appears to be a denite
reduction in the number of ve rings in this region, though the lower number of six
and four rings could easily be accounted for as an artifact of the excluded volume.
There is also strong evidence from the data to suggest that amine groups favour
the formation of ve rings of water in some way, as evidenced in n-propylamine, the
eects of occlusion of nitrogen in methyl piperidine and the protonation of amino
adamantane.
4.4.4 Clathrate Fragments
Clearly from the above analysis of the formation of rings of water the three species
with the greatest tendency to form rings are TMA, TEA and n-propylamine. In4.4. RESULTS 165
Figure 4.14: Normalized number of rings of water occurring within 5 Aof the SDAs.
this section the connectivity of these rings is now investigated, in particular the
connectivity between six and four rings and the connectivity of ve rings to six
rings. Structures with the topologies shown in gure 4.15 are searched for in the
data, using the technique described in section 4.2.2. The topologies, consisting of
six and four member rings , represent a fragment of the structure of a TMA hydrated
structure which has been experimentally characterized [59], and which is isomorphic
with sodalite, for which of course TMA is used as a SDA. The fragment with ve
rings connected to six rings is a fragment of the MTN framework topology for which
n-propyl amine is used as a SDA, and which has been shown using Monte-Carlo
simulations to be a favourable hydration structure for n-proply amine [64].
The results of this search regarding the lifetime and number of these fragments
found during the course of the simulation are presented in gure 4.16. These
results show that TMA does show an increased tendency to form fragments of the
sodalite type structure The fragment is found in  10 % of the steps during the
MD simulation, compared to  3 % in the TEA simulation and  6 % in the n-
propylamine simulation. It is also found more often than the ve ring structure
which is found in  3 % of the TMA simulations. The average lifetime of this
fragment is also enhanced in the presence of TMA, it is 82.6 fs, compared to 63.8
and 66.4 in the presence of TEA and n-propylamine respectively. Figure 4.17 shows
snapshots from the TMA MD simulation showing this fragment around the solute.
Fragments consisting of ve and six rings shows a clear preference for the presence
of n-propylamine, being present in  21 % of the steps during the MD, however TMA
has the most stable examples of this structure with an average lifetime of 63.9 fs,
the average lifetime in the presence of n-propylamine is perhaps surprisingly short
at 41.0 fs.4.5. CONCLUSIONS 166
Figure 4.15: Fragment topologies which have been searched for by comparison of
unique ring indices.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter it has been shown how various SDAs can inuence the structure of
the water in their hydration layer, and how this eect may have an inuence on the
nucleation and nal crystal structure of a zeolite. The results give fresh impetus to
a hypothesis of crystal growth which has largely been neglected since the mid 1990s.
It has been demonstrated through analysis of RDFs that TMA and TEA have
structuring eects on water at the kind of concentrations which are used in zeolite
syntheses. The RDFs revel that TEA has a larger eect on the surrounding water
than does TMA, which matches with experimental observations on the eect of
increasing alkyl chain length in larger TAAs [209], it has also been demonstrated
that the lack of evidence in experimental RDFs of structure around TMA may be
due to the masking eect of bulk water in the experimental data. In addition to this
the tilt angle of hydration water has been used to demonstrate the fact that water
molecules straddle the hydrophobic surface of TMA, whilst a more disorganized
layer exists around the larger chains of TEA. Simulation of neopentane in water
allowed investigation of the importance of charge in the structuring eect of TMA,
and demonstrated that the charge is important in causing the straddling of TMA.
OH RDFs reveal how TMA results in a reduction in the hydrogen bond network
in water compared to bulk, while in TEA the network is more or less intact, these4.5. CONCLUSIONS 167
Figure 4.16: Numbers and lifetimes of the clathrate fragments found in the hydra-
tion layers of TMA, TEA and n-propylamine.
results add a quantitative element to the assignment of TMA as a water structure
breaker and TEA as a borderline case in the structure maker/breaker designation
[194].
Using a specially developed code the populations and stabilities of various types
of rings of water, from three rings up to six rings has been investigated in the
hydration layers of the TAAs as well as various other types of SDAs. These results
demonstrated how TEA has a generally greater ring forming eect than TMA, but
that TEA results in less four rings, it was also shown that the charge on TMA
was important for the formation of four rings, as neopentane shows less four ring
formation and more ve ring formation than TMA. This is interesting in light of the
fact that TMA is used in the synthesis of some of the only Zeolites which do not
have ve rings in the nal crystal structure. n-propylamine was also demonstrated
to have a large impact on the number of larger rings found in the water of its
hydration layer. The other SDAs which were investigated were amino adamantane,
both neutral and charged, and piperidine and methyl piperidine. These SDAs which
are used in synthesis mixtures in generally lower quantities than the TAAs showed
a signicantly smaller eect on the number of rings formed.
In addition the ring searching code was modied to look for rings in the locality
of the nitrogen atoms of the tertiary amine species as well as the quaternary amine in
charged amino adamantane. The striking result from this analysis was how tertiary
amines seem to encourage the formation of ve rings of water, demonstrated by
comparison of the charged and uncharged amino adamantane, and the piperidine
species. This is an intriguing nding a warrants further investigation, possibly using
higher level cluster methods.
Finally certain fragments of clathrate structures in the hydration layer of TMA,
TEA and n-propylamine were searched for, these searches show how TMA has a
grater number of fragments resembling the structure of sodalite, for which it directs,
than the other species, while n-propylamine has a greater number of fragments4.5. CONCLUSIONS 168
Figure 4.17: MD snapshots showing the existence of clathrate fragments in the
solvation layer of TMA during the simulation.
resembling part of the MTN framework for which it directs than the other two.
Overall the results of this chapter have demonstrated that for a number of SDAs
the water structuring eects closely resemble the eects of the species on Zeolite
structure in a synthesis, these are generally structures which posses either charge
and/or alkyl chains. The eects of the other SDAs studied were less marked, al-
though the importance of the tertiary amine group in forming ve rings of water
is clear. Of course even for those SDAs which do structure water in a way sim-
ilar to Zeolite for which they direct many other Zeolite phases are possible with
them, however as many factors eect the nal structure, such as pH, temperature,
concentration etc. this is hardly surprising, and while water structuring followed
by dynamic replacement by silicate and crystal nucleation has been demonstrated
by some of these results to be a plausible mechanism it is most likely merely one
element in the incredibly complex process of nucleation and crystal growth.CHAPTER 5
Silicate Species and Solution Properties
5.1 Introduction
As was shown in the previous chapter the components of a zeolite synthesis can result
in a signicant re-ordering of the water in their vicinity. It has also been shown that
zeolite crystals form individual hydration layers at their surface, which are dierent
to bulk water [221]. The presence of such water layers was shown to aect the
diusivity and surface geometries of these crystals. The presence of water around
silicate clusters has been shown to play an important role, specically in determining
the free energy of adsorption of tetramethyl ammonium (TMA) to the face of two
silicate species, namely the prismic hexamer (double 3 ring, species VIa in gure 3.1)
and the cubic octamer (double 4 ring, species VIIIc in gure 3.1)[222, 223, 224].
This is believed to be due to the entropy change associated with the overlap of
the hydration layers of TMA and the silicate species. Furthermore, it has been
suggested, on the basis of NMR experiments, that entropic contribution due to
ordered hydration layers may be responsible for the assembly of template/silicate
species in pre-nucleation solutions [6, 63]. In this chapter we simulate these two
species in solution and demonstrate the existence of distinct, ordered layers of water
surrounding them.
In the majority of the studies mentioned above, the silicate species in which
ordered hydration layers are postulated to exist are cage-type oligomers, including
the cubic octamer and the prismic hexamer. Due the size of these species and their
hydration layers, the molecular dynamics simulations necessary for investigation of
hydration layers are too expensive to be performed using rst principles molecular
dynamics, such as were used in the previous chapter. Therefore, in this chapter, the
less computationally demanding technique of inter-atomic potentials is employed.
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Such an approach allows longer time-scales to be accesed, meaning that properties
such as the residence time of water in the hydration layers can be calculated. There
exist many potentials for silica, as will be discussed below, however few of these
potentials are developed specically for oligomeric cluster species. The rst task in
this chapter is, therefore, to modify an existing potential, used for crystalline silica,
in order to better suit the clusters to be modelled. The modied potential is then
applied to the cubic octamer and the prismic hexamer species to investigate their
inuence on hydration water structure.
The work presented herein is the result of a collaboration with Prof. Steve Parker
and Wojtek Gren in Bath University. This collaboration was made possible by a
junior research fellowship from the Thomas Young Centre, and was also carried out
as part of the nanogrowth project [225].
Before considering the results of our calculations a review of the development of
silica potentials shall be presented. This overview is by no means complete, but is
intended to cover all of the major developments in the use of potentials for modelling
zeolite systems. Afterwards a review of how these potentials have been utilized for
the study of the pre-nucleation phase of zeolite synthesis solutions shall also be
presented.
5.1.1 Silica Potentials
The history of inter-atomic potentials for modelling silicates can be traced back
almost thirty years. The earliest simulations were performed using purely ionic
models [226] and demonstrated that the use of simple two body short-range models
with the Buckingham potential (equation 2.45) could successfully predict structural
properties of several members of the pyroxenoid class of minerals. Such models
were subsequently shown to be useful in modelling other common classes of min-
erals [227, 228]. However issues were known to exist with this extremely simple
treatment of mineral systems, manifested in the inability of the models to describe
elastic, dielectric and dynamical data for -quartz. These problems were rst ad-
dressed by supplementing the simple Born model of the crystal systems with specic
bond bending, or three-body terms[229] (equation 2.42). A three-body term was in-
troduced essentially to penalise distortion of O-Si-O bond angles away from the ideal
tetrahedral geometry. Another important addition to this model was the inclusion
of the polarizability of the oxygen atoms by the introduction of a shell model as de-
scribed in section 2.2.2.3. This revised model corrected many of the deciencies of
the original as shown by its enhanced performance in tests on structural and elastic
properties.
To this point the parameters used in inter-atomic potentials for silicate systems
were primarily tted to empirical macroscopic data, although it should be mentioned
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were taken from quantum calculations of simple systems, in this case the interactions
of two O2  ions[226]. However, the next development in deriving silicate potentials
was to base parameters on ab initio simulations of the potential energy surface
(PES) of silicate clusters. The rst such potential was reported by Lasaga and
Gibbs [79]. Who initially derived an ionic type potential from the PES of orthosilicic
acid (Si(OH)4). This ionic model was shown to be very similar to others derived
empirically. As with fully ionic models mentioned previously the potential had
problems in recreating the elastic properties of silica polymorphs. These deciencies
led the authors to derive a covalent potential model based on bond lengths, angles
and torsions by tting to the Hartree-Fock (HF) calculated PES of disilicic acid
(Si2O(OH)6). The potential models derived were able to better reproduce these
structural and elastic properties. Subsequently these covalent potentials were used
to mimic the topography of the PES of various silicate clusters and to investigate
the structural, dynamical and elastic properties of minerals and glasses [80].
An ab initio derived two body potential was developed in 1988 by Tsuneyuki et
al. [230] for the crystalline states of silica. The derivation of this particular poten-
tial diered from previous ab initio derived potentials in that the silica cluster used
to derive the parameters was SiO
4 
4 rather than fully protonated orthosilicic acid,
the cluster being neutralized by e+ particles. The interaction between the atoms of
the system were then modelled by a Coulomb interaction, Born-Mayer-type (BMH)
repulsion and a dispersive interaction. The method was shown to successfully re-
produce the dynamic stability of most common silica phases. Other force-elds
developed around this time were based on ab initio force constants for orthosilicic
acid and disilicic acid [231]. Whilst these force elds neglected the Coulomb inter-
action, they were shown to calculate the vibrational frequencies of silicas, giving
values consistently approximately 15 % higher than experiment: entirely consistent
with the fact that they were derived using HF theory and a 6-31G* basis set, which
generally gives a similar systematic discrepancy.
Thus far we have considered potentials based either on empirically or theoret-
ically calculated parameters: each method has its strengths and weaknesses. The
former, whilst providing a good match to previously measured experimental values,
suers from a lack of the degree of theoretical rigour which would provide con-
dence that the potential forms are representing, in a realistic way, the underlying
physics of the system. Such condence in the degree to which the potentials repre-
sent fundamental realities is desirable if the potentials are to be trusted to perform
outside of the training set for which they are derived. The latter, whilst possessing
this physical basis, suers from the fact that the systems upon which they were
based tended to be very small. Although they represent these systems well, the
actual physics of larger systems contains features incommensurate with smaller sys-
tems. The essential problem is that good ts to small cluster data can be found5.1. INTRODUCTION 172
with a whole range of parameters. Thus ab initio potentials suer from much the
same training set problems as empirical potentials, albeit for dierent reasons. A
pragmatic solution to this problem was proered by van Beest et al. [232]. Their
potential was derived initially using ab initio clusters to parameterize nearest neigh-
bour interactions, but takes into account the fact that large (essentially innite)
crystal systems rely on more than just nearest neighbour interactions by tting to
empirical parameters too. Such a scheme was shown to result in a potential with
good accuracy and portability.
One important factor which had not yet been accounted for was the lack of any
description of electron correlation in the HF models which were used to derive force
eld potential models. The rst method which was used to include correlation eects
was to calculate the PES using local density approximation density functional the-
ory (LDA-DFT)[233]. In the LDA-DFT formalism, as discussed in section 2.1.3.1,
the exchange and correlation eects are accounted for by an approximate functional.
Thus, although correlation will not be described exactly, some measure can be in-
troduced to the potential derivation, at the expense of exact exchange provided by
the HF method. This potential was derived on a purely ab initio basis using the
same potential form as earlier work [229] and indeed was very similar to that po-
tential, but showed an appreciable improvement. The inclusion of correlation was
also expected to improve calculations of vibrational frequencies and an improvement
on the model of van Beest et al. [232] was shown. The inclusion of some degree
of exact exchange in the derivation of potentials was achieved by parameterizing
to a set small molecular clusters calculated using the hybrid exchange-correlation
functional B3LYP [102, 103, 234]. The use of this potential resulted in structures
with Si-O bonds longer than usually calculated and favouring of lower symmetry
structures than usually calculated, both of which are ascribed to the inclusion of
electron correlation in the derivation [234].
Due to the fact that the majority of (early) simulations of silicates were interested
in bulk structures and properties the issue of the eective modelling of the hydroxyl
group has not yet been mentioned. The problem with the hydroxyl group compared
to the other elements of the silica systems is that the connectivity of the group is
very much covalent, thus pair potential models, which found so much success with
modelling the bulk, are not able to represent this interaction properly. Accurate
modelling of the hydroxyl (or silanol) group is important if issues such as zeolite
acidity and surface simulations are to be considered. This problem was rst tackled
by van Beest et al. [235] who modelled the hydroxyl group as an eective single atom,
using parameters which were tted to PES calculations of an alumino-silicate dimer.
Of course, the problem of how to represent a covalent interaction does not arise if
one employs a force eld type potential such as those mentioned previously [79].
Hill and Sauer developed a force eld potential from HF calculations of a training5.1. INTRODUCTION 173
set of four silicate clusters ranging in size from two to twelve silicon atoms[81],
and encompassing chain, ring and cage structures. This potential was shown to
reproduce ab initio geometries of clusters other than training set ones, and bulk
phases with some success. This force eld methodology was subsequently extended
to include alumino-silicates [236] and was shown to predict the structures of alumino-
silicates with bridging hydroxyl groups with roughly the same accuracy as an earlier
derived empirical model which included shells on the oxygens [237]. An ab initio
ion pair model including shells was developed by Schr oder and Sauer [238], this
potential has essentially the same form as earlier empirically derived potentials [229]
but with one signicant dierence; the lack of an r 6 parameter in the Buckingham
potential. This model was shown to be an improvement on the force eld model
described earlier [236] in describing strongly varying parameters such as the T-O-T
bond angle, with the reason being, essentially, that the force eld penalises heavily
for far from equilibrium values. It was also shown to have advantages over the
empirical shell ion pair model in predicating lattice vibrations.
Recently the issue of surface hydroxyls in silica has been approached using DFT
derived potentials [239]. Parameterized using of state-of-the-art techniques for mod-
elling periodic systems using hybrid functionals, and employing the B3LYP func-
tional to parameterize the simple shell model mentioned previously, this potential
was shown to be able to deal with a wide variety of hydrogen bond congurations
between surface hydroxyls and compared well with DFT results. In addition it was
shown to predict structures, energies and vibrational modes of bulk structures as
well as existing potentials.
Another issue which arises, when employing potential models, is that the charge
of each atom type is xed in the simulation a priori, thus changes in the local
environment of an atom (for example a change in co-ordination number) are not
accounted for in terms of the charge on the atom; as would happen in a real system.
This problem can become particularly acute when trying to simulate phase changes
in a material. A solution was proposed based on readjusting the charges of the atoms
in the system a posteriori based on information regarding the local structure [240].
The charges of the atomic centres in this scheme are updated at regular intervals
during the simulation based on the charge equilibration procedure of Rappe and
Goddard [241]. In addition to the electrostatics, short range forces are also included




which was parameterized to match experimental data for -quartz and sishovite as
representative four and six coordinated systems. This potential form was shown
to describe well the pressure-induced transition from -quartz to sishovite. Subse-
quently this potential has also been used to simulate properties of vitreous silica
structures [242, 243].5.2. METHODOLOGY 174
A dierent approach to using either an ionic or three-body potential to model
SiO2 systems was proposed by Wilson et al. in 1996 [244]. This model used an
essentially ionic model but included a more realistic description of polarization of
the atoms in the system. The resultant potential was shown to eliminate the prob-
lems faced by ionic BMH type potentials and three-body potentials in calculating
the network vibrations of amorphous SiO2: namely the the overestimation by the
former of the bending frequency of the Si-O bond [245, 246] and underestimation
by the latter of the asymmetric stretching frequency of the SiO4 tetrahedra [244].
More recently this approach has been incorporated into a potential which has been
derived to t DFT-GGA data [247], where again a Morse-Stretch potential is used
(equation 5.1), which was tted to data for silica at 3000K and zero pressure, under
which conditions silica is a liquid. The potential was shown to predict structures of
both liquid and low pressure crystalline silica.
The nal potential scheme described in this section is the recently developed
reactive force eld model for SiO2 systems (ReaxFF) [248]. This model uses a
general force eld model for the system energy, with the QEq method for charge
consistency [241]. Unlike traditional force elds however, ReaxFF can also simulate
breaking and forming of bonds, in order to facilitate this it was necessary to include
Coulomb and van der Waals forces, thus the model incorporates elements of both
force elds and pair potential models. The parameters used were tted to both
cluster data calculated using hybrid DFT and periodic system data using GGA
DFT. This method has found much use in simulating dynamic properties of silica
systems [249, 250] and has been extended to other systems such as ZnO [251].
5.2 Methodology
In this chapter a number of types of simulations have been performed. These include
DFT optimizations of silicate clusters, which were performed in vacuo using the
B3LYP[103, 105] functional and a 6-31G* basis set to obtain electronic energies of
the training set of 33 oligomers, which were used to modify the potential. The
training set was chosen to represent a large array of silicate oligomers which are
present in the pre-nucleation zeolite synthesis solution, ranging from the silicic acid
monomer, to small chain species, rings type species and cage type species. The
inter-atomic potential geometry optimizations were carried out by performing a
zero kelvin molecular dynamics simulation in the DLPOLY [78] code. The energies
which are obtained from DLPOLY are lattice energies, whilst those from the DFT
simulations are electronic energies and, in order to compare the two sets of energies,
it has been necessary to apply a correction to the lattice energies based on the
number of dierent atoms present;
Eel = Elat + nSiESi + nOEO + nOHEOH + nH2OEH2O (5.2)5.2. METHODOLOGY 175
ESi=eV O=eV EOH=eV EH2O=eV
New -3016.919196 -4415.64087 -3252.359 -2069.5898
Old -3019.532605 -4414.498128 -3251.1669
Table 5.1: Energy terms used to convert lattice energies from the old and new
potentials to electronic energies as in equation 5.2
Where Eel is the electronic energy, Elat is the lattice energy, nX is the number
of atoms of type X in the system and EX is the correction term for atom type
X. The values for EX were obtained by performing a least squared t to the
DFT energies for the data set, and the values are given in table 5.1. Note that
oxygen atoms are treated dierently depending on their position, either hydroxyl
(OH), water (H2O) or bridging (O), also the correction value for water was chosen
to match the electronic energy of B3LYP/6-31G* water as this is the value to which
the potential was t. The interactions in the potential models were represented
by a number of common potentials: the Buckingham potential (equation 2.45), the
Morse potential (equation 2.40), three body bond angle potentials (equation 2.42)
and Coulombic interactions (equation 2.43) which are calculated using the Ewald
summation method, the methodology also employs the shell model for all oxygens
(see section 2.2.2.3).
We also performed simulations of various silicates including full explicit solvation
with water. For these simulations a minimized structure of the species to be solvated
was rst immersed in a box of pre-equilibrated water measuring 20 A x 20  A x 20  A,
from which all water in close contact with the solute species was then removed. This
system was then allowed to nd an equilibrium volume by running it for 1,000,000
steps of 0.5 fs in the NPT ensemble. Once an equilibrium volume was established
the system was the converted to the NVT ensemble and equilibrated for a further
10,000 steps of 0.5 fs, followed by production runs of 10,000,000 0.5 fs steps, resulting
in simulations of 5 ns. Due to the fact that not all simulation cells contain the same
number of water molecules, we need to extract the energy of the solvated species
from the simulation in order to perform energy comparisons:
Esol = Esys   nH2OEH2O; (5.3)
where Esol is the energy of the solvated molecule, Esys is the average energy of the
total system from the MD run, nH2O is the number of waters in the system and
EH2O is the average energy of bulk water molecule calculated from a similar MD
simulation of pure water.
The structure of water surrounding the prismic hexamer and cubic octamer
(species VIa and VIIIc in gure 5.1) was visualized by calculating the oxygen and
silicon density during MD simulations of these species surrounded by water. The
density was calculated using an electron density calculating code which was modied
to read atomic species rather than electrons, and which outputs a format readable by5.3. RESULTS 176
Figure 5.1: The silicate oligomers used for modication of the potential, a line
represents an Si-O-Si bond.
materials studio [252]. For this analysis it was necessary to ensure that the soulte
species remained in the same position at each step, which was achieved in post-
processing by re-orienting the system co-ordinates from the simulation trajectory at
each step. The results of this analysis, shown in gures 5.8- 5.14, show a projection
of the density calculated during the simulation.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Modication of the Potential
The oligomers used as the training set for tting a potential to DFT energies are
presented in gure 5.1. A table of old and new parameters for the potentials used is
presented in table 5.2, and the dierence between DFT and potential total energies
is presented in table 5.3.
We now discuss the performance of the new potential which, overall, shows a
smaller deviation from the DFT energies than the old potential; the standard devi-
ation of the new potential is also lower than that of the old one, the average energy
dierence between DFT calculated values and valus calculated using the potentials
. Thus we can say that overall the values from the new potential should give us
a more reliable estimate (if we consider DFT to be reliable) of the relative and
absolute energies of the oligomers. Whilst this is hardly surprising, as the new po-










OW (shell) -2.05000 209.44960
HW 0.40000
Morse Potential
D=eV a= A 1 r0=  A Reference
OH (shell) - H 7.05250 3.17490 0.92580 [253]
OW (shell) - HW 6.20371 2.22003 0.92367 [254]
Buckingham Potential
A=eV / A C=eV  A6
O(shell)-O(shell)* 22764.00000 0.14900 38.88000
O(shell)-O(shell) 22764.00000 0.14900 27.88000 [255]
O(shell) OW(shell) 22764.00000 0.14900 15.46000 [253]
O(shell)-OH(shell)* 22764.30000 0.14900 19.44000
O(shell)-OH(shell) 22764.30000 0.14900 13.94000 [253]
Si-O(shell) 1283.90730 0.32050 10.66160 [229]
Si-OH(shell)* 983.55600 0.32050 5.33080
Si-OH(shell) 983.55600 0.32050 10.66160 [253]
Si-OW(shell) 983.55600 0.32050 10.66160 [254]
OH(shell)-OH (shell) 22764.30000 0.14900 6.97000 [253]






O(shell)-Si-O(shell) 15.49630 109.46667 [229]
O(shell)-Si-OH(shell) 15.49630 109.46667 [253]
OH(shell)-Si-OH(shell) 15.49630 109.46667 [253]
Intra-molecular Coulombic subtraction (%)
HW-HW 50 [253]
OW(shell)-HW 50 [253]
Table 5.2: The parameter used in the interatomic potential models, * denotes mod-
ied values in the new model. All parameters ar labeled as in relevant equations, CSI
refers to core-shell interaction, which is a harmonic spring potential.5.3. RESULTS 178
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St. Dev. 12 20
Table 5.3: Comparison of the energy dierences between old and new potentials for
the training set and the DFT calculated energy, the species numbers refer to gure 5.1.5.3. RESULTS 179
Figure 5.2: The energy dierence between DFT and potential calculated values with
the variation of the c parameter in the morse potential. The diereces were calculated
at various values of k in the three-body term, these are given in the legend in units
of eV rad 2
discussing further, in particular there are cases where the new potential does not
perform as well as the old one. Indeed, the old potential shows a smaller deviation
from the DFT energy in the linear species and small rings (dimer, tetramer, three-
ring, substituted four-rings). As the species become larger and more condensed,
with a higher proportion of Q3 sites, the new potential performs signicantly better
e.g. double four-ring and double ve ring species. Where the old potential performs
better for larger species the dierence in performance is always small. This result
is encouraging as the cases in which the application of such a potential is necessary
would involve larger silicates where modelling with ab initio methods is impractical.
The variation of the average energy dierence between the DFT caluclated and
values and those calculated using the potential as the parameters were vairied is
presented in gure 5.2. This shows that there is a minimum in this dierence at the
new value of c, in the morse potential. It also shows a reduction in the dierence as
the value of k, in the three-body term, is reduced.
As mentioned, it is hardly surprising that a potential specically tted to a
data set performs better on that data set than one which is not tted to it. Thus
it is important to go beyond the data set and also to consider how the potential
replicates the trends in various reactions which the silicate oligomers may undergo.
To this end a series of dierent reaction energy changes are now compared to the
same energies obtained from DFT. However, we note from the outset that these
DFT energies were calculated at a dierent level of theory to those used to t the
potential, being calculated using the GGA functional BLYP and numerical basis
sets[256] . The reactions considered are a series of chain growths, ring closures and
addition of a monomer to a ring. These reactions are presented in gure 5.3. They5.3. RESULTS 180
Figure 5.3: The reactions considered to compare to DFT, a line represents an Si-O-Si
bond.
take the generic form;
SinO(n 1)(OH)(2n+2) + Si(OH)4 
 Si(n+1)On(OH)(2n+4) + H2O (5.4)
SinO(n 1)(OH)(2n+2) 
 SinOn(OH)2n + H2O (5.5)
Comparisons of the reaction energies obtained by the modied and older po-
tential are plotted in gure 5.4. Firstly, it is clear that the energies of reaction
computed using both potentials are universally higher than those calculated using
DFT, although it is possible that this is an artifact of the use of exact DFT energy
for water in the calculations in equations 5.4 and 5.5. However, the primary concern
of this comparison is to see if trends in the DFT energies of reaction are replicated
by the potentials. Examining the energies of chain growth in gure 5.4 a), this shows
that both potentials replicate, in general, the DFT prediction that growth of larger
chains is less energetically demanding than growth of shorter chains via condensa-
tion. An exception to this trend is the formation of a trimer from a dimer (reaction
3), compared to the formation of a tetramer from a trimer (reaction 4) where the
DFT energy is lower for reaction 4, but both potentials predict reaction 3 to have
the lower energy. Another discrepancy which exists is that the old potential shows
the formation of a hexamer from a pentamer (reaction 6) to be more energetically
demanding than the formation of a pentamer from a tetramer (reaction 5), this is
not the case with the new potential, which shows the same trend as DFT.
Considering now the formation of ring structures from condensation of chains
(equation 5.4), the results are plotted in gure 5.4 (c). The energies of all of these
reactions are less energetically favourable than the formation of chains, both from
DFT and the potentials. It should be noted that this is the zero kelvin electronic
energy, and DFT calculations show that, when free energy is calculated at synthesis5.3. RESULTS 181
















































































Figure 5.4: Comparison of DFT versus Potential calculated energies for the reactions
in gure 5.1. a) Chain forming reactions. b) Overall trends in reactions. c) Ring
forming reactions.5.3. RESULTS 182
temperatures with the inclusion of solvent eects, the formation of rings is generally
preferred [9]. Thus this nding does not necessarily contradict experimental data
showing silicate solutions to contain many ring type structures, and no chains longer
than the pentamer [257]. Both potentials show that the formation of a four ring from
a tetramer (reaction 8) is favourable to the formation of a three ring with a dangling
monomer from a tetramer (reaction 9), which is the opposite of the DFT result, and
is somewhat to be expected given the fact that potentials are know to have issues
when dealing with silicate three rings[258] . The new potential however does not have
such a pronounced discrepancy between reactions 8 and 9 as the original one. Both
potentials predict that the formation of a ve ring from a pentamer (reaction 11) is
favourable compared to the formation of a four ring with a dangling monomer from
a pentamer (reaction 10), as found by DFT. Both potentials also concur with DFT
that the formation of a six ring from a hexamer (reaction 12) is more demanding
than reaction 11. The older potential, however, predicts that reaction 12 is less
demanding than the formation of a three ring from trimer (reaction 7), which is the
opposite of what is predicted by both the new potential and DFT calculations.
The overall correlation between the potentials and DFT is plotted in gure 5.4
b), which also has the R2 value from a linear regression, and shows the new potential
to give a marginally better t to this data than the old one.
We have limited ourselves to this point to considering only reactions at zero
Kelvin to demonstrate the improvements of the modied potential over the older one.
However, for the potential to be of practical use we would wish to simulate clusters
in environments which resemble the real solution. Thus, to test the applicability of
the potential to real systems, reaction energies in full solvation are now considered.
The reactions considered are the dimerization of various charge states of the
monomer, and also the deprotonation of the monomer and dimer. These results
will demonstrate the ability of the potential to give meaningful results beyond the
neutral charge data set which it was tted to. The compositions and lattice vectors
of the systems used for these simulations are presented in table 5.4, and the energies
are presented in gure 5.5. The energies of the species in solution for this section
were calculated as in equation 5.3.
It should be noted that the results presented for the potential are the dierence
in energy between the reactants and the products, whilst the DFT energies, taken
from literature [9] are enthalpy changes involved. The results for dimerizations
calculated using the potential are considerably more endothermic than the DFT
results, which may be partially due to the neglect of translational, vibrational and
rotational energies in the potential calculations. There is also the possibility that
solvent reorganization, which is not considered in the DFT calculations which employ
an implicit solvent model, may contribute to the change in energy. However, aside
from the somewhat dierent scale in the energies, the potential model manages5.3. RESULTS 183

















Table 5.4: Cell compositions and length of the cubic cell vector for the calculation
of the energies of dimerization and deprotonation.
Deprotonations











































Table 5.5: The deprotonation and dimerization reactions as in gure 5.5








































Figure 5.5: The calculated energy changes using the modied potential, and en-
thalpy changes previously calculated using DFT for deprotonation (left) and dimer-
ization (right) reactions. The reactions are numbered as in table 5.5.5.3. RESULTS 184
to recreate well the trends determined by DFT for the dierent dimerizations. We
particularly note that the reactions between two charged monomers to form a double
charged dimer (rxn. 3) and two neutral monomers to form a neutral dimer (rxn. 1)
are less favourable than the reactions between a charged and neutral monomer to
form a charged dimer as in the DFT calculations.
The reliability of the potential is further demonstrated by considering the depro-
tonation energies for which comparisons to experimental results[259] are possible,
as well as to DFT values. Both the potential model and DFT manage to recre-
ate the experimentally measured trends, which were calculated from pKa values.
The potential model performs particularly well in this regard, with all values being
within 30 kJ mol 1 of the experimental values. The fact that the potential in this
case actually gives a better representation of the energy change in the system than
the DFT model may be an indication of the importance of energy released when
water restructures around the charged molecule (a factor not considered in the DFT
calculations), which is supported by the ability of DFT calculations where mixed
implicit/explicit clusters, in which hydration waters of the silicate monomer and
counter cations are included in the simulation,to give free energy changes to within
\chemical accuracy". Obviously such high-level cluster calculations are possible but
computationally demanding and scale in such a way that the time taken to per-
form such a calculation quickly becomes prohibitive as larger silicate oligomer are
considered. Thus it is obviously useful to have a potential model which gives rea-
sonably good quantitative agreement, whilst allowing access to larger systems and
simulations of dynamic as well as static properties of the systems.
Having demonstrated this quantitative reliability of the modied version of the
potential results of such larger simulations will now be presented. This modied
potential can now also be used for simulation of large silicate clusters such as those
proposed by Kirschhock et al. [178], and for the investigation of systems at the
on-set of nucleation. In addition it may prove useful for simulating the interactions
of silicate clusters with zeolite crystal surfaces, and other such systems involved in
crystal growth.
In the next section we consider the deprotonation of the prismic hexamer and
cubic octamer (species VIa and VIIIc in gure 5.1) as well as the eect which thwy
have on surrounding water. These two species in particular were chosen as the eect
of ordered water in their hydration layer has been proposed as a key factor aecting
the adsorption of tetrametyl ammonium (TMA) to their surfaces [222, 223, 224],
which in turn was used to explain the experimental observation that these species
are predominant in pre-nucleation solutions containing TMA [6, 7].5.3. RESULTS 185
5.3.2 Deprotonation of Prismic Hexamer and Cubic Oc-
tamer
In this section the deprotonation of the prismic hexamer (PHex) and cubic octamer
(COct) (species 6a and 8d in gure 5.1) shall be considered. It is important to
have some idea of the charge state of these species in the pre-nucleation solutions
which we intend to model since, as we shall show in the next section, the charge
state of these species is extremely important in determining how they structure
surrounding water. Generally these species have been considered in either fully
protonated [51] or fully deprotonated [165] states, although experimental studies
of the charge state have been made [260] there are few such studies and the data
not conclusive. The experimental diculties associated with such measurements
makes modelling a valuable tool for such investigations, but the relatively large
size of these oligomers and the previously mentioned importance of environmental
water restructuring make high-level simulations dicult or even intractable. Thus
the modied potential from the previous section provides a useful method for these
calculations.
In order to calculate energies of deprotonation of these species, the various charge
states have been modelled immersed in boxes of water, with compositions and lattice
vectors provided in table 5.6. Again, energies of the solvated species were calculated
as in equation 5.3 and the results are presented in gure 5.6. The rst deprotonation
of the PHex is energetically favourable, however the second deprotonation, which was
chosen to be on the silanol furthest from the original deprotonation, is unfavourable
relative to both the minus one and neutral species. The third deprotonation is again
unfavourable relative to the second. After this however the deprotonations become
more favourable, the PHex4  species is some 250 kJ mol 1 more favourable than
PHex0, whilst PHex5  is less favourable than this, PHex6  is the most favourable of
all. Similarly, the COct favours more deprotonated states. Although, as mentioned
previously, unambiguous determination of the charge states of silicate species in
these solutions is dicult, what work has been done [260] suggests that the PHex
would be in a charge state of minus six, and that the COct would be in a charge
state of between minus six and minus eight. Our calculations concur with these
ndings.
5.3.3 Hydration of the Cubic Octamer
The structure of water molecules in the vicinity of the COct both fully protonated
and fully deprotonated are now considered. Two dimensional structure from radial
distribution functions (RDFs) and three dimensional plots of the density of water
oxygens are used to investigate how the water arranges itself in the presence of these
species.5.3. RESULTS 186
Solute Water Cell Length/ A Solute Water Cell Length/ A
Octamer 314 19.76822 Octamer -8 321 19.90928
Octamer -1 314 19.73252 Hexamer 328 20.08742
Octamer -2 315 19.84782 Hexamer -1 327 20.08970
Octamer -3 317 19.86105 Hexamer -2 328 20.21669
Octamer -4 320 19.96864 Hexamer -3 329 20.03307
Octamer -5 319 19.88870 Hexamer -4 327 20.11868
Octamer -6 320 19.91577 Hexamer -5 327 20.11868
Octamer -7 321 19.87548 Hexamer -6 327 20.11868
Table 5.6: The molecular composition and cell lengths for the simulation of depro-
tonation of the prismic hexamer and cubic ocatemer.



































Figure 5.6: The calculated energy changes using the modied potential of progres-
sive deprotonations of the prosmic hexamer (a), and cubic octamer (b).












































Figure 5.7: The radial distribution functions for the cubic ocatamer and water. a)
Silicon to water oxygen RDF. b) Silanol to water oxygen RDF (neutral), and silicate
oxygen to water oxygen RDF (deprotonated).5.3. RESULTS 187
q M1=  A M2= A N(r) R TR=fs M1= A M2= A N(r) TR=fs
Octamer 0 2.25 4.97 12.89 2.02 12.93 4.97 7.47 48.57 11.18
Octamer -8 2.81 4.66 11.76 2.96 20.98 4.66 7.23 53.43 17.15
Table 5.7: Information about the hydration layers of the cubic octamer. The start
and nish of the peaks;Mn, the number of waters within the hydration layer; N(r),
the maximum to minimum ratio of the rst peak; R and the residence time of a water
molecule in the hydration layer TR.
RDFs from the simulations of neutral and deprotonated octamers are presented
in gure 5.7. The silicon to water oxygen RDF reveals dierent patterns between
the two charge states. The RDF of the neutral octamer has a shoulder before the
rst peak, with a coordination number (obtained as in equation 4.4) of 1.08. Further
examination reveals this to be water molecule which is acting as a hydrogen bond
acceptor from the silanol group. Such a water will obviously not be present near the
deprotonated silanol.
The degree to which the water is ordered in the rst peak has been estimated by
the ratio between the peak maximum and non-zero minimum (table 5.7) and shows
that the peak of the RDF for COct8  is sharper than that of COct0, indicating
greater order in the vicinity of the charged species. The silanol to water oxygen
RDF ( gure 5.7 b)),for COct8  is smaller in amplitude than COct0. However, this
is primarily due to the fact that the bridging oxygens of the silicate framework are
also included along with the silanol oxygens. The peak of the RDF from COct8  is
shifted to a greater distance than that of COct0, closer to the \ideal" hydrogen bond
length which corresponds to an oxygen-oxygen separation of 2.7  A. The coordination
number at both peaks is very close to one, indicating that in both cases a hydrogen
bond network is present between the silicate and the surrounding water.
Additional information regarding the hydration layers is presented in table 5.7,
which includes the number of water molecules found on average in the rst and
second layers, as well as the average residence time of a water molecule in these
hydration layers. This shows that the rst hydration layer of COct0 contains, on
average, around one more water molecule than that of COct8 , but that the depro-
tonated octamer hydration layer is more stable than that of the neutral octamer,
with an average residence time more than 8 fs longer. The second hydration layer
of the charged octamer contains around ve more waters than the neutral species,
and again the charged species hydration is more stable with a residence time also
around 8 fs longer.
The study of the RDFs and associated properties gives some indication of the
dierent nature of the hydration layers depending on the charge of the silicate solute.
They show that the deprotonated species has a less populated, but more ordered
and stable rst hydration layer than the neutral species. Moreover the second hy-
dration layer is more populated and stable for the deprotonated species. In order
to gain further qualitative insights in to the hydration layer structure the density5.3. RESULTS 188
of water oxygens during the course of the simulation, relative to a xed position of
the octamer were determined. Figure 5.8 shows the hydration layers surround the
octamers. From these plots it is clear, as suggested by the RDFs, that the hydration
layer structure is dependent on the charge state of the octamer. The charged oc-
tamer has three distinct hydration layers - although the third layer is somewhat less
pronounced than the rst two - whilst only two hydration layers appear around the
neutral species. This is likely due to the longer range of the electrostatic eects of
the deprotonated silanols on the water molecules. The shape of the hydration layers
also seems to depend on the charge. Whilst the neutral species has an almost com-
pletely cubic structuring eect, the charged species has layers which show distinct
indentations at the faces of the octamer, and does not have the 90 \corners" of the
neutral species. Figure 5.9 shows plots of higher isodensity of the oxygen, revealing
how in the rst hydration layer the water orients dierently according to the charge
of the silanols. With neutral silanols there are four density spots per face of the
octamer, while for the charged silanols there is one spot of density in the centre of
the face, corresponding to the indentations visible in the lower isodensity plot.
The results presented above have interesting consequences when one considers
possible entropic driving forces for the aggregation of clusters to form zeolite crystals.
If such a driving force exists, with entropy being increased by the clusters coming
together and releasing ordered hydrating water into the bulk solvent, then the eect
when two COcts join could be expected to have a long range, up to 20  A for the
COct8  species.
In addition the dierences depending on charge state have important conse-
quences for the adsorption of organic cations onto the face of the COct. That
TMA+ adsorbs onto the faces of the COct and stabilizes it by forming a scaolding
has been postulated by a number of researchers [6, 7, 222, 223, 224]. Some elegant
modelling performed by the group of Vlachos et al. [223] demonstrated how a layer
of six TMA+ molecules would bind to the outside of the octamer. In addition they
performed potential of mean force (PMF) simulations to calculate the free energy
and entropy of such adsorption. We can now consider the PMF proles, determined
by Vlachos et al.,in terms of the hydration layer densities which are plotted here.
The TMA+ was shown to displace the water at the centre of the face whilst leav-
ing the silanol water network intact [223], a situation which would, presumably, be
somewhat dierent if the octamer were neutral. The PMFs also show that the en-
tropy of adsorption is unfavourable, with an entropy increase begining at separation
of around 11  A between the TMA+ and the COct [223]. Considering now the silicon
to water oxygen RDF (gure 5.7 a). The rst peak starts at 2.8  A for the depro-
tonated species. The average length of a side of the octamer is found to be 3.14  A,
from the silicon to silicon RDF, and thus the distance from the centre of the octamer
to the inner edge of the rst hydration layer is 2.8 + 1/2(3.14) = 4.37  A. Similarly,5.3. RESULTS 189
the distance to the outer edge of this hydration layer is calculated to be 6.23  A.
In another paper Vlachos et al. calculate a TMA hydration layer between 2.4 and
4.1  A [222] from the methyl carbon, which, given the carbon to nitrogen distance in
TMA+ of 1.52  A, corresponds to a nitrogen hydration layer between 3.92 and 5.62  A
from the central nitrogen. With these values we can compare overlapping hydration
layers with entropy changes calculated from the PMF, a schematic of the process is
presented in gure 5.10. The hydration layers of TMA+ and the COct would rst
overlap at 11.8  A separation; slightly higher, but quite close to the 11.4  A at which
the entropy of adsorption begins to increase. The entropy reaches a maximum at 10
 A which corresponds to the outside of the octamer hydration layer being located 3.9
 A from the TMA+, and the outside of the TMA+ hydration layer being 4.4  A from
the octamer. Thus the outer edges of each hydration layer are at the inner edge
of the other, corresponding to maximum overlap between the two layers. In this
scenario the water at the face of the TMA+ octamer, which we see in the density
plot, would be incorporated into the hydration layer of the TMA+, thus reducing
the orientational freedom of other waters in this layer. Such a loss of orientational
freedom has been postulated as the reason for this increase in entropy [223]. A min-
imum in the entropy of adsorption then occurs at 8.5  A, which corresponds to the
inner edge of each hydration layer being concurrent. At this stage the water at the
octamer face has probably been displaced, as has part of the TMA hydration layer,
but the TMA hydration layer has not yet fully overlapped with the areas of water
density around the silanols, so the degree of ordering of the water is decreased.
5.3.4 Prismic Hexamer Hydration
The patterns observed in the silicon to water oxygen RDF (gure 5.11 a) for the
PHexs upon deprotonation are similar to those discussed in the preceding section.
Again, there is a shoulder at the leading edge of the rst peak due to water hydrogen
bonding to the silanol, in a manner not present, nor possible, for the deprotonated
species. The rst peak of the silicon to water oxygen RDF also shows a more ordered
structure around the charged species, the ratio increase in this instance being even
more pronounced than for the COct: 1.91 to 3.41. Analysis of the number of water
molecules present and stability of the hydration layers is also presented in table 5.8,
again showing that there is approximately one less water in the hydration layer of the
charged species compared to the neutral molecule, but that the rst hydration layer
of the charged species is more stable with a residence time of almost 1 fs longer.
The second hydration layer of both species contains almost the same number of
waters on average, with the charged species layer being longer lived, this time by
0.87 fs.
The silanol to water oxygen RDF (gure 5.11 (b)) again shows largely similar
behaviour to the COct RDFs, with the charged hexamer RDF having a rst peak5.3. RESULTS 190
Figure 5.8: Density plots of water oxygens around the cubic octamer, red represents
oxygen density, blue represents silicon density. Upper panel neutral species, lower
panel deprotonated species.5.3. RESULTS 191
Figure 5.9: Density plots of water oxygens around the cubic octamer, red represents
oxygen density, blue represents silicon density. Upper panel neutral species, lower




Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of the correspondence between hydration
layer positions and entropy of adsorption of TMA+ to the cubic octamer.








































Figure 5.11: The radial distribution functions for the prismic hexamer and water. a)
Silicon to water oxygen RDF. b) Silanol to water oxygen RDF (neutral), and silicate
oxygen to water oxygen RDF (deprotonated).5.3. RESULTS 193
q M1= A M2= A N(r) R TR=fs M1= A M2= A N(r) TR=fs
D3R 0 2.39 4.92 13.83 1.91 12.08 4.92 7.45 47.45 10.24
D3R -6 2.41 4.95 12.78 3.41 12.93 4.95 7.47 47.37 11.17
Table 5.8: Information about the hydration layers of the prismic hexamer. The
start and nish of the peaks;Mn, the number of waters within the hydration layer;
N(r), the maximum to minimum ratio of the rst peak; R and the residence time of
a water molecule in the hydration layer TR.
closer to the \ideal" hydrogen bond oxygen-oxygen distance of 2.7  A than the neutral
hexamer. The coordination numbers at the maximum of this peak are slightly higher
in the hexamer than in the octamer, and higher in the neutral species than the
charged species: around 1.34 and 1.20. Again indicating that both species maintain
a network with the surrounding water via hydrogen bonds.
Figure 5.12 plots the water oxygen density surrounding the neutral PHex. Once
again a second hydration layer is clearly visible, however, compared to the COct, the
region between the hydration layers has more density within it, suggesting perhaps
that the ordering eect of the PHex is not as strong as that of the COct. There is also
some suggestion, from these images, that the density is more well-dened parallel
to the four-ring face, when viewed along the three-ring axis. There is also evidence
of a weak third hydration layer parallel to the four-ring face. The same density plot
but only showing regions of higher oxygen isodensity is shown in gure 5.13. When
viewed along the four ring face the regions of density are located similarly to those
of the rst hydration layer of the COct, with four spots of density on the face of the
four-ring. However viewing along the three-ring face reveals only a shell of density
around the outside of the face, with very little density on the face itself. The eects
of deprotonation of the PHex on the rst hydration layer are shown in gure 5.14.
Viewing along the four-ring axis it can be seen, again as for the deprotonated COct,
that there is an area of oxygen density at the centre of the face, and the four areas
of density in the neutral species are lost. The view along the three-ring axis shows
that, as for the fully protonated species, there is little oxygen density on this face.
The contrast of the density on the three-ring face with the four-ring face may
explain simulation results of the entropy of adsorption of TMA+ to this face [223].
These results showed that the entropy prole for adsorption to the three-ring face of
the PHex follows much the same prole as the adsorption to the COct, but with one
important dierence: the adsorption to the PHex is overall entropically favourable.
In their paper Valchos et al. showed how the entropy increase upon adsorption of
TMA+ at the COct was due to a loss of orientational freedom of the hydration water,
as the water on the COct face was incorporated into the TMA+ hydration layer.
The density plots presented here show that there is little water density sitting on
the three-ring face. This means that adsorption at the three-ring face of the PHex
of TMA+ would not result in the loss of orientational freedom upon adsorption to
the COct, explaining why there is a net entropy gain from the adsorption of TMA+5.4. CONCLUSIONS 194
to the PHex.
The PMFs of adsorption of TMA+ to the PHex [223] also show a maximum
in entropy at a greater distance than from the COct by 0.4  A. The RDFs of the
hexamer hydration layer, presented here in gure 5.11, show that the outer edge of
this hydration layer is some 0.2  A further out than the octamer hydration layer. Thus
maximum overlap of hydration layers, which was invoked to explain the entropy peak
in the octamer adsorption occurs at a larger separation, as revealed in the PMF.
5.4 Conclusions
An established silica potential [254], which was derived for the simulation of
bulk silica, has been modied to better simulate silicate cluster species. The re-
parameterization was achieved by comparison to the energies and geometries of a
training set of 33 oligomer species. These are species which have been identied as
existing in pre-nuclearion zeolite solutions [5, 8, 44] and for which we have calculated
geometries and energies from chapter 3. A number of terms in the potential were
modied: the Buckingham potential parameter which accounts for polarization (
in eqn. 2.45) has been changed for the interactions between silicon and bridging
oxygens, hydroxyls and bridging oxygens and bridging oxygen to bridging oxygen;
in addition the three body term has been modied by relaxing the spring constant
for all three body terms. These modications were made in order to reduce the en-
ergetic penalties incurred by species containing three rings. The modied potential
overall reduced the average dierence and standard deviation of dierences between
the energy calculated from DFT and the energy calculated using the potentials.
To further test the modied potential comparisons were made to reaction energies
for a number of common silicate reactions, namely chain growth and cyclization. In
both of these cases, the modied potential was shown to reproduce the trends of
DFT calculations more faithfully than the older potential. In simulations which
were carried out with full solvation, the new potential was also shown to match
well with both DFT and experimental values for the deprotonation of the silicic
acid monomer and dimer species. Finally dimerization reactions were considered
as a test case. In this instance the potential also recreates the trends for relative
dimerization energies determined by DFT for dierent charge states. It should be
stated that in the test cases which were performed on species not in the original
training set the older potential also performs remarkably well, but that the modied
potential shows some minor improvements in recreating the trends determined by
DFT methods.
This modied potential was then applied to modelling the eects of silicate clus-
ters on the structure of hydration water. It has been shown previously that water
is structured at the surface of crystal zeolites [221], however these simulations show5.4. CONCLUSIONS 195
Figure 5.12: The water density surrounding the prismic hexamer in fully protonated
state. Upper panel; viewed along the three ring axis, lower panel; viewed along the
four ring axis. Red represents oxygen density, blue represents silicon density.5.4. CONCLUSIONS 196
Figure 5.13: The rst hydration layer water density surrounding the prismic hex-
amer in fully protonated state. Upper panel; viewed along the three ring axis, lower
panel; viewed along the four ring axis. Red represents oxygen density, blue represents
silicon density.5.4. CONCLUSIONS 197
Figure 5.14: The rst hydration layer water density surrounding the prismic hex-
amer in fully deprotonated state. Upper panel; viewed along the three ring axis, lower
panel; viewed along the four ring axis. Red represents oxygen density, blue represents
silicon density.5.4. CONCLUSIONS 198
for the rst time how smaller silicate species also have a signicant eect on the
surrounding water. The cubic octamer and prismic hexamer species were shown to
have between two and three distinct hydration layers. Furthermore it was demon-
strated how the structure of these hydration layers is dependent upon the charge
state of the solvated species. Finally the presence and position of the hydration
layers was matched to previous PMF calculations of the entropy of adsorption of
TMA+ to these species [223], demonstrating how hydration layer overlap aects the
entropy of association of these species.CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
The express purpose of this thesis was to further the understanding of the early
stages of zeolite synthesis by both aiding experimental investigations of pre-
nucleation solutions and probing factors which are beyond the reach of current
experimental techniques. In order to achieve this a number of modelling techniques
have been employed throughout; ranging from cluster modelling using hybrid DFT
methods to molecular mechanics using inter-atomic potentials. Due to the complex
nature of the processes of the early stages of crystal growth a number of dierent
factors have been explored individually, however all are of relevance in understand-
ing some of the fundamental factors which are involved in these important systems.
The results cover the nature and distribution of the silicate species present, the role
of structure directing agents (SDAs) prior to nucleation and the eects of silicate
species on the surrounding medium. Amongst the results from this investigation,
the most important are now summarized.
• A methodology employing an implicit solvation models can produce, at rela-
tively little computational expense, calculated 29Si NMR chemical shift results
which are comparable to more expensive calculations involving super-molecule
clusters.
• In the absence of conclusive evidence regarding the charge state of silicate
species, the use of fully protonated models represents a reasonable standard.
This result is important for further modelling of NMR chemical shifts, as pre-
vious studies have tended to use either fully protonated, or fully deprotonated
models on an ad hoc basis. The result does not in any way undermine previ-
ous results, as both models were found to give similar results, regardless of the
nature of silicon centre. It does, however, put such assumptions on a rmer
footing for future use.
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• Suggestions for reassignments of a number of species previously assigned. The
reversal of the assignments of peaks to the cis and trans isomers of the tri-
cyclic hexamer species was suggested, based on both energetic and calculated
shift results. These assignments had been made previously on the basis of
peak intensities [43], which has subsequently been used as the standard for
assignment of these peaks [5, 44, 52], due to the inability of 2D-NMR alone
to discriminate between isomers denitively. We also question the assignment
of the prismic tetramer species [5, 44], which had a calculated chemical shift
with a large discrepancy from the assigned value, this large dierence is in
accordance with earlier modelling studies [162], which also questioned this
assignment. The methodology was also applied to the assignment of cyclic
tetramers with two or more -OSi(OH)3 units attached. Such a conguration
leads to the existence of multiple isomers which, as noted previously, are indis-
tinguishable using 2D-NMR alone. These series of assignments/reassignments
are important in the context of improved experimental NMR techniques, which
result in the observation of ever more species and also in terms of following the
evolution the species using techniques such as exchange spectroscopy (EXSY),
which oers the potential for following the inter-conversion of species. Clearly
if information is to be gained from following the evolution of such systems it
is important that signals be correctly assigned.
• The de-shielding eect of presence of a silicon centre in a single three-ring is
accentuated by its presence in further three-rings. This nding has implica-
tions for the the future assignment of signals based on their position in the
spectrum, we now d that a Q4 species environment may have a shift in the
region of the spectrum previously thought to be populated exclusively by Q3
species, provided the centre is present in multiple three-rings. Indeed, the
same situation is found for Q3 species in Q2 regions.
• Certain species with a high degree of internal hydrogen bonding result in a cal-
culated chemical shift which shows a large discrepancy from the experimental
value. It was demonstrated through the use of MD simulations with an explicit
representation of the water, that the internal hydrogen bonding is replaced by
water-silicate hydrogen bonding. This result which has implications for the use
of static cluster models for the investigation of the energetics of silicate species,
suggesting that in such cases it is advisable to include (at least partially) an
explicit representation of the solvent, to avoid spurious conformations.
The eect of SDA molecules on hydrating water were also investigated. The role
which SDA molecules play in the crystal growth has been the topic of debate for
more than 10 years [178, 40, 222, 223]. In this section we revisited a hypothesis pro-
posed in the early 1990s [61], based on the exemplary iso-morphism of certain zeoliteCHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 201
frameworks and clathrate hydrates [60, 59]. In this hypothesis water is structured
around the SDA, followed by dynamic replacement by silicates, leading to the for-
mation of seeds for nucleation of the crystal. This hypothesis received considerable
attention around the time of its conception [64, 63], however for various reasons,
not least the diculty of experimental identication of such water structures under
synthesis conditions, it has been relatively neglected of late. The key ndings of this
section are now summarized.
• Radial distribution functions (RDFs) demonstrated how the hydration layer
of tetraalkyl ammoniums (TAAs) have an increased degree of order relative
to bulk water. These results also demonstrated how previous experimental
ndings, that tetramethyl ammonium (TMA) has little ordering eect on its
hydration layer [206], could be explained by the masking eect of the inclusion
of bulk water in the systems which were analyzed. By employing an analysis
which considers only hydration layer waters it was shown that the RDFs were
sharpened to a signicantly greater degree in the pesence of TMA, compared
to those analyses which considered all water in the simulation cell. It was also
demonstrated, using a tilt angle analysis, that TMA, tetraethyl ammonium
(TEA) and neopentane order their hydration water in dierent ways, a nding
which is not apparent from RDF analysis alone. This nding has implications
for the importance of charge and hydrophobic surface for the formation of a
well dened hydration layer.
• A specically developed program, which analyzes the hydration layers for the
presence of rings in the water structure, was employed to demonstrate how dif-
ferent SDAs result in qualitatively dierent patterns in the water. In addition,
the code is able to search for certain structural motifs which are represen-
tative of dierent crystal phases of zeolites. The occurrence of a structural
motif was show to correspond to the crystal structures for which certain SDAs
direct, in particular TMA and n-propylamine. Furthermore, we demonstrated
how certain aspects of the SDAs are important for the formation of rings in
the hydrating water. In particular the presence of a charge was shown to be
important in the TAAs and the eect of amine groups (-NH2) in stabilizing
ve-rings of water was shown. The results of these investigations provide fresh
impetus to a hypothesis which has largely neglected recently. sWwhilst they
by no-means demonstrate a single denitive role of SDAs in directing for a
particular zeolite crystal they do demonstrate a property which is probably
one of many factors involved in their undoubted role in synthesizing specic
crystals.
Finally we investigated the eect of some of the silicate species identied by NMR
techniques on the surrounding water. Due to the relatively large size of these systems6.1. FUTURE WORK 202
it was necessary to use inter-atomic potentials to model them. The important results
were as follows.
• A new inter-atomic potential for modelling silicate oligomers was developed by
modifying a potential derived for solid state silicates. This potential was shown
to oer improved results for the energetics of some key reactions involving pre-
nucleation species. It was also shown to be able to reproduce experimental
values from deprotonation of the silicic acid monomer and dimer to within
30 kJ mol 1, but, more importantly, to reproduce the experimental trends.
Such a potential may be useful in the future for the modelling of larger pre-
nucleation systems (including explicit treatments of their environments) than
are accessible using ab initio methods.
• The cubic octamer (CO) and prismic hexamer (PH) species were shown to
energetically favour highly deprotonated states, in accordance with the (ad-
mittedly limited) experimental data [260].
• The structuring eects of the CO and PH on surrounding water were demon-
strated by analyzing the water density from MD simulations. These analyses
show how both species have at least two distinct hydration layers, which are
aected by the charge state of the species. This result is important as it
demonstrates the possibility of an entropic driving force for the aggregation of
silicate species, via the release of hydration layer water into the bulk solution.
6.1 Future Work
Having established a reliable protocol for the calculation of NMR chemical shifts (as
well as its limits) further investigation of possible silicate oligomers would provide
reference values for future experimental studies. In addition, this thesis deals only
with pure silicate oligomers, as alumino-silicates are of equal importance a similar
study of these species would provide useful information.
It would be desirable to investigate the water structuring eects of a larger group
of SDAs, thus testing further the correlation between SDA water structuring and
crystal structure directing eects.
Concerning the possibility of an entropic driving for for the aggregation of silicate
oligomers an investigation using methods such as constrained molecular dynamics
would provide further insights into this process. As with the initial section, the
extension of this study to include alumino-silicates would be desirable.Bibliography
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Calculated 29Si NMR Chemical Shifts
This appendix presents the calculated chemical shifts of 59 species which have been
calculated. All values are presented in ppm, relative to TMS. Where possible an
experimentally assigned value is also presented, the experimental assignments are
from references [5, 44, 52, 261]. As the experimental values in references [44] and
[261] were given relaitve to the orthosilicic acid monomer;the shift of which was not
presented, we have used our calculated value of this shift : -71.05 ppm as a reference.
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Ring Searching Algorithm
The ringsearching program comes together with an RDF analysis program for hydra-
tion layers in a single package, called Ringsearch.tar. The program can be complied
and executed on any UNIX based platform. Compilation requires a FORTRAN 90
compiler. To run the program, rst extract the package from the tar le. Next edit
the le Make.sh, after \FC =" enter the name of your FORTRAN compiler. After
\FFLAGS =" put any ags which you wish to include. The program runs with
comparable eciency using the commands ifort -fast and gfortran -O2. Once the
Make.sh le is completed simply execute this le and the program should compile.
To run the program it is rst necessary to select the type of analysis and set
some parameters. These are set in a le named Input.txt, the options in this le
are:
• CELL DIMENSIONS this option requires three real numbers for the x,y and
z cell vectors.
• NUMBER ATOMS IN SOLUTE Requires an integer
• NUMBER STEPS Requires an integer, the number of simulation steps to be
analyzed
• HYDRATION SPHERE Requires a real number, the radius of the hydration
sphere from the centre of the solute, in  A.
• SOLUTE RADIUS Requires a real number, the radius of the excluded volume
of the solute, assuming spherical shape, in  A.
• RDF Requires either 1 or 0, 1 = Calculate RDFs, 0 = Do not calculate RDFs.
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• NNN SEARCH Requires either 1 or 0, do a search for the structural motif
with topology NNN. 1 = Yes, 0 = No.
To read the MD trajectory the program reqires the trajectory in standard xyz
format. Note: the solute coordinates must appear at the top of the list of coordinates
at each step.
To perform the analysis simply type \./RunRings.sh SOLUTE", where SOLUTE
should be replaced by the name of the trajectory les. For example to run the
analysis on the TMA.xyz le in the tests directory, copy the le TMA.xyz to the
directory containing the executables, then type \./RunRungs.sh TMA", note the
.xyz extension is dropped for running.
The output is put into a directory called SOLUTE, in the example above it
would be called TMA and consists of a number of les. The important output is
now summarized.
• Table.dat
This le contains a list of all of the steps and the number of 3 - 6 rings found
at each point. This can then be copied into a spreadsheet for analysis. Note
the sixth column (ENER) is only relevant to CP2K trajectories and is the
potential energy of each step.
• Times NR.dat
This le contains the number of steps for which each ring of order N, found
during the analysis, has lasted. Again this allows for analysis such as average
ring lifetime.
• unique Ns.dat
Contains the indices of each of the unique rings of order N found at each step.
• look.xyz
Contains the coordinates of the hydraion layer oxygens which were analyzed
at each step, the indices correspond to unique Ns.dat, and this geometry can
be used to visualize the rings.
• connections XX.dat
This le contains information regarding the search for the topology XX in the
hydration layer. At the bottom of the le is the number of times that structure
has been found, and its average lifetime.
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These les contain the output of the RDF analysis, in un-normalized (his-
togram) and normalized form. The program calculates OO, HH and OH his-
tograms for the water in the hydration layer of the solute as dened in the
Input.txt le.
In the \src" directory are the source les, they are:
• RDF.F The code for calculating RDFs.
• RING COUNT.F The code for nding unique rings.
• CONN RING XX.F The codes for searching for dierent fragment topologies.
• LIFETIMES.F The code for calculating ring lifetimes.
For running the tests the parameters are as follows;
TMA:
• CELL DIMENSIONS 10.452 10.452 10.452
• NUMBER ATOMS IN SOLUTE 17
• NUMBER STEPS 1
• HYDRATION SPHERE 6.5
• SOLUTE RADIUS 3.6
• RDF As desired.
• NNN SEARCH As desired.
TEA 10000:
• CELL DIMENSIONS 10.724 10.724 10.724
• NUMBER ATOMS IN SOLUTE 29
• NUMBER STEPS 10000
• HYDRATION SPHERE 7
• SOLUTE RADIUS 3.9
• RDF As desired.
• NNN SEARCH As desired.
A full version of this code is also freely available from the Nanogrowth website
at : http://www.ucl.ac.uk/nanogrowth/software.htm